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Notice

This fundamental piece of research on the operational definition of language
learning objectives is published in English. Although it is to a large extent "non-
language specific", it was worked out against the background of English as the target

language.

The following phase of the work of the international expert group will comprise,
among other things, a further specification of the threshold level for English and
adaptations of the present threshold level definition for French, German and Spanish.
These should be available in published form by the end of 1975.
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FOREWORD

This specification of a "threshold" level of language profijciency has been
drawn up by Dr. J A vaA Ek, Director of the Institute for Applied Linguistics in the
University of Utrecht, ov behalf of the expert group convened by the Council for
Cultural Co-operation of the Council of Europe and charged with the development of a
unit/credit system for adult language learning in Europe. The project is directed
by Mr J L M Trim, Director of the Defartment of Linguistics in the University of
Cambridge, and is under the general oversight of the Committee for Out-of-School
Education and Cultural Development and the Steering Group on Educational Technology,
for whom it has the status of a pilot project in the application of the principles of
educational technology in the international field.

The overall aim of the Project is to make the free movement of men and ideas in
the European area easier by increasing the scale and effectiveness of language
learning. Partly, this aim can be achieved by offering every European child the
opportunity to learn - and use - one of the major languages of international inter-
course during the period of compulsory education. But in the middle term, we can
expect very large numbers of people who discover in-adult life the urgent need to be
able to use a foreign language they have either never had the opportunity to study.,
or else have forgotten. It is part of the responsibility of society, especially in
the framework of permanent education, to make available to them efficient facilities
to learn the language they need for the purposes for which they need it.

Accordingly, the expert group, with the active and wholehearted co-operation of
linguists, experts in language teaching and testing, as well as educational
administrators all over Europe, have set out to create the conditions for the
developmentof large-scale language learning.

In this task they have been guided by the principles of educational technology.
This is not a matter of gadgetry, nor even necessarily of radio, television and other
audio-yisual aids - though audio-visual aids are always useful and the mass media a
highly desirable focus for learning systems on the grand scale. Educational
technology is much more a question of the rational planning of learning systems. We
have to analyse the operational needs of learners and translate them into a reasonable
set of operational learning objectives. On the basis of what the learner already
knows, we can then identify the set of learning tasks he has to face. We have to
make an assessment of the resources, human and material, that we can place at the
learners' disposal and ascribe to each its appropriate role in an often complex
teaching /learning system. We have to devise methods for testing the effectiveness
of learning - not so much in order to classify people into the good, bad and in-
different as to let them know what they have and have not achieved. There is
satisfaction in knowing that a job has been well done, and if there are gaps and
deficiencies, it is as well to know them as a guide to future work. Above all,
teachers and planners need to know whether the system they are operating works, where
its strengths and weaknesses lie, so that the strengths can be exploited further and
the weaknesses overcome. Of course, the system must be flexible enough to make it
possible to learn from experience and this is not nearly as easy as it sounds:

The early work of the expert group and their collaborators has been devoted to
the analysis of needs and the definition of objectives. The first group of studies
were published by the Council for Cultural Co-operation under the title: "Systems
Development in Adult Language Learning". Further theoretical and exemplificatory
studies are listed in the bibliography at the back of this volume. Much of this
work was programmatic apd methodological, since for one thing it is always advisable
to clarify principles before settling down to concrete work and for another the group
has always been concerned to develop conceptual and planning instruments which will
be of use to teachers and course planners in the field, casting, as it were, its
bread upon the waters. After all, language learning is going on all the time all
over Europe under the most diverse conditions. There can be no question of putting
this vigorous many-sided activity into the straightjacket of a single monolithic
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system. Accordingly, we want to help people to analyse the needs of the learners
they are responsible for, and to set, consciously and explicitly, appropriate
learning objectives. These will be as diverse as the learners and the lives they
lead, and we would not wish it otherwise.

Nevertheless, by far the largest single group of learners, everywhere, consists
of people who want to prepare themselves, in a general way, to be able to communicate
socially on straightforward everyday matters with people from other countries who
come their way, and to be able to get around and lead a reasonably normal social life
when they visit another country. This is not simply a matter of buying bread and
milk and toothpaste and getting repairs carried out to a car. People want to be able
to make contact with each other as people, to exchange information and opinions, talk
about experiences, likes and dislikes, to explore our similarities and differences,
the unity in diversity of our complicated and crowded continent.

It is to this type of learner that the organisers of mass adult education
necessarily look, and the group felt that it could perform a useful function in
providing, on the basis of its principles for the operational analysis of objectives,
a detailed specification of what, in its opinion, the learner of a foreign language
ought to be able to do with it, 4f he was to be reasonably in control of his social
intercourse with speakers of that language - what feelings and notions he would need
to express, or ask about, or argue about, and in general how to order thi,business of
daily life. Then, of course, comes the question of how to express these notions, and
so on. We must, of course, control a certain vocabulary and grammar, an indeter-
minately large set of utterances, partly remembered, largely specially put together
for the purpose. But - and for the approach of the group this principle is of primary
importance - this apparatus of sentence formation, the grammar and the lexicon is not
an end in itself, it is simply a tool for the performance of the communicative
functions, which are what really matter.

It is in this spirit thE the threshold level is to be understood. It is NOT a
recommended (still less a prescribed, or quasi-officially endorsed) minimal
vocabulary and set of structures for a language, with some useful hints on how to
use them in situations. Anyone who turns straight to the grammar and vocabulary and
learns them off by heart, or checks the course he is producing against them and pats
himself on the back if they are all there (or fits the absentees in willy-nilly) is
not using the document but abusing it. Most essential are the language functions and
the general notions; then the more concrete specific notions. Since these are very
much dependent on the concrete situations and topic of discussion, no definitive list
could possibly be set up. As Dr. van Ek makes plain, the details given here of topics
and situations, and the concrete vocabulary derived from them, are but one variant of
a threshold level equipment. On balance, we consider that this selection will suit
the needs of the average man rather better than any competing equivalent selection.
Clearly, there is room for some variation, especially where the needs of some special
group can be more clearly specified. If some topics and vocabulary were replaced by
others, an equally valid specification might be arrived at. But, the substitutions
should be conscious, explicit and justified - and it should not be forgotten that the
more different groups of learners can agree ion a common objective, even if it be to
some extent arbitrary in some details, the more language they share and the more
effectively they can intercommunicate.

To some extent then, the threshold level is a kind of standard reference level.
Because it is, so far as we know, more explicit in more dimensions of linguistic
analysis than any previous statement Of linguistic objectives, the content of any
other course, any other examination syllabus, any linguistic or communicative
proficiency can be measured against it insofar as it can be made equally explicit.

In this way, it is suitable as a basis for the establishment of a system of

equivalences. It also acts as a "keystone" in the erection of a wider "unit/credit"

scheme covering the whole area of language learning. It is possible, for instance,
to define more limitedfobjectives, short of the general social communicative ability

it represents. It is possible, on the other hand, to define more advanced levels
,Ach presuppose the threshold level. whether they cover the same field but articulare



it more finely, or extend the coverage perhaps in a way appropriate to definable
specialised needs. Studies are at present in progress in pursuance of both these

objectives. Furthermore, the threshold level concept is currently being applied to
French, German and Spanish, and in these cases too, the possibility of establishing
one or more "waystages" is under investigation. It should be emphasised that these
applications are no mere translations, but independent (though congruent)
applications of the same principles to different languages. When these various
specifications have been produced, case studies and pilot experiments will follow,
with a view to testing the appropriateness and feasibility of the proposed objective
in a variety of educational settings and under a variety of conditions.

Following the pilot experiments and case studies, the threshold level
specification will be revised, harmonised across languages and republisaed in a final
form. It will be clear that, pending that finalisation, the specification is
provisional in character.

The expert group would welcome contributions to the evaluation of the threshold
'level specification, especially where these are concrete and specific, and based on
close observation of an attempt to put a system based on these objectives into
operation. Any institution planning to do so is requested to conta vision
for Out-of-School 'Education, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, France.



INTRODUCTION

The present study is the outcome of a venture in international collaboration
over a period of more than 3 years. It embodies ideas developed in individual and
collective contributions, published and unpublished, written and oral, made by well

over 100 people from more than 15 different countries. The Council of Europe has

provided the organisational framework for this collaboration. It has also, through

the unfailing efforts of its staff provided the guidance and constant stimulation
without which an undertaking on this scale rapidly loses its momentum and disintegrates

into a number of unco-ordinated and halfhearted attempts. When so many people have
taken part in a joint effort as has been the case in the present project it is no
longer possible to clearly discern and acknowledge the individual contributions made

by each of- them. Suffice it to say that without the very serious and genuinely con-
structive work done by the numerous delegates to the symposium held at RUschlikon,
Switzerland, in 1971 and to the symposium at St. Wolfgang, Austria, in 1973, the
presentation of this first part of the European unit-credit system in foreign language
learning by adults would not have been possible. The accumulated expertise and
experience of the government officials, representatives of organisations of adult
education, teachers and researchers assembled at these symposia has formed the
foundation on which the project rests. The responsibility lies with a considerably

smaller group, the committee of experts convened for this purpose by the Council of

Europe. It has been a privilege and a pleasure to be a member of this group and to
share thd sense of unselfish dedication to a common task which has characterized its

work from the beginning. That this sense of dedication has not only been maintained
but even intensified is largely due to the skill of the project-director, Mr J Trim.

By invariably choosing the right moment to take the lead or to step back, to stimulate
or to restrain, he has given meaningful direction to what might otherwise have been

a diffuse and ineffectual attempt. His own publications have provided the framework

for the present study. Other members of the group have supplied the conceptual basis

or even the raw material for essential parts of it. Much of what is original in this

study can be traced back to Mr D Wilkins' creative work on notional categories and
categories of communicative function and to Mr R Richterich's penetrating study on

"A Model for the Definition of Adult Language Needs". Mention should also be made

of Dr. K Bung's contributions, which have stimulated awareness of a number of hithee-
to unrecognised problems and offered solutions which will materially affect the

further development of the unit/credit system.

It is a sobering thought that, with all the expertise we could draw upon, our
work would not have reached its present form without the recently acquired co-operation
of a small group of advisers, consisting of Mr L G Alexander, Mr S Hjelmstrtim and

Mr A Peck. Notably Mr Peck's contribution on settings and topics, Mr Hjelmstrft's
work on the elaboration of language-functions and notions, and Mr Alexander's expert
advice on implications for language teaching, have determined the content of this

paper to such an extent that individual acknowledgement in footnotes is no longer

possible. It has been a great experience to work with all the people referred to

above. The author has learned ro much from them, has benefited so much from their
co-operation and has drawn so freely on their work that he is not sure that he ought

to allow his name to be printed on the title-page of this study. One excuse may be

that he accepts the full responsibility for those faults and weaknesses which it will

undoubtedly contain.

Since the first presentation of the draft of this study to the committee of

experts critical comments have not been lacking. The most detailed examination to

which it has been subjected so far was undertaken by Mr L G Alexander. This

examination has resulted in numerous improvements and more particularly in the
structural inventory which Mr Alexander prepared for inclusion in the present study

as Appendix 2.

Bussum/Utrecht
November 1974

10
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PAR'i

ON DEFINING THE THRESHOLD LEVEL

CHAPTER

OBJECTIVES IN A UNIT/CREDIL SYSTEM

The promotion of efficient learning is a major aim of educational systems. If

learning is to be truly efficient learners must be enabled to satisfy their own
individual learning-needs in the most direct way possible.

Individual learners' needs will vary widely. It is perhaps no exaggeration to
say that each individual learner has his own needs, which are different from those
of any other learner. Yet, organised education can only cater for the individual
learner if he can be grouped w1.0 other learners to form a sufficiently large class
to justify the investment of ebtorts and finance required to satisfy his needs. How
to reconcile the variety of individual learners' needs with an economical use of
available resources is one of the main problems in educational planning.

Let us suppose we have to provide instruction for five learners, V, W, X, Y and Z,
who have each of them different needs. We cannot afford to run five separate courses
directly geared towards each individual's needs. In order to solve our problem we
first analyse the ability \required by each learner into components:

Learners omponents of ability required

a c d

a b c

e

a c f g h

V abcd h

a c d f g

Jne way of organising a teaching-syllabus would be to set up a course containing
the elements a - i, thus fully satisfying the needs of each learner. However, it

could mean that each learner would have to learn much more than he actually needs.
'.onsequently, the syllabus would be uneconomical.

Alternatively, we might provide acourse containing only those components which

ire needed by all the.learners, namely a and c. This would be highly economical, but

:r would leave each learner's needs partly unsatisfied.

A more satisfactory approach than either of the above alternatives, and still
aconomically viable if used on a sufficiently large scale, would be to cater for our

learners in groups of varying composition. This would mean,providing a course in
components a and c for all five of them, one in component d for V, Y, and Z, one in

e for V and W etc etc. Component i appears to be needed only by learner Y, -so we
would try to find other learners, outside our group, who share this need, so as to

justify providing a course for it.

In addition to analysing the needs of each learner and providing learning-
facilities for each component, we would have to advise the learner on the order in
which the various components could be taken most profitably. We would tell him, fot
instance, whether component h could be tackled right at the start, or only after a nn(

c have been mastered, or after a but simultaneously with c, etc etc.

- 2 -



A unit-system is a learning-system designed to cater for individual learners 11
the way described last. It breaks down a global learning-task, such as learning
mathematics or learning a language, into portions, or units, each of which correspond'
to a component of a learner's needs and is systematitally related to all the other
portions.

Once such a system has been developed and implemented, each learner can oe
advised as to which units to take and in which order. If the system is used on ,

large scale, es on a European scale, the demand for the majority of the components
is likely to be large enough to justify the provision of learning-facilities for t-lie,

If, after successfully completing a unit, or a group of units, the learners al-
given some sort of official recognition for their achievement, the system is unit

credit system.

Each portion, or unit, in our learning-system has to be described clearly.
learners will have to know what it is they are advised to learn and the responsible
for providing learning-facilities will need a clear view of what is expected of them

,
Since each unit corresponds to a learner's need, or a component of a learner's

need, the most direct way of describing it most directly related to need-fulfilment

is a statement of what the learner will be able to do after successfully completing ;

unit. This gives the essential information both to the learner and to the teachers
course-designers, etc, w1ilst leaving full scope for theuse of a variety of teachine
techniques, course materials, etc to be chosen in accordance with the special

circumstances of each type of learner.

What the learner will be able to do after completing a unit, is called the
_,:rning-cbjeotioe of that unit. In order to serve its purpose adequately, the

description of a learning-objective must be as explicit as possible. Thts means tna
a learning-objective must be defined in such a way that it unambiguously means one gr,
the same thing to anyone for whom it is meant.

In a unit/credit system the various objectives should, moreover, be defined 1
such a way that they themselves form an integrated system. This means that one

single model, one and the same set of defining-principles, should be used for the
definition of all the objectives throughout the unit/credit system. Only when thi,

condition is fulfilled canthe inter-relations between the various objectives be
clearly perceived. Only then will it be possible to state unambiguously whether
objectives are at different levels, or at the same leyel but of different types.
Only then can we establish, in accordance with individual learners' needs and prio
competence, recommended orders of progress through the unit/credit system.

To sum up: the establishment of a unit/credit system requires the followin

steps:

1. investigating and analysing learners' needs;

). grouping learners into categories with similar needs;

3. defining learning-objectives to meet the needs of each category ..ao

such a way as to form an integrated system of objectives;

4. providing learning-facilities so as to enable learners to reach

Various objectives in the most direct way possible.

-
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CHAPTER 2

LANGUAGE-LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Language-learning objectives, like other learning-objectives, are defined in
terms of behaviour. The aim of learning is always to enable the learner to do
something which he could not do at the beginning of the learning-process. This
applies to physical ability, such as the ability to ride a bicycle, as well as to
less directly observable abilities, suth-as the ability to appreciate the difference
between a burgundy and a claret, or the ability to understand some scientific theory.

Moreover, as we saw in Chapter 1, learning-objectives must be geared towards
learners' needs. This means that before defining an objective we must define the
group of learners whose needs we wish to cater tor, the target-group./

Once the target-group has been defined we try tp determine as exactly as possible
what they will need to do with, in our case, a foreign language.

' It is not sufficient - not exact enough to say that they "want,to speak the

! foreign language ". In the first place there is not much point, usually, in being
able to speak a language if one cannot understand it as well. :'moreover, when can one

be said to "speak a language"? When one can discuss the weather with casual
acquaintances, or when one can address a formal meeting? It would seem that much
depends on the kind of situations in which the learner ma! be expected to need the
ability to use the foreign language. Will it be in the situation of an interpreter

in a law-coart or in that of a casual tourist?

In order td define the learning-objective for a target-group we first have to
specify the situations in which they will need the foreign language. Specifying a
situation means stating the roles a language-user has to play, the settings in which
he will have to play these roles, and the topics he will have to deal with. More

technically: by situation we mean the complex of extra-linguistic conditions which
determines the nature of a language-act.

Once we have determined the situations in which the members of the target-group
will want to use the foreign language we can try to specify just what they will have
to be able to do in those situations.

First we specify the language activities the learner will be likely to engage in.
These may be as comparatively "simple". as understanding the weather-forecast on the

radio or as complex as summarising orally in a foreign language a report written in

one's native language. The traditional division of language-activities into four
skills - speaking, listening, writing, reading - is not always fully adequate, as
reflection on the last example will show.

Having determined the nature of the language activities we try to specify for
what general purposes the learner will have Co use the foreign language, what
ianuuuye functions he will have to fulfil. For instance, he may have to give
information about facts, he may wish to express certainty or uncertainty, whether he
considers something right or wrong, he may wish to express gratitude, he may wish to
apologise.

But the learner will have to do more than fulfil seen general language functions.
He will not only have to give information in the abstract, but he will want to give
information about sometningikhe will wish to express certainty or uncertainty with
respect to something, he will want to apologise for something. in other words, he
will need the ability to refer to things, to people, to events etc, and to talk about

them. In order to do all this he will have to be able to handle a large number of
notions in the foreign Language. What notions he will need depends to a large extent"

on the topics he will deal with. If he is dealing with the topic "weather" he will
have to handle notions such as fair, ounohinc, to rain tc, when dealing with d menu

the notions 7c,/t, i um, -,..cffee may be required. We can draw up lists of such
notions for each topic if we ask ourselves just what the learners will want to he

- 4 - /
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able to do with respect to each topic and what notions he will need in order to do
this. There are also notions which are so general that they may be needed in any

situation, when dealing with any topic. These are notions such as existence/non-

existence, past/present, before/after etc etc. Since such notions are not specifically
related to any particular topic there is not much point in trying to derive them from

a consideration of individual topics. Instead, they can be derived from a consideration

of what, in general, people deal with by means of language. e may say, again in

general, that people deal with:

1. entities (objects, persons, ideas, states, actions, events, etc),

2. properties and qualities of entities,

3. relations between entities.

The .entities themselves ;7' _ly determined by the topics, whereas notions

of properties and qualities, a c relations, tend to be used more generally.
In order to compose lists of thes, general notions we can set up a system of logitally
derived categories and subsequcntly determine what notions are likely to be used in

each category.

When the specification of a language-learning objective has been completed up to

this point we can determine what actual language forma (structures, words and phrases)
the learner will have to be able to use in order to do all that has been specified.
These forms are determined by considering each of the language-functions and the
notions separately and establishing how they are realised in a particular language,

in other words'by establishing their exponents.

The final component of a language-learning objective is a statement about the
degree of skill with which a successful learner will be expected to be tIto e 111

that has been sp,_c_ified, in, other words how well he will have to be abl do 4.

It is fairly easy to make such a statement in general terms but very difficult, if
possible at all, to do it with anything approaching the degree of exactness we can
achieve for the other components of the definition.

To-bum up: Our model for the definition of language-learning objectives

specifies the following components:

1. the situations-in which the foreign language will be used, including

the topics which will be dealt with;

2. the language activities in which the learner will engage,

3. the language functions which the learner will fulfil;

4. what the learner will be able to do with resp.-^.t to each topic;

5. the general notions which learner will be able to handle;

6. the specific (topic-related) notioas which the learner will be

able to handle;

7. the language forms which the learner will be able to use;

8. the degree of skill with which the learner will be able to
perform.

5



CHAPTER 3

LANGUAGE- LEARNING OBJECTIVES IN A EUROPEAN UNIT/CREDIT SYSTEM

The model described in Chapter2 was constructed in order to satisfy the
requirements of a unit/credit system. This means that it should be capable of
defining all langOage-learning objectives,"whether-actually existing or potefitil
ones. The universality of the model automatically extends the scope"of the unit/
credit system beyond the area originally envisaged, the area of adult eauCtion.

I

a syst m is set up which is capable of encompassing all language-learning objectives
and relating them to one another, any limitation to one particular clasp of learners
in this case adult learners - becomes arbitrary and artificial. Moreover, such a
limitation would hinder the development of permanent education. In fact, the
possibility of realising and implementing the ideas underlying the concept of
permanent education depends on the availability of systems such as the unit / credit

system dealt with in this study, which in turn depends on the availability
universal models for the definition of learning-objectives.

f

The model also satisfies the requirements of a European system. Not only does it
liend itself to the definition of learning-objectives for all languages, it can also
define objectives for several different languages in such a way that they become
strictly comparable, in a numbjar ofsfases even largely identical. It is capable of
doing so because it is to a large extent non-language-specific. Of all the components
listed in the summary of Chapter 2 there is only one, component 7, which will
necessarily have to be speLfied for each language separately. The other components
specify elements which are not restricted to individual languages. Functions such as
apologising, general notions such as past /present and specific notions such as house
and meat are likely to be needed, if not in all languages, at least in all the
languages for which the system is designed,'the languages spoken in the member
countries of the Council of Europe. In spite of their diversity, the socio-cultural
background of these countries is sufficiently homogeneous to justify the assumption
that large classes of foreign-language learners will want to use the foreign language
for approximately the same purposes wherever they find themselves. Minor differencet
can easily be accommodated by means of superficial adaptations of certain elements of
the specification. In principle, then, the model enables us to define what might be
called master-objectives, ie objectives applicable to several languages, in terms of
components 1 - 6 and, perhaps, 8. These objectives can be applied to each language
separately in order to specify component 7, the actual language forms required.

The model for defining objectives which is presented here pioduces highly
detailed, itemised, definitions. Moreover, the various items are, to a certain extent,

hierarchically ordered: the specification of a situation includes certain topics, each

topic involves certain notions. As a result of this, the definitions can be easily
manipulated. If a certain objective is found to satisfy the needs of a particular
group of learners to a very large extent but not completely, adapting the objective
is a simple matter of substituting certain items for others whici, for this sub-group,
are less essential. Whether such items are situations, topics, language function's,
general or specific notions, the form of the definition allows such substitutions to
be made in a strictly controlled fashion. It is immediately apparent just what is
involved when any switch is made, and it is also clear whether or not such a switch
will affect the general level of foreign-language ability, the total number of topics
the learner can deal with, etc etc. This flexibility permits the adaptation of an
objective to different socio-cultural backgrounds, so to different languages. It also

allows us to adjust objectives for individual languages to the needs of sub-groups of

Learners within the target-group.

The unit/credit system is designed to cater for individual needs. It would,

therefore, be contrary to the aim of the system to set up monolithic learning-

objectives. The model of definition presented in this study combines explicitness
with adaptability and can be used effectively to counteract the tendency towards
petrification which is inherent in highly developed systems.



A unit/credit system, it was said in Chapter ,1, breaks down a global learning-
task into portions. Having developed a model for defining these portions we now have
to decide how to break down the global learning-task, how to cut it into portions.
It is a principle of our system that the division should be based on an analysis of
learners' needs.

Evea, without carrying out a formal analysis we know from experience that
foreign-language learners fall into two broad categories: those who need a general,

Lumwaud of the language, and those who want to use the language for special
purposes. These two categories. impose the first division in our system: the

distinction between general foreign-language ability and specialised ability.

The, second division seems to impose itself equally naturally: learners needing
general foreign-language ability fall into classes corresponding to the level of ability
they need. There are learners who will be satisfied with the ability to maintain
themselves physically in a foreign-language environment and to establish superficial
social contacts, whereas for others nothing short of native-like command of the foreign
language will do. Between these two extremes we may distinguish various levels of
ability, all corresponding to the needs of particular classes of learners. The number
of levels to be ultiMately distinguished in our system is "largely a matter of practical
convenience", as Trim puts it.

Learners needing specialised ability, for instance for professional purposes,
will usually find that this includes a certain level of general ability. Recognising
this we can conceive of the overall model of our unit/credit system as a vertical

at
cylinder - or perhaps an upside-down ne - with a core representing a series of
levels of general ability and speci ise units radiating outward from the core at
each level. i

Having made these cuts we have not yet produced the outlines of a fully developed
unit/credit system. What is still lacking is a further division of the levels of
general lity into units. At this stage we refrain from proposing such a division
because w do not wish to impose any divisions not directly derived from analyses of
learners' needs. Such analyses are in progress but they have not yet reached the
otage where enough data are available to base furtuer sub-divisions on.

As the first objective to be defined in our system we chose what has since come
to be called the threshold level (or T-level). The threshold-level is the lowest
level of general foreign-language ability to be recognised in the unit/credit
system. This choice was made on the following grounds:

1. The large majority of learners who would enter the system as beginners
would have to pass through this level, whatever their ultimate objective
would be. The T-level would therefore meet the needs, either totally or
partially, of the largest possible class of (potential) learners in a
large number of countries.

2. The threshold level constitutes an essential rather than a marginal
objective in the unit/credit system.

3. The threshold level might fill a gap in already existing - if often
somewhat rudimentary - systems of objectives recognised by major
educational organisations and consequently be more readily adopted by
such organisations than objectives which would be more similar to
existing-ones.

4. The target-group would undoubtedly be large enough to warrant a
large-scale provision of learning-facilities, especially the use of
multi-media systems.



CHAPTER 4

THE THRESHOLD LEVEL

In the unit/credit system the threshold level - or T-level - will be the lowest

level of general foreign-language ability to be recognised. Varicnis types and

degrees of ability below T-level may be sufficient for the needs of certain learners
in certain situations, but they are not regarded as constituting "general" language-
ability. General ability will allow learners to maintain themselves in most everyday
situations, including situations for which they have not been specifically trained.
Situations are predictable only to a limited extent. This means that as long as a

learner has not mastered the ability to transfer what he has learned to new or
partially new situations, his communication possibilities will be severely limited.
In such a case he/will not be regarded as having reached a level of general language-
ability.

The actual height of the threshold-level has been a matter of discussion for a

long time. The difficulty is that we do not really know just what constitutes an
absolute minimum of general ability. Moreover, individuals may differ widely in

their capacity to exploit limited resources. In a previous paper the present author

suggested that the height might be determined somewhat arbitrarily on the basis of an
estimated average learning-time not exceeding 1 year Dr 100 - 150 hours. The main

reason for this was that it was felt to be essential that potential learners should
not be discouraged from undertaking the study of a foreign language by offering
them a first objective which it might take a few years to reach.

Now that an adequate model for the definition of language-learning objectives
on the basis of learners' needs has been developed, we may approach the problem in a

less arbitrary fashion. The threshold level which is presented in this study has

been defined by means of this model. It will appear that as a result of this
procedure the height of the level is above that which was proposed in previous papers.
However much this may be regretted we cannot but recognise the fact that the
acquisition of genuine general language-ability, even at the lowest level, is a

demanding learning-task. At the,same time we do not wish to lose sight of another

fact. Learners may be more strongly motivated by a sequence of short-term objectives

than by one single long-term objective. In the case of the threshold level, it is

therefore recommended that producers of course-materials, textbook-writers and
teachers should organise their material in such a way that some sort of half-way level

may be distinguished where their learners have mastered what may be, for them, the

most essential elements of the T-level specification without having reached general

ability. This proposal seems to transfer part of the burden of developing an
articulated system from the designers of the unit/credit system to the consumers.

On she other hand, it leaves the consumers free to organise the material in such a

way that the special characteristics of the sub-group they are dealing with are fully

taken into account. Moreover, on the basis of the specification presented in this

study, their task may be less arduous than, on the face of it, it might seem to be.

It means, in fact, selecting those items from the specification which will be given

priority in the teaching-programme and will be included in the first half rather

than in the second. Ore way of doing this might be to distinguish between items

needed for physical survival and comfort in the foreign couitry and items needed for

establishing and maintaining social relationships. Especi4lly the topic-specification

will facilitate such a procedure.
\\Lf

A specification of one such half-way level, which might perhaps be referred to

as "survival-level", will be made available shortly after publication of the present

study. It will be a short-term objective requiring no m4re than an average learning-

period of 8-9 months. It is hoped that this specification may riot only be found

useful as a worthwhile first objective for a large class of learners, but that it

may also serve as a model for those course-designers and teachers who, for th-efr-

particular learners, would wish to have a different emphasis in their beginners'

course and therefore need to define their own halfway level.

- 8 -



The target-group for the threshold level is a very large one. A basic level of

general foreign-language ability is needed by most foreign-language learners whethe-
pupils at secondary schools or adults who no longer receive full-time education.
Within such a large target-group there will inevitably be various sub-groups with

different needs. In spite of this diversity, however, the sub-groups will have very
much in common, their needs will be the same to a very large extent. In principle,

there are three courses open to us. We may define one single T-level, the one and
only objective which will be given official recognition within the unit/credit

system. This approach would disregard individual learners' needs and therefore be

incompatible with the aims of the unit/credit system. The second possibility would

be to define as many different T-levels as we can usefully distinguish sub-groups in

the target-population. This procedure might lead to an uncontrolled proliferation
and diversification of T-level objectives and therefore be incompatible with the

concept of a learning-system. The third possibility, the one to be adoOked here, is

to set up the T-level as one single objective with a certain range of permissible

variation. The T-level as specified in this study is to be regarded as -one of a

number of strictly comparable and equivalent variants. Other variants may be derived

from the specification in this study by replacing certain items, or classes of items,
by others of similar weight in terms of number and type of language-exponents. In

this way, the height of the level as a level of general language-ability is not
affected and the range of situations in which the learners will be able to function

can remain constant. It is recommended that such variants should be submitted to a
European committee for recognition in order to ensure compatibility within the system.

The variant to be defined bere is one which is felt to be particularly relevant

to the majority of acult learners. Another variant which would be relevant to a very

large class of learners would be one designed to meet the needs of pupils at

secondary schools.

The class of learners for which the present specification has been developed has

the following characteristics:

1. they will be temporary visitors to the foreign country

(especially tourists);

r 2. they will have temporary contacts with foreigners in their

own country;

3. their contacts with foreign-language speakers will, on the

whole, be of a superficial, non-professional type;

4. they will primarily need only a basic level of command of

the foreign language.

From the characteristics of the target-group we derive the types of situations

in which they are likely to need the foreign language and subsequently we shall

specify each of the other components of our model for the definition of language-

learning objectives, following the procedure outlined in Chapter 2.

,-/
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PART TWO

THE DEFINITION OF THE THRESHOLD LEVEL

CHAPTER 5

SPECIFICATION OF SITUATIONS

By situation we mean the complex of extra-linguistic conditions which determines
the nature of a language-act (cf Chapter 2). Properly speaking, situations are
strictly personal and unique. One of the conditions is always the individual
language-user himself wit his unique background (the sum total of his experiences).
For our purposes,however the definition of a level of general language-ability will
be an objective for a very large and heterogeneous population - we must ignore strictly
individual conditions and we may concentrate on four components of situations, which,
together, provide a sufficient basis for the further steps in our procedure. We shall
henceforward, distinguish four components of situations:

1. the social roles which the learner will be able to play;

2. the psychological roles which the learner will be able to play;

3. the settings in which the learner will be able to use the
foreign language;

4. the topics which the learner will be able to deal with in the
foreign language.

Social roles

The principal social roles for which T-level learners have to be prepared are:

1. stranger /stranger

2. friend/friend;

This selection is made from a study by Richterich (1), on the basis of the
characteristics of the target-group (cf Chapter 4). Various other roles are subsumed
under 1, eg:

private person/official

oatient/doctor, nurse, dentist.

A role such as

zsker:giver

may be subsumed under both 1 and 2.

The inclusion of role 2 (friend/friend) has important consequences for the
definition of the T-level. It raises this level above that required for purely
physical survival in a foreign-language environment. It will prepare the learner for
the establishment and maintenance of social relationships with foreign-language
speakers. Only when this need is fulfilled can our level be called "threshold level"
in a meallngful way: it will enable the learner to cross the threshold into the
foreign-language community.

(1) R Richterich, A Model for the Definition Df Language Needs of Adults Learning a
Modern Language, Council of Europe document CCC/EES (72) 49, Strasbourg 19,2.

-
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Psychological roles

On the basis of the characteristics of the target-group we select from
Richterich (1) the following.roles:

1., neutrality

2. equality

3. sympathy

4. antipathy.

These roles are the more "neutral" roles and thcy are appr3priate in d large
variety of types of linguistic interaction.

Settings

On the basis of the characteristics of the target-group, we may draw up a long
list of settings in which the learners may want to use the foreign language. The
settings have been selected from lists provided by Richterich (op cit) and by Peck
(private communication). In spite of its size this list is not to be considered
exhaustive. It is assumed, however, that it is sufficiently compikhensive to produce
together with the other components of situation specifications oflanguage-ability
which will enable the learners to behave adequately also in various Settings which
have not been listed (transfer).

1. Geographical location: 1. foreign country where foreign language
....=

glace

2.1 Outdoors:

is native language

2. foreign country where foreign language
is not native language

3. own country

1. street

2. square

3. park, garden

4. terrace

5. countryside

5. beach

7. lake, sea

S. mountains

sports-field

(J.open air swimming pool

. h.camping site

L2.bus stop

13.taxi stand

14.sights

15.market-place

16.car-park."

fll R Richterich, A Model for the Definition of Language Needs of Adults Learning <1
Modern Language, Council of Europe document CCC/EES (72) 49. Stl-asbourg 1972.
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2.2 Indoors

2.2.1. Private life:

2.2.2 Public life:

2.2.2.1 Purchases:

2.2.2.2 Eating and
Drinking:

1. house

2. apartment

3. room

4. kitchen.

1. shop

2. supermarket

3. multiple stores

4. indoor market.

1. restaurant

2. café

3. snack bar

4. bar

5. canteen.

2.2.2.3 Accommodation: 1. hotel

hotel room

reception

2. camping site

3. holiday camp

4. hostel

5. boarding house

6. farm house.

2.2.2.4 Transport: 1. railway-station

2. bus-station

4. airport

4. ferry terminal

5. ticket office

6. travel bureau

7. information office

8. lost property office

9. customs and immigration

10. garage

11. petrol station

12. indoor car-park.

2.2.2.5 Religion:

2.2.2.6 Physical
services:

1. church.

1. hospital

2. doctor's/dentist's waiting-room

3. 'surgery

4. chemist

- 12-
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2.2.2.7 .Learning

2.2.2.8 Displays:

5. public lavatory ,

6. sauna

7. hairdresser.

1. school

2. language institute

3. classroom

4. library.

1. museum

2. art gallery

3. exhibition.

2.2.2.9 Entertai2ment: 1. theatre

2. cinema

3. concert-hall/opera

4. night-club.

2.2.2.10 Communication: 1. post-office

2.2.2.11 Finance:

2.2.2.12 Work:

2.2.2.13 Means of__-____-
transEort:

3. Surroundings (human):
========

2. telephone-booth.

1. bank

2. money exchange office.

1. office

2. workshop

3. factory.

1. bus

2. tram

3. train

4. underground railway

5. boat/ferry

6. aeroplane

7. taxi

8. private car

9. bicycle.

1. family

2. friends

3. acquaintances

4. strangers.

Note: It has been attempted to classify the settings in order to make the
list more easily accessible as a check-list. This attempt has
inevitably led to some rather arbitrary decisions of assignment to
particular categories. It is felt, however, that the value of the
list is not affected by this procedure provided all the more important
settings are included somewhere.

- 13-



Topics

On the basis of the characteristics of the target-group, the following list of
topics has been drawn up. A similar list provided by Peck has been used as the main

source. In the composition of the list the social roles we have selected have been

used as criteria for inclusion. With respect to this list the same remark applies
which was made a propos of the list of settings: a certain measure of arbitrariness
in the classification does not affect the value of the list as long as all the more
important topics are included somewhere. Even this claim, however, cannot be upheld.
No matter how carefully a list of this kind is composed, it is bound to be far from
complete. However, this weakness is - to a certain extent - offset by the transfer-
potential of linguistic ability. It may be assumed that a learner who is competent
to deal with the topics listed will also be able to deal with several other topics for
which he has not necessarily been prepared. .

1. Personal identification

1.1 name

1.2 address

1.3 telephone number

1.4 date and place of birth

1.5 age

1.6 sex

1.7 marital status

1.8 nationality

1.9 origin

1.10, profession, occupation

1.11 employer

1.12 family

1.13 religion

1.14 likes and dislikes

1.15 character, temperament, disposition.

2. House and home

2.1 types of accommodation

2.2 accommodation, rooms

2.3 furniture, bedclothes

2.4 rent

2.5 services

2.6 amenities

2.7 region

8 flora and fauna.

Trade, profession, occupation

3.1 trades, professions, occupations

!.2 place of work

3 conditions of work



3.4 income

3.5 training

3.6 prospects.

4. Free time, entertainment

4.1 hobbies

4.2 interests

4.3 radio, TV, etc

4.4 cinema, theatre, opera, concert, etc

4.5 sports

4.6 intellectual pursuits

4.7 artistic pursuits

4.8 . museums, galleries, exhibitions

4.9 press.

5. Travel

5.1 travel to work, evening-class, etc

5.2 holidays

5.3 countries and places

5.4 public transport

5.5 private transport

5.6 entering and leaving a 'country

5.7 nationalities

5.8 languages

5.9 hotel, camping-site, etc

5.10 travel documents

5.11 fares

tickets

5.13 luggage

5.14 traffic.

6. Relations with other people

6.1 friendship/aversion

6.2 invitations

6.3 correspondence

6.4 club-membership

6.5 political and social views.

7. Health and welfare

7.1 parts of the body

7.2 positions of the body

7.3 ailments /accidents

7.4 personal comfort

7.5 sensory perception

- )5 -
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7.6 hygiene

7.7 insurance

7.8 medical services

7.9 emergency services.

8. Education

8.1 schooling

8.2 subjects

8.3 qualifications.

9. Shopping

9.1 shopping-facilities

9.2 foodstuffs

9.3 clothes, fashion

9.4 smoking

9.5 household-articles

9.6 medicine

9.7 prices

9.8 weights and measurements.

10. Food and drink

10.1 types of food and drink

10.2 eating and drinking out.

11. Services

11.1 post

11.2 telephone

11.3 telegraph

11.4 bank

11.5 police

11.6 hospital, surgery, etc

11.7 repairs

11.8 garage

11.9 petrol-station.

12. Places

13. Foreign language

13.1 ability

13.-2 understanding

13.3 correctness.

14. Weather

14.1 climate

14.2 weather-conditions.

- 16-



CHAPTER 6

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

From the characteristics of the target-plup and the situational specification
of Chapter 5 we may conclude that the learners' need to use the foreign language
orally will be much greater than their need to use its written forms. We even

assume that, in the situations described, the members of the target-group do not
actually need a general ability to read and to write the foreign language. The

threshold-level, therefore, is essentially a level of oral co7municative ability.

Oral communication may be one-sided, for instance when one addresses an audience
or listens to the radio. In most cases, however, especially in the situations
specified for T-level, it will be an interaction process involving at least two
people who speak and listen alternately.

The most important language activity for T-level learners is carrying on a

.conversation. This involyes two skills: speaking and understanding. It will be

obvious that the learners will have to be able to understand much more than what they

can s..y themselves. They can try to express themselves within the limitations of theiry
linguistic command, but they have no such control over what is said to them by others.
We can specify with some confidence the ability they will need in order to initiate
a conversation on the topics listed, to get things done for them, or to fulfil other

language functions. We can only guess at the ability they will need in order to
react adequately when others initiate a conversation or respond to their own language

acts. Even if we take into account - as we must - the efforts a native speaker will
make in order to make F4mself understood by a foreigner with only a'basic level of
command of his language, we shall have to provide the learner with a fairly great
receptive ability if he is to maintain himself in a conversation at all. Exactly what

the learner will be able to do in the foreign language at T-level is specified in
detail in the following-chapters. It may be useful to give a brief summary here of

what this implies for the skill of understanding:

The learners will be able to understand:

- the most likely answers to questions asked by themselves;

- the most likely responses to matters raised by themselves or to

answers given by themselves;

- questions asked by others within the topic areas listed in

Chapter 5;

- information given by others within the topic areas listed in

Chapter 5;

- the texts of the commonest announcements via public address

systems in airports, at railway-stations etc;

- warnings such as "look out", "be careful", "stop!", "hurry!".

At this level the learners will be expected to understand only those utterances
which are spoken in the standard dialect with either the standard accent or accents
which have a slight regional, foreign, and/or socio-economic colouring and at a speech-

rate which lies in the lower range of what is considered normal.

The objective for writing at T-level is extremely limited. It is assumed that

for this skill the actual needs of the majority of the members of the target-group do
not go beyond the ability to write letters of one particular type and to fill in certain

forms. This means, in fact, that no general ability to write is required but only a

strictly limited formulaic manner of expression. The estimated needs of the learners

can be listed as follows:

The learners will be able to write letters:

- inquiring about availability of accommodation (hotel, camping-site etc),

- 17-



- inquiring about price and conditions of accommodation,

- stating wishes as to size of rooms, arrangement (full board, etc),

amenities, view;

- inquiring about tourist-attractions, sights, etc,

- booking accommodation.

The learners will be able to complete forms:

hotel registratior forms;

- forms required wh'en entering or leaving the foreign country (if any).

The objective for reading is alsc narrowly restricted. At the learners

will be. able to read:

- typewritten letters and simple brochures sent in returA for letters

written by the learners themselves (see under "writing" above);

- generally used texts on road-signs;

- generally used public notices and announcements;

- generally used menu-terms.

It should he emphasised that the above specifications for writing and reading
constitute a minimum objective as derived from estimated needs at T-level. It is

possible, and even likely, that courses meant for a literate target-group will make
extensive use of written forms of the language, not necessarily as part of the course-

objective, but as a teaching-aid. It is'also likely that the learners themselves,
during the learning process, will utilise additional written materials in order to
increase their language-ability and/or for recreational purposes. It may be expected,

therefore, that on reaching T-level the majority of learners will have a much more
general ability to use the written forms of the language - especially receptively -

than what has been described in the objective. It is also possible that many learners

will wish to follow up by means of correspondence social contacts which they have
established orally with foreign-language speakers. These learners will need a more

general ability to write the foreign language. On the other hand it should be

recognised that a large section of the target -group will not regard this as their

primary objective. It would be contrary to tie principles o' the unit/credit system

to farce these learners to master this further ability before their general oral -

ability could be recognised. Both categories of learners should be accommodated in
the unit / credit system, those who need only a strictly limited ability to use written
forms of the language and those who wish to acquire a more general ability in reading

alone or in reading and writing. It has therefore been decided co define the T-level
in the way described in thi0 study so with a general ability in speaking Wld under-
standing and a strictly limited ability in reading and writing, and to develop at a
later stage two additional units, one for reading and one for writing, which in level

and scope will corrspond roughly.to oral ability at T-level.

18
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CHAPTER 7

LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS

This chapter specifies component 3 of the definition of the T-level. This will

be done in non-language-specific terms: we shall list the various functions the
learners will be able to fulfil at T-level, whatever language - here limited to those
spoken in the member-countries of the Council of Europe - they have studied. In

Chapter 11 we shall list for each function the actual language forms (grammatical and/
or lexical) which we consider to be the most useful exponents or T-level English.

In setting up our list of language functions we have distinguished six main
categories of verbal communication:

1. imparting and seeking factual information;

2. expressing and finding out intellectual attitudes;

3. expressing and finding out emotional attitudes;

4. expressing and finding out moral attitudes;

5. getting things done (suasion);

6. socialising.

Each of these six main categories, and, indeed, each of the functions, may be

realised separately in language-acts. Often, however, two or more of them will be

combined in a single language-act. Thus, one may seek factual information while at

the same time expressing survise (emotional attitude). Yet, it is convenient to

deal with each function separately and to specify just what each function involves by

way of language-content.

The list of functions is far from exhaustive. In the first place it is unlikely

that it is possible at all to draw up a complete list. Secondly, the list represents

a deliberate selection for T-level. At higher levels more functions would be added.

It should be emphasised that the lists presented here and in other chapters ar(-

not to be regarded as final or definitive. They will - it is hoped - provide a

sufficiently solid basis for practical applications of an experimental nature. The

feedback from this, experimental work will undoubtedly lead to numerous modifications

in the lists.

Language functions for T-level

1. Imparting and seeking factual information

1.1 identifying

1.2 reporting (including describing and narrating)

1.3 :orrecting

1.4 asking.

2 Expressing and finding out intellectual attitudes

2.1 expressing agreement and disagreement

2.2 Inquiring about agreement or disagret-lent

2.3 ienying something

2.4 ccepting an offer or invitation

2.5 .ieclining an offer or invitation

2.6 nquiring whether offer or invitation acepted or declined

28
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2.7 offering to do something

2.8 stating whether one remembers or has forgotten something
or someone

2.9 inquiring whether someone remembers or has forgotten
something or someone

2.10 expressing whether something is considered possible
or impossible

2.11 inquiring whether something is considered possible
or impossible

2.12 expressing capability and incapability

2.13 inquiring about capability or incapability

2.14 expressing whether something is considered a logical
conclusion (deduction)' ---/

2.15 inquiring whetgcr something is considered a logical
conolusion (deduction)

, 2.16 expressing how certain/uncertain one is of something

.2.17 inquiring how certain/uncertain others are of something

2.18 expressing one is/is not obliged to dO something

2.19 inquiring whether one is obliged to do something

2.20 expressing others are/are not obliged to do something

2.21 inquiring whether others are obliged to do something

2.22 uiving and seeking permission to do something

2.23 inquiring whether others have permission to do something

2.n4 stating that permission is withheld.

3. Expressing and finding out emotional attitudes

3.1 expressing pleasure, liking

3.2 expressing displeasure, dislike

3.3 inquiring about pleasure, liking, displeasure, dislike

3.4 expressing surprise

3.5 expressing hope

3.6 expressing satisfaction

3.7 expressing dissatisfaction

3.8 inquiring about satisfaction or dissatisfaction

3.9 expressing disappointment

3.10 expressing fear or worry

3.11 inquiring about fear or worry

3.12 expressing preference

3.13 inquiring about preference

3.14 expressing gratitude

3.15 expressing sympathy

3.16 expressing intention

3.17 inquiring about intention

3.18 expressing want, desire

3.19 inquiring about want, desire.

- 20-
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4. 'Expressing and finding Jut moral attitudes

4.1 apologising

4.2 granting forgiveness

4.3 expressing approval

4.4 expressing disapproval

4.5 inquiring about approval or disapproval

4.6 expressing appreciation

4.7 expressing regret

4.8 expressing indifference.

5. Getting things done ksuasion)

5.1 suggesting a course of action (including the speaker)

5.2 requesting others to do something

5.3 inviting others to do something

5.4 advising others to do something

5.5 warning others to take care or to refrain from doing
something

5.6 instructing or directing Others to do something.

6. Socialising

6.1 to greet people

6.2 when meeting people

6.3 when introducing people and when being introduced

6.4 when taking leave

6.5 to attract attention

6.6 to propose a toast

6.7 when beginning a meal.
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CHAPTER 8

TOPICS: BEHAVIOURAL SPECIFICATION

This chapter is a statement of what the learners will be able to do at T-level
with respect to each of the topics listed in Chapter 5. The specification is non-

language-specific and will serve as a basis for the notional specification discussed
in Chapter 10.

1. Personal identification

Learners should be able to give and seek information about themselves and,
if applicable, others, with regard to:

1.1 name first name, initials, surname, spelling them
.....out if required

1.2 address home address, spelling it out if required

1.3 telephone-number

1.4 date and place of birth spelling out the place-name if required

1.5 age

1.6 sex

1.7 marital status

1.8 nationality

1.9 origin

1.10 profession, occupation

1.11 employer name of firm, company, institution, organisation
or individual by whom employed, nature of firm,
company, institution or organisation

1.12 family composition of family, family-relations

1.13 religion name of religion

1.14 likes and dislikes especially with regard to people, hobbies and
interests,Ofood and drink

1.15 character, temperament, general characterisation of other people
disposition

2. House and home

Learners should be able to discuss where and under what conditions they
and others live, specifically:

2.1 types of accommodation describe the type of house, flat etc in which
they live themselves, as well as those in the
neighbourhood, seek similar information from
others

2.!

'.3

accommodation, rooms describe their own accommodation, house, flat,
etc, and thie rooms in it, seek similar

informati from others

furniture, bedclothes mention and inquire about the availability of
the most essential pieces of furniture and
bedclothes

rent state, rent and/or purchase-price of their own
accommodation and inquire about that of other
nouses, flats. etc
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2.5 services mention and inquire about availability of such
services as gas, electricity, heating, telephone

2.6 amenities mention and inquire about availability of bath,
shower, fridge, TV, garage, garden, cleaning
facilities etc

2.7 region characterise and inquire about the nature of their
own region and that of others: agricultural,
industrial, scenery, whether it is attractive
or not eLc

2.8 flora and fauna characterise and inquire gout flora and fauna
of their own region and that of others

3. Trade, profession, occupation

Learners should be able to exchange information about:

3.1 trades, professions,
occupations

3.2 place of work

3.3 conditions of work

the nature of their own former and present jobs
and those of others

where they and others work

working-hours, holidays, position in an
organisation, employment and unemployment

3.4 income income and taxation

3.5 training the nature of training (if any) required for
their own job and those of others

3.6 prospects possibilities for further career, wishes and
plans for future

4. Free time, entertainment

Learners should be able to exchange information about:

4.1 hobbies say what their hobbies are and inquire about
those of uLhers

4.2 interests say what their special interests are and
inquire about those of others

4.3 radio, TV say whether they like watching TV, listening
to the radio, which programmes they like
particularly, which they dislike, and inquire
about the preferences of others

4.4 cinema, theatre, opera state own preferences and inquire about those
concert, etc of others, inquire about progratmes and booking-

facilities, buy tickets, ask for the cloakroom,
find their way

4.5 sports state own preferences and inquire about those of
others, inquire about sporting-events, buy
tickets for stadium etc, discuss result of a
match

4.6 intellectual pursuits

4.7 artistic pursuits

museums, galleries
exl bit ions

say whether they like reading and studying,
whether they are actually studying, if sr', what
seek similar information from others

say what forms of art they are interested in, 1r
any; inquire about the preferences of others,
give and seek information on the availability of
public facilities: cinemas, theatre, museums etc

say whether they are interested in museums,
galleries, exhibitions; inquire about the interest,.
of others; give and seek information on availabilit.,,
-rice of tickets, opening-hours etc

91
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4.9 press

5. Travel

The learners should

5.1 travel to work,
evening-class etc

5.2 holidays

5.3 countries and places

5.4 public transport

5.5 private transport

5.6 entering and leaving
a country

5.7

5.8

nationalities

languages

say what they read regularly: newspapers,

magazines etc; inquire about the preferences of

others; inquire about the press in the foreign
country.

be able to deal with various aspects of travelling:

say how they travel to work, evening-class, etc,
what means of transport, what times, duration of
journey, how often; seek similar information
from others

say and inquire about where they and others normally
spend their holidays and how long they last, how
they spend them (camping, in hotels, etc), with
whom (friends, relatives, etc); describe a
previous holiday, where they went, how, with whom,
for how long, where they stayed, what the weather
was like, what they saw, what they did, give
their general impressions and say whether they
enjoyed the holiday and would go again; describe

their plans for a future holiday and seek similar
information from others; say whether they have
been in the foreign language country before, seek
similar information from foreigners with respect
to their own country; say which foreign country
(countries) they would particularly like to visit
and why; seek similar information from others

characterise countries, places and regions, say
something about their size, where they are
situated and in what surroundings, mention
possibilities for sight-seeing; seek similar
information from others, what to visit and how

ask how to get to a place by public transport;
give information on this to others; buy tickets;

inquire about lost property; discuss times of

arrival and departure, discuss routes; discuss

restaurant /refreshment: facilities; understand

the commonest public announcements

obtain and give information about routes, types
of roads, traffic-rules, parking facilities,
car-maintenance facilities, documents

state whether they wish to declare anything at

the customs; inquire about documents needed;

ask about import-regulations; state reasons for
visiting foreign country. duration of stay, fill
in forms if required when entering or leaving
the foreign language country, give personal
information (cf 1); change money

state own nationality and inquire about that of
others,

say which foreign languages they speak, understand,

read, write; say something about their level of

proficiency;, say what experiences they have;
how they have learned them, how easy/difficult
they think they are, whether they intend to
continue' learning foreign languages, whether they

need them much; seek similar information from

others
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5.9 hotel, camping-site etc

5.10 travel-documents

5.11 fares

5.12 tickets

5.13 luggage

5.14 traffic

inquire about nature and availability of accommoda-
tion, state wishes as to size of rooms,
situation of rooms or camping-site, amenities,
view; discuss terms and prices"; fill in
registration-forms; ask about meal-Cmes, ask
for key, inquire about laundry-facilities, ask
for early morning call

ask what uocuments are needed; inquire about how
to obtain visa, insurance, tickets

inquire about fares, price reductions, single and
return, children and adults

obtain'tickets and pay fnr them

ask for one's luggage by identifying it, use
services of. a porter, inquire at lost property
office

ask about traffic-rules, especially one-way streets,
parking, speed limits; give information on same
subjects; understand the commonest texts on
traffic-signs.

6. Relations with other people

Learners should be able to deal with various aspects of social life:

6.1 friendship/aversion

6.2 invitations

6.3 correspondence

6.4 club-membership

6.5 political and social
views

say what people they like or dislike; seek
similar information from others

invite others for a visit, a meal,- a drink, private

or public entertainment; eccept and decline such
invitations; make an appointment

say whether they correspond with foreign language
speakers, with whom, about what, how frequently;
seek similar information from others; ask for

writing materials, notepaper, postcards

say whether they are members of any clubs, if so
what clubs and what activities; seek information
from others about the same subject

say something about their political views,
whether they support a political party, what
sort of government their own country has;
say something about social security in their
own country, especially old-age pensions and
medical care; seek similar information from
others

7. Health and welfare

Learners should be able to deal with various aspects of health and

welfare:

7.1 parts of the body

positions of the body

7.3 ailments/accidents

7.2

refer to some parts of the body where simple
gesture does not suffice to locate the source
of pain, disorders, etc

refer to and inquire about positions and
movements of the body, sitting, standing,
lying down etc

report illness, injury, accident; say whether

they have been ill before and whether they have
been operated upon; say whether they have to
take medicine regularly, if so, what medicine

- 25-
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7.4 personal comfort say whether they are corulfortable or the reverse,
whether they are hungry, tired, ill or well, want
to rest; inquire about the same subjects

7.5 sensory perception say whether they can see, hear, smell, taste
something; say how something smells, tastes,
inquire about the same subjects

7.6 hygiene inquire about bathing, washing, hairdressing
facilities; ask for articles of personal hygiene

7.7 insurance say whether they are insured or not, against what
risks, if so where; inquire about the same
subjects

7.8 medical services inquire about medical facilities, surgery-hours,
conditions of treatment; make an appointment
with a doctor, a dentist, at a hospital; buy

medicine at a chemist's; answer a doctor's
questions; make clear to a doctor what is wrong

7.9 emergency services ask for the police or the fire department, ask,
for an ambulance, a doctor, ask for the consul

8. Education

Learners should be able to discuss:

8.1 schooling say what sort of edUcation they have had, say how
they learned the foreign language, at what
institute, what course; seek similar information
from others

8.2 subjects

8.3 qualifications

say what subjects they are particularly interested
in; seek similar information from others

say what diplomas or certificates they have, what
examinations they have taken, whether they have
passed or failed, whether they are preparing
themselves for further examinations; seek similar
information from others

9. Shopping

Learners should be able to deal with various aspects of shopping:

9.1 shopping facilities ask for and give information about supermarkets,
shopping-centres, markets, shops (baker, butcher,
etc); ask in a shop whether particular goods are
available, ask ro see them, find out how much
they cost, ask to be shown something cheaper,
better, different, pay for goods bought, be
familiar with expressions of quantity, weight, and
with the money in the foreign country

9.2 foodstuffs ask for the more common foodstuffs

9.3 clothes, fashion ask for the more common articles of clothing
and articles of personal use; ask for specific
colours and materials

9.4 smoking ask for smokers' requisites

9.5 household - articles ask for the more common household-articles,
particularly those most likely to be needed by
a visitor to a foreign country

medicine ask for chemist's, buy medicines against commoR
physical disorders
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9.7 prices inquire about prices, discounts, method of payment;
say whether price is convenient, (too) highjor
(too) low

9.8 weights and measures discuss size and weight in general terms (big,
small, heavy, light, etc) and in terms of the
commonest standard weights and measures in the
foreign language community and in their own

10. Food and drink

Learners should be able to deal with some aspects of eating and

drinking:

10.1 types of food and
drink

10.2 places where you eat
and drink

order a meal in a restaurant,
say what meal they want, what
and how it should be prepared
seek similar information from

refer to a menu,
they want to eat i

(boiled, fried, etc);
others

ask about places where one can eat and drink;
give information to others about same subject,
order food and drink (see 100.1 al-ve); ask for
the bill; paying and tippinb

11. Services

Learners should be able to make use of a number of important services

and help others to use them:

11.1 post

11.2 telephone

11.3 telegraph

11.4 bank

11.5 police

11.6 hospital, surgery

11.7 repairs

11.8 garage

11.9 petrol-station

give and seek information about where the post-
office is, where a letter box is; inquire about
postage for letters and parcels; buy stamps;

inquire about poste-restante,

give and seek information about where phone-calls
can be made; ask someone to ring them up; tell

others they will ring them up; ask if they can
make a call; ask for a telephone-dumber and give
their own number, ask for coins

send a telegram; ask when it will arrive,
inquire about the price

give and seek information about where the nearest
bank is, where foreign money can be changed;
change money at a bank; cash a cheque; say

whether and, if so, where they have an account

give and seek information about where the nearest
police-station is; report a loss or a theft; pay

a fine

(see "health and welfare" - medical services, above)

give and seek information about where things can
be repaired; ask for things to be repaired

give and seek information about whore the nearest
garage is; report a breakdown; ask for technical
help

give and seek information about where the nearest
petrol-station is; buy petrol, have oil, water

and tyres checked

12. Places

Learners should be able to ask the way and to give strangers directions;
they should be able to refer to a map, and to state and inqu'.re about distances.

17
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13. Foreign language

Learners should be able to discuss the use of a foreign language:

13.1 ability say how well they speak, understand, read, write
a foreign language, whether they consider it easy
or difficult; seek similar information from
others

13.2 understanding ask what things are called; ask what phrases,
words, etc mean;' ask someone to speak slowly,
clearly, to repeat something, to explain what he
means

13.3 correctness ask whether something is correct, ask someone to
correct mistakes; ask how something is pronounced .

14. Weather

Learners should be able to discuss the weather:

14.1 climate characterise the climate in their own country
and in the foreign country (if they know it);
inquire about the climate in the foreign country

14.2 weather-conditions describe weather-conditions in the four seasons
in their own country, and, as far as known, in
the foreign country; inquire about weather-
conditions in the foreign country.
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CHAPTER 9

GENERAL NOTIONS

Notions are the concepts which people use in verbal communication. Such notions

are heterogeneous in that they represent a wide variety of levels of abstractiokf
This is inevitable because it reflects the nature of language itself. We use

language to refer ito concrete objects such as chairs and tables, but we also use it
to deal with highly abstract relations such as dative and objective relations. The

list to be presented in this chapter is arranged systematically in accordance with
the overall categorisation proposed in Chapter 2. There is a considerable amount of

overlap between this list and the lists in Chapter 7 and Chapter 10. Thus, for

instance, the "general notion" capacity/incapacity (2.4.3.10) is to a certain extent
parallelled by the "language function" expressing capability and incapability, and
the "general notion" colour (2.4.1.12) by "specific" colour-notions in the list
describedkin Chapter 10. From a theoreti al point of view, this may be

unsatisfactory. It reflects our inabilit to deal with the question of "what is done

by means of language" in a strictly scie ific way. What we have attempted, instead,

was to develop a system of classificat which, in spite of its shortcomings, would

ensure the fullest possible coverage. This system is to a certain extent uneconomical
in that it lists a number_of_item$ twice-or even three times. From a practical point

of view, however, this is hardly a disadvantage.

General notions
as

1 Notions of entities

including Deixis (see Caipter 11, division II)

2 Notions of properties and qualities

2.1 Existential

2.1.1 existence/non-existence

2.1.2 presence /aJsence

2.1.3 availability/non-availability

2.1.4 possibility/impossibility (objective)

2.1.5 occurrence/non-occurrence

2.2

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.3.1

2.2.3.2

2.2.3.3

2.2.3.4

2.2.3.5

2.2.3.6

2.2.3.7

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6

Spatial and temporal

location

motion

dimension

size

length

pressure

weight

volume

temperature

age

point of time

length of time (duration)

'peed
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2.2.7 frequency

2.2.8 continuity

2.2.9 intermittence

2.2.10 permanence

2.2.11 temporariness

2.2.12 repetitiousness

2.2.13 uniqueness

2.2.14 commencement

2.2.15 cessation

2.2.16 stability

2.2.17 change, transition

2.3 Quantitative

2.3.1 number

2.3.2 quantity .

2.3.3 degree

2.4 Qualitative

2.4.1 physical

2.4.1.1 shape

2.4.1.2 size, measure

2.4.1.3 weight, pressure

2.4.1.4 temperature

2.4.1.5 moisture, humidity

2.4.1.6 visibility

2.4.1.7 opaqueness

2.4.1.8 audibility

2.4.1.9 taste

2.4.1.10 smell

2.4.1.11 texture

2.4.1.12 colour

2.4.1.13 age

2.4.1.14 physical condition

2.4.1.15 climatic condition

2.4.1.16 material

2.4.2 personal

2.4.3 evaluative

2.4.3.1 value, price

2.4.3.2 quality

2.4.3.3 rightness/wrongness

2.4.3.4 acceptability/inacceptability

2.4.3.5 adequacy/inadequacy

2.4.3.6 desirability/undesirability
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2.4.3.7 correctness/incorrectness

2.4.3.8 successfulness/unsuccessfulness

2.4.3.9 utility/inutility

2.4.3.10 capacity/incapacity

2.4.3.11 importance /unimportance

2.4.3.12 normality/abnormality

3 Notions of relations

3.1 Spatial relations

3.1.1 relative position

3.1.2 distance

3.1.3 direction

3.1.4 origin

3.1.5 arrangement

3.2 Temporal relations

3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

3.2.5

3.2.6

3.2.7

1./.8

3.2.9

3.2.10

3.2.11

priority

posteriority

sequence

simultaneousness

future reference

present reference

past reference

reference without time-focus

delay

earliness

lateness

3.3 Action/event relations

3.3.1

3.3.2

3.3.3

3.3.4

3.3.5

3.3.6

3.3.7

3.3.8

agency

objective (including factitive)

dative

instrumental

benefactive

place

time

manner, means

3.4 Contrastive relations

3.4.1

3.4.2

equality/inequality

correspondence/contrast

3.5 Possessive relations

3.5.1 ownership
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'3.6 Logical- relations

3.6.1 conjunction

3.6.2 disjunction

3.6.3 inclusion/exclusion

3.6.4 cause

3.6*5 effect

3.6.6 reason

3.6.7 purpose

3.6.8 condition

3.6.9 focussing

/
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CHAPT"...R 10

SPECIFIC NOTIONS (TOPIC-RELATED)

In Chapter 5 the topics were introduced as part of the description of the
situations in which learners at T-level might be expected to need foreign-language
ability. In Chapter 8, we described in some detail what the learners would be able
to do at T-level with respect to each topic. In order to do all that was described,
the-learners will need the ability to handle a large number of notions in the fpreign
language. It is possible to draw up a list of such notions for each topic separately,
which is, in fact, the procedure we have adopted. The method for the selection of
these notions is to a very large extent subjective; it is based on introspection,
intuition, experience. It is, perhaps, to be regretted that no more scientific
method could have been used in this case, but, even if such a method would have been
available, its application would have required an investment of time and money which,
in the present circumstances, was out of the question. The situation is, of course,

very familiar to all those concerned with educational development.

Lacking the huge resources which might have made a more scientific approach
possible we have attempted to reduce the subjective element in our selection to a
certain extent by comparing the first draft- of our own lists with the notional
content of various word-lists drawn up for a number of different languages,
especially the "MindestwortschItze" of the "Volkshochschulverblinden. For this

purpose we "translated" the words given in these sources into the notions they
represented ad subsequently checked our own lists mainly in order to find out
whether there were unjustifiable omissions. The results obtained by this procedure
are presented in this study as a basis for experimentation and will undoubtedly
undergo modifications in the light of the expected feedback.

For reasons of space the list of specific notions is not presented in this
chapter, but, together with th exponents for T-level English, in Division III of

Chapter 11.

The list of notions is non-languagelspecific. It is I -fortunate, but of course

inevitable, that we have to refer to the notions in a particular language. Thee

labels used for the notions might be misinterpreted as actual words proposed
that particular language, in this study English. We hope that the presentatic" .n

Chapter 11 of notions and exponents in two columns will preclude such misinterpretation.



CHAPTER 11

LANGUAGE FORMS

The specifications presented so far in this study have been non-language-
specific. Without referring to any particular language we have desc_ibed what the
learners will be able to do at T-level and what notions they will be able to handle.
The actual words, structures, etc, needed for this purpose in a particular language
m-y now be determined on the basis of these specifications. For each item in the
specifications we can state what language form(s) we consider to be the most useful
exponents in a given language. In this study we shall demonstrate this procedure
for English. The exponents will be marked either P or R. Those marked R are meant
for receptive use only: the learners will have to be ble to understand them when
others use them. Those marked P are meant for recepti e and productive use: they
are recommended as the most general and/or the simples wey of fulfill'ng a language
function or expressing a notion in speaking and, in rar cases, in writing. Of course
there is ample scope for variation here. It would be p intless to prescribe how
learners should be able to fulfil a language function or to express a notion; the

only thing that can be stipulated is that they should beable to do it. If,

nevertheless certain exponents are marked P, this is done by way of recommendation.
The selection of these exponents has been governed by the wish to keep the total'
learning-load as light as possible. This means that in several cases certain
exponents have n marked P because they can serve more than one purpose or because
they do not int ace linguistic difficulties which, in other cases, could be avoided.

The lists are presented in three divisions, each corresponding to specifications
developed in previous chapters:

Division I

Division II

Division III

language functions (Chapter 7)

general notions (Chapter 9)

specific (topic-related) notions (Chapter 10).

Together they constitute the content-specification for T- level. English. For

easy reference three appendices have been added to this study. The first appendix
is an alphabetical list of all the words used in the English exponents of the three
divisions, the complete lexicon for the English T-level, the second appendix is a
structural inventory derived from the exponents by Mr L G Alexander, the third is a
short grammatical summary.

The total number of different words (including so-called grammatical words)
occurring in the English exponents is ca. 1050 for productive and receptive use and a
further 450 for receptive use alone. This does aot mean that at T-level the learner's
ability to understand words in the foreign language is restricted to a total of some
1500. It may be confidently assumed that his ability will go far beyond this number.
Apart from words which are very similar in the foreign language and in his native
language, there are numerous compounds and derivatives which he will have no difficulty
in understanding on the basis of his understanding of the component parts.

Where, in the following lists, grammatical categories are referred to, it has
been attempted to use those terms which have the widest currency, or, at least, are
widely understood. It has been found convenient to use some common abbreviations:

P

VP

noun-phrase

verb-phrase

noun

34
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V
inf infinitive without to

Ito infinitive with to

ding verbal form in -ing

fed past participle

0 zero.

Content-sEecification: Division I......

Language functions
..........=======

with T-level exponents for English
===,.........==z===================

1. Imparting and seeking factual information

1.1 identifying demonstrative pronouns (this, that, these,
those) + BE + NP P

demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these,
those) + N + BE + NP P

personal pronouns (subject, form) + BE + NP P

declarative sentences P

short answers (Yes, he is, etc) P

1.2 reporting (including
describing and
narrating)

declarative sentences P

head-clause containing verb of saying
(eg to say), t inking, etc + complement
clause (indire t speech) P

1.3 correcting same exponents as ve; in addition:

adverb no P

negative sentences with not P

sentences containing the negation-words
never, no (adjective), nobody, nothing P

1.4 asking interrogative sentences (yes/no questions) P

declarative sentences + question intonation R

question-word sentences with:

When
Where

Why

)

)

)

What (pronoun) )

Which (pronoun) )

Who ) P
What (adjective) )

Which (adjective) )

(far
)

)

How +(much )

(long
(etc

)
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Whose (pronoun and adjective) R

question-tags (type: You aren't afraid,

are yon) R

(sub-clause)
Tell me + ( about + NP) P

2. Expressing and finding out intellectual attitudes

2.1 expressing agreement and
disagreement

agreement

disagreement

2.2 inquiring about agreement
or disagreement

2.3 denying something

2.4 accepting an offer
or invitation

2.5 declining an offer
or invitation

I agree P

That's right P

Of course knot) P

Yes P

Certainly R

affirmative short answers (it is, I am,
I can, he may, etc) P

I don't agree P

I don't think so P

No P

That's incorrect R

negative short answers P

Do you agree? P

Do you think so, too? P

Don't you agree? P

Don't you think so? P

short questions P

No (adverb) P

negative sentences with not P

sentences containing the negation-words
never, no (adjective), nobody, nothing P

negative short answers

Thank you P

Yes, please P

I shall be very glad Ito P

That will be very nice P

With pleasure! R

No, thank you P

I'm afraid I cannot ... p

Unfortunately I cannot ... R
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2.6 inquiring whether
offer or invitation is
accepted or declined

2.7 offering to do
something

2.8 stating whether
remembers or hp
forgotten somc.ning
or someone

2.9 inquiring whether
someone remembers or
has forgotten some-
thing or someone

2.10 expressing whether
something is considered
possible or impossible

possibility

impossibility

"4

1 \

2.11- inquiring Whether
something is 'considered

possible or impossible

2.12 expressing capability
and incapability

2.13 inquiring about
capability or
incapability

Will you +,VP (do it, come, etc) P

Can I + VP P

Shall I + VP P

I remember
(noun(-group)/pronoun P

I don't remember)
+ (gerund

(that-clause

I have forgotten to (bring my glasses etc) P

no you remember + (noun(-group)/pronoun
(gerund

(that-clause

Have you forgotten to (bring your
glasses, etc) P

It is possible +
(0

(that, ,lause P

NP + can + VP P

It is not possible + that-clause P

NP + cannot + VP P

It is impossible P

0
Is it possible +

(

Can + NP + VP P

(that-clause P

NP + can + VP P

NP + cannot + VP P

NP + BE able to + VP P

NP + BE not able to + VP P

NP + BE unable to + VP R

Can + NP + VP P

Cannot + NP + VP P

BE + NP + able to + VP P

BE not + NP + able to + VP P

BE + NP + unable to + VP R
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2.14 expressing whether
something is considered
a logical conclusion
(deduction)

0

2.15 inquiring whether
something is considered
a logical conclusion

(deduction)

2.16 expressing how certain/
uncertain one is of
something

strong Eositive

intermediate

1

So + declarative sentence P

Therefore + declarative sentence R

NP + must + VP P

necessarily in declarative sentence R

NP + cannot + VP P

necessarily in interrogative sentence R

(0 P
I am sure +

(that-clause P

' (0 R
I am certain +

(that-clause R

No doubt + declarative sentence R

I certainly think/believe + that-clause R

I think +
(so P

(that-clause P

(so R
I suppose +

(that-clause R

I believe + that-clause R

0 Pweak (

---- I am not sure +
(that-clause P

negative

.17 inquiring about how

certain/uncertain'
others are of

something

(0 R
I wonder +

(if- clause R

NP + may + VP P

Perhaps ... P

I don't think +
(so P

(that-clause P

I don't believe +
(noun(-group)/pronoun R

(that-clause R

NP + cannot + VP P

Are you (quite) sure +
(0 P

(that-clause P

Do you think +
(so P

(that-clause P

Do you believe/suppose + that-clause R
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2.18 expressing one is/is not
obliged to do something

2.19 inquiring whether one is
obliged to do something

2.20 expressing others are/
are not obliged to do
something

2.21 inquiring whether others
are obliged to do
something

2.22 giving and seeking
permission to do
something

giving permission

seeking permission

2.23 inquiring whether
others have permission
to do something

2.24 stating that permission
is withheld

I have to/don't have to + VP P

I must + VP R

(similarly with we)

Do I have to + VP P

Must I + VP R

(similarly with we)

NP + have to + VP, affirmative and
negative P

You must + VP P

NP + must + VP (other persons) R

You need not + VP R

It is (not) necessary P

[)o + NP + have to + VP P

You may + VP P

You can + VP R

(answering a request):

Of course P

Of course you may R

(That's) all right P

May I + VP P

Can I + VP R

Let me + VP R

Do you mind + if-clause R

Are you allowed to + VP P

Are you supposed ,o + VP R

NP + BE not allowed to + VP P

NP + BE not supposed to + VP R

NP + must not + VP R

to forbid R

Don't + VP P
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3. Expressing and finding out emotional attitudes

3.1 expressing pleasure,

liking

3.2 expressing displeasure,
dislike

This is very nice/pleasant P

I like +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)

)

(very much) P
(Ving

I enjoy +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)
(Ving )

I love + noun(-group)/pronoun P

It's a-wery good + noun P

This is not very nice/pleasant P
(very)

I don't like +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)(much)
(Ving )(at )

(all )

I don't enjoy +(noun(-group)/pronoun)
(VingWing

13.3 inquiring about
pleasure, liking,
displeasure, dislike

(noun(-group)/pronoun)
I hate +(Ving ) R

(Vto )

(noun(-gtoup)/pronoun)

o Do/Don't you like + (Ving ..- P ) P

(Vto R .
)

(no un(-grolp)'pronoun)
Do/Don't you enjoy +

(Vi ng )

Would you like +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)

(Vto )

3.4 expressing surprise This is a surprise! P

Fancy + Ving ...! R

How nice + Vto ...I P

at a surprise! R

It's surprising! R

I'm surprised (+that -clauSe) R

3.5 expressing hope I hope +
( so

(that-clause)

I do hope + that-clause P

3.6 expressing
satisfaction

This is very good/nice P

It's (quite) all right now P

This is just what I (want(ed)
(need

(meant
(had in mind R
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3.7 expressing I don't like this P
dissatisfaction

don't like it like this R

3)8

3.9

3.10

3.11

3.12

inquiring about
satisfaction or
dissatisfaction

expressing
disappointment

expressing fear
or worry

inquiring about
fear or worry

expressing
preference

3.13 inquiring about
preference

This is not right yet P

This is not what I (want(ed) P f
(need

(meant

(had in mind R

Is it all right now? P

Is this what you (want(ed) P

(need

(meant
(had in mind R

Do you like this? P

Do you like it like this? R

That's a (great) pity P

I'm very sorry Vto P

I'm afraid P

I'm worried (+about NP) P

You aren't afraid, are you? P

Are you afraid? P

Are you worried? P

I prefer +
(noun(-group)/pronoun P
(Ving R

I'd rather + Vinf (than ...) P

I'd rather not (+ Vinf) P

-J

Which do you prefer? P

Would you prefer + Ving ...? R

Would you rather + Vinf (than ...)? P

3.14 expressing Thank you (very much (indeed)) P
gratitude

I am very grateful to you R

It is/was very nice of you (+ Vto " P

It is/was (very) kind of you (+ Vto ...) P

3.15 expressing
sympathy

I am (so) sorry Vto P

I am very glad Vto P

I am delighted + V,0 R
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3.16 expressing
intention

3.17 inquiring about
intention

3.18 expressing want,
desire

3.19 inquiring about
want, desire

I'm going + Vto P

I'll + V inf

I intend Vto P

I'm thinking of + Ving

\ Are you going + Vto ? P

\ Will you + Vinf ...? R

Do you intend + Vto ...? P

re you thinking of + Ving ? R

I'd ike+
(noun(-group)/pronoun)

kVto )

I want +
(no(V un(-group)/pronoun)

to )

May IhaVe + noun(-group)/pronoun(,please)? p

Would you like +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)

(Vto )

Do you want +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)

(Vto ." )

4. Expressing and finding out moral attitudes

4.1 apologising I am very sorry P

Sorry! P

Please forgive me R

I do apologise R

Excuse me, please P

4.2 granting forgiveness

4.3 expressing approval

4.4 expressing disapproval

4.5 inquiring about

approval or disapproval

That's all right P

It's all right now R

It doesn't matter (at all) P

Good! P

Excellent! R

That's fine! P

You shouldn't + (Vinf )

(have + fed )

It's not very nice P

Is this all right? P

Do you think this is all right? P
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4.6 expressing
appreciation

(It's) very good P

(It's) very nice P

4.7 expressing regret I am so/very sorry +
(that-clause)

. P
(if- clause )

That's a (great) pit P

4.8 expressing It doesn't matter P
indifference (0

)I don't mind R
(if- clause)

5. Getting things done (suasion)

5.1 suggesting a course
of action (including
the speaker)

5.2 requesting others
to do something

I don't care R

Let's + VP P

Shall we + VP P

We could + VP P

What about + Ving ... P

We might + VP R

Would you (please) + VP P

Could you (please) + VP P

Please + VP P
(so kind as to ... )

Would you be (so
enough to ...)

R

Would you mind + Ving ... R

Can I have + NP + Vpd (,please)? P

5.3 inviting others Would you like + Vto .. P
to do something

What about +
(V

1118 ) p

(a drink, a nice walk, etc)

V )
How about +(

ink,
..- R

1 (a drink, a nice walk, etc)

5.4 advising others
to do something

5.5 warning others to
take care or to refrain
from doing something

5.6 instructing or
directing others
to do something

You should + VP P

You ought to + VP R

I can recommend ... R

Why don't you + VP P

Be careful! p

Mind + NP! (eg Mind your head!) R

Look out! P

Don't + VP P

declarative sentences with ycq.4 as subject P

imperative sentences P
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6. Socialising

using language:

6.1 to greet people

6.2 when meeting people

hallo P

good morning/afternoon/evening P

hallo P

(how are you? P(``how

fine, thank you) how are you? P

(I'm very well, thank you, and how are you? R

6.3 when introducing people This is ... P

and when being introduced
May I introduce youlto R

I'd like you to meet ... R

(response:) How do you do P

Hallo P

6.4 when taking leave

6.5 to attract attention

6.6 to propose a toast

6.7 when beginning a meal

Content-sEecification: Division II

General-notions

with T-level exEonents for English

1. Notions of entities

the nominal and verbal
entries in the lists
of notions of
Division III (specific
notions)

good-bye P

bye-bye R

goodnight P

cheerio R

I'll see you tomorrow/next week, etc P

excuse me ... P

I say R

here's to ... P

cheers P

0

0

1. lexical exponents: see the exponents
of these notions in Division III.
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2. grammatical exponents: deixis (1)

A. definite:

a. non-anaphoric:

personal pronouns (subject forms and
object forms) P

possessive adjectives (my, your,
their, etc) P

possessive pronouns (mine, yours,
theirs, etc) as complement P
This is mine

possessive pronouns as subject R
Mine is better

demonstrative adjectives (attributive
this, these, that, those, such) p

demonstrative pronouns (independcnt
this, these, that, those) P

independent relative 'pronoun what P

definite article the P

interrogative pronouns (independent):
who P, whom R, whose R, what P,
which P

interrogative adjectives (attributive):
whose R, what P, which P

b. anaphoric:

personal pronouns (subject forms and
object forms) P

possessive adjectives P

possessive pronouns as complement P
You take it; it is yours

demonstrative adjectives P

demonstrative pronouns P

relative pronouns: who P, whose R,

whom R, which P, that R, 0 R

emphatic pronouns: myself, yourself etc R
I've done it myself

definite article the P

(1) Deixis is the grammatical system used for referring or identifying
by means of linguistic items belonging to closed sets. Deixis may
be definite or indefinite (he vs someone), non-anaphoric or anaphoric
Why don't you come? vs I'll buy those books because I need them,

independent or attributive (I want that vs I want that book).
Deixis is not referentially restricted to entities; it may also be used
for instance, for spatial and temporal qualities. Deictic exponents
for each type of notions will be given in the appropriate places.

-45-
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adverbial so (as in: He wanted to
leave, but he didn't say so) P

propword one (as inf I like the red

one better) P

substitute-verb do (as in: He asked

me to help him and I did) P

B. indefinite:

indefinite article a P

indefinite pronouns:

someone P

somebody-P
no-one P
(not ...) anybody P

(not ...) anyone P

nobody P

each P
everybody ,sfl

everyone P
something P
(not ...) anything P

nothing P

everything P
all (as in: They all went home;

and in: I want all of it) P
both (as in: They both went home;

and in: I want both of thedt) P
some (as in: Some of them went home) P
it (as in: It's raining) P

you (as in: It is a nice record if
you like modern music) P

indefinitesemi-deictics:

2. Notions of properties and qualities

2.1 Existential

2.1.1 existence/non-existence

2.112 presence/absence

person R

There are five persons present

man (human beings) R
There were animals here before man came

people P
What do people think about 'the
government:

There are five people present

thing P

What do you call that thing":

There is ... P

There's no ... P

Is there ... ? P

to exist P

here P

not here P

away P
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v.

2.1.3 availability/

non-availability
to have P ) used in affirmative and
to have got P ) in negative contexts

There is ... P

There's no ... P

Is there ...? P

2.1.4 possibility/ possible )

impossibility impossible )
P (see Division I, 2.10)(objectie) can

cannot

2.1.5 occurrence/ to happen P
no:- occurrence

2.2 Spatial and temporal

2.2.1 location here P

there P

somewhere P

(not ...) anywhere P

nowhere P

where? P

inside P

Put the car inside

outside P

The children are playing outside

everywhere P

demonstrative adjectives)(this,
demonstrative pronouns )(these, those P

(see further Division II 3.1)

2.2.2 motion to move P

The car did not move

to sta:; still R

to stop P

The car stopped suddenly

to go P

The car would not go
Why did you go:'

to go + prepositional adjuncts of pl_ce P
He went to London
He went into the house

(see for further prepositions
Division II, 3.1)

to go home P

to go away P

to go out P
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2.2.3 dimension

1. size

2. length

3. pressure

4. weight

5. volume

t, leave P

We left the station at 10

to arrive P

The train arrived at 11

to come P

He came very late
He came to our house

to come along R

Why don't you come along?

size P

What size shoes do you take?

big P )

large R ) These and other items

wide R ) belonging to the grammatical

small P ) category of adjectives, to

narrow R ) be used both attributively

high P ) and predicatively and also

tall P ) in the comparative and the

short P ) superlative degree where
low P ) applicable.

mile P

yard P

foot P

The road is 20 ft wide

inch P

kilometre P

metre P

centimetre P

long P

This road is very long

short P

It is only a short distance

heavy P

This blanket is too heavy

light P

I want a very light blanket

weight P

This is not the right weight

to weigh R

This will weigh 5 lbs

lbs P

ozs P

kilo P

(see further 3 above)

gallon P

pint P
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6. temperature temperature P

The temperature is too high for me

degree P

It is 10 degrees below zero

warm P

hot P

cool P

cold P

7. age see Division III, 1.5

2.2.4 point of time time P .

What time is
((4) o'clock P

It's) (a quarter to/past (three)

At ) (half past (three) P
((23) -inutes to/past (three) P

yeF-erday P

today P

tomorrow P

this

(morning )

(afternoon )

(evening )

(week )

(month )

(year )

(week )

last/next (month ) P

(year )

P

tonight P

last night P

It's ) ((3) am

At ) ((3) pm
)
)

the day before yt :day p

the day after tomorrow P

on (Monday) P

names of the days of the week P

names of the months P

dates, eg 4 February 1974 P

century R

in (4 days) P

(4 days) ago

then P

now P

wherO P

during + NP R

We met him during the holiday:

by + Nkpoint of time) R
He'll be here by 6 o'clock
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not ... till/until +NP (point of time) R
He won't be here till/until 6 o'clock

2.2.5 length of time for NP (durational nouns) P
(duration)

since + NP(point of time) P

till + (NP (point of time))
(sub-clause )

long P

We had to wait (a) long (time)

short P

We waited only a short time

quick P

We'll have a quick meal

year P

month P

week P

day P

hour P

minute P

moment P

2.2.6 speed fast P

We went very fast
This is a very fast car

slow P

We wt very slowly
We ha de a slow car

2.2.7 frequency

... miles per hour P

never P

sometimes P

often P

always P

ever P

... times a (week) P

(weekdays )

on (Sundays ) P

(etc

(Sunday )

every (week ) P

(etc )

daily R

There is a daily flight Muntrcal

weekly R

There is a weekly flight to Kuala Lumpur

monthly R
h,wc mcmthly mr!tings



2.2.8 continuity

2.2.9 intermittence

2.2.10 permanency

2.2.11 temporariness

2.2.12 repetitiousness

once every (day) R

rarely P

seldom R

hardly ever P

usually P

to go on P

It will go on for five years

present continuous tense P

past continuous tense P

perfect tense P
I've lived here for two years

not always P

always P

for + NP (durational nouns) P

not always P

many times P

several times R

again and again R

again P

twice P

.2.13 uniqueness (only) once P

simple present tense P

simple past tense P

2.2.14 commencement to start P

The game started at 7
He started to speak

to begin R

from + NP (point of time) P

since + NP (point of time) P

to go + Ving P

Let's g,_, suiliNg

2.2.15 cessation to end R

to stop P

Thr game wilt rtr) at .,

il,2 stopped ta7kin!

to finish R

Own 1.7/7L n-, finfoh.
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till + NP (point of time) P

until + NP (point of time) R

.0 + NP (point of time) P
I work from 9 to 12 every morning

to be ready P

When will you be ready?

2.2.16 stability to remain R

How long will you remain here.
Will it remain dry today?

to stay P

I will stay here for a week
It won't stay dry for Long

2.2.17 change/transition

2.3 Quantitative

to change P

The country has changed since the wur

to become P

Sugar has become very expensive

to get R

He's getting old

suddenly ... P

2.3.1 number singular/plural (grammatical category) p

cardinal numerals u2 to 4 digits P

ordinal numerals u2 to 2 digits p

other numerals 112 to 9 digits

another P

Give me another cup of tea

about P

I have about E10

2.3.2 quantity all
any

both

each

a lot of
some
no
many
much

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

more
most

hardly any

)

)

)

+ NP P

(not ... ) any

enough
little

a little
few

a few

several + NP R

)

)

)

)

)

)
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half P

Give me half of it
Give me the other half
Give me half a bottle

(see further Division II, 2.2.3)

at least P

I need at least £5

2.3.3 degree very ... P

too ... P

enough
This is good enough

much + adjective or adverb P

He's much better now'

a little + adjective or adverb P

He's a little worried

a bit + adjective or adverb R

He's a bit tired

a lot + adjective or adverb R

He's a lot better now

the + superlative degree of adjective P

almost P

hardly R

rather P

He is rather old

quite P

He is quite old

such R

It was such fun!
He's such a nice boy!

so P

I'm so sorry

even P

I've even paid £5

2.4 Qualitative

2.4.1 Physical

2.4.1.1 shape round P

I saw a round thing on the road

square P

I received a square box

2.4.1.2 size, measure

2.4.1.3 weight, pressure

2.4.1.4 temperature

see Division Il, 2.2.3

see Division II, 2.2.3

see Division II, 2.2.3
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2.4.1.5 moisture, humidity dry P

wet P

to dry P

to make wet P

2.4.1.6 visibility (It) can(not) be seen R

(I) can(not) see (it) P

dark P

It is too dark to work in the garden

light P

We'll go for a walk as soon as It gets light

2.4.1.7 opaqueness (I) can(not) see through (it) P

2.4.1.8 audibility (It) can(not) be heard R

(I) can(not) hear it P

loud P

The music is too loud

soft P

I like soft music when I wake up

2.4.1.9 taste to taste P

How does your soup taste:
Would you like to taste this cheese:

2.4.1.10 smell

taste P

I don't like this taste

sweet P

The coffee is not sweet enough

bitter P

'nice P

It's a very nice taste

bad P

This soup has a very had taste

to smell P

The food smells good
Can you smell gas:

smell P

This flower has a very pleasant smell

nice P

The flower has a nice smell

pleasant P

The flower has a very pleasant smell

unpleasant P

These flowers have an unplcasunt smell

bad P

This meat has a bad smell
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2.4.1.11 texture soft P

I want a soft pillow

hard P

This leather has become hard

rough P

I want a coat of rough wool

smooth R

This material is very smooth

strong P

This is a very strong material

weak R

This material looks rather weak

2.4.1.12 colour see Division III, 9.3

2.4.1.13 age see Division RI, 1.5

2.4.1.14 physical condition see Division III, 7.3 and 7.4

2.4.1.15 climatic condition see Division III, 14.1 and 14.2

2.4.1.16 material metal P )

gold P )

sil4er P ) Used attributively (a
plastic P ) silver coin) and as head of
nylon P ) NP. (This is made of nylon)
cotton R )

leather P )

wood P )
Used as head of NP

wool P )

wooden

woollen

2.4.2 Personal see Division III, 1

2.4.3 Evaluative

2.4.3.1 value, price see Division III, 9.7

2.4.3.2 quality good P

This is a very good book

better P

This book much better than that

best p

This is the best book I've ever read

bad P

The weather is very bad
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worse P

The weather is much worse now

worst P

This is the worst weather I've ever seen

2.4.3.3

2.4.3.4

2.4.3.5

2.4.3.6

2.4.3.7

rightness/wrongness

acceptability/
inacceptability

adequacy/inadequacy

desirability/

undesirability

correctness/
incorrectness

quality P

I don't like the quality of this material

right P

This is the right thing to do

wrong P

What's wrong?
It is wrong to be lazy

NP + should (not) + VP P

NP + ought (not) to + VP R

What's the matter? p

I cannot accept (this) P

That's all right P

That's fine/nice P

I'm against + noun (-group)/pronoun R

(It's) all right P

(It's) (not) enough P

That will do R

I (don't) like +
(noun(-group)/pronoun)(very

(ving )much)

(noun(-group)/pronoun)
I would (not) like +

(V ...
to

We cannot have that R

correct R

right P

The answer is right

better P

Your English is much better now

incorrect R

wrong P

The answer is wrong

worse P

The answer is worse now

to be right P

to be wrong P

true P

false R
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2.4.3.8 successfulness/

unsuccessfulness

2.4.3.9 utility/inutility

2.4.3.10 capacity/incapacity

2.4.3.11 importance/
unimportance

2.4.3.12 normality/abnormality

3. Notions of relations

3.1 Spatial relations

'3.1.1 relative position

to succeed P

He tried but did not succeed

to fail P

success P

successful R

to try P

(not) useful P

(We) can(not) use (this) P

NP + can(not) + VP P

NP + will + VP P

NP + won't + VP P

important P

unimportant R

not important P

normal P

ordinary R

strange P

round + NP P
There's a wall round our garden

above + NP R
We were flying above the clouds

noun + above R

He's in the room ubove

at + NP P
We'll wait at )he station
I bought this book at Colchester

before + NP R
There was a tree before the house

in front of + NP P
There's a tree in front of the house

behind + NP P
There's a tree behind the house'

under + NP P
The dog slept under the table

next to + NP P
Please, sit next to me at dinner

between + NP P
He walked between two policemen
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in + NP P
I live in London
The letter was in the envelope

outside + NP P
He wends most of his time outside the house

on r NP P
The meat was on the table

opposite + NP P

over +: NP P

We flew over the city

among + NP R
We found a ring among the fivers'

below + NP R
We were flying below the clouds

beside + NP R
Come and sit beside me

inside + NP R
I have never been inside this museum

with + NP P
I shall be with you in 5 minutes

against + NP F'

He stood against the wall

where + 1-'113-c:Ause R

3.1.2 distance near NP P
We live near the cathedral

far (away) from + NP P
We live far from the town

in the neighbourhood of + NP R

3.1.3 direction to + NP P
Let's go to London

for + NP R

He's leaving for Rome

from + NP P

The wind is from the east

into + NP P

Let's go into the museum

past + NP P

We drove past 1,he castle

across + NP R

We walked across the street

along + NP R

Walk along this street, then turn left

down + NP R

We walked down the hill

uP + NP R
We walked up the hill

through + NP P

We drove through the oentro f the town
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towards + NP R

away P

He walked away

away from + NP P
Co away from that car!

up R

He looked up

down R

Shall we walk down?

in P

Shall we go in?

out P

We walked out

back P
Finally we went back

to bring P

Bring ms some water

to take P

I'll take you to your room

to put P

Where shall I put your coat:

3.1.4 origin from + NP P
We came from London

out of + NP P

3.1.5 arrangeme* after + NP P
John came after Peter

before + NP P
John came before Peter

between + NP P
We have a holiday between Christmas and Easter

first P

John came first

last P

Peter came last
The Zast guest arrived at 10

e3.2 Temporal relations

3.2.1 priority before +
(NP

(sub-clause)

perfect tense P

I have not yet seen John

pluperfect tense P

I had not done it

earlier than ... P

already P

I have already done it

before P

I have never done it before
4
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yet P

Has he come yet?
ae hasn't yet come

3.2.2 posteriority after (NP
(sub-clause

later than ... P

afterwards R

I'll do it afterwards

later on P

I'll do it later on

later P

P

3.2.3 sequence first P
First we went to Madrid

then P

First we went to Madrid, then we

travelled to GiE 'altar

next R

What did you do next?

finally P
Finally we went back

in the end R

afterwards R

later on P

3.2.4 simultaneousness while + sub-clause R

when + sub-clause P

as soon as + sub-clause R

at the same time p

3.2.5 -/I

v".

future reference NP + BE going to'i- VP P

present continuous of verbs of motion R
NP f- will + VP P

soon P

(week )

next (month) p

(year )

in (4 days) P

tomorrow P

tonigf P

the day after tomorrow P

3.2.6 present reference
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present continuous P

simple present P

now P

at present P

today P

(morning )

this
(afternoon)
(year

(etc.



3.2.7 past reference

still P

Are you still here?

past conti uous P

simple pas P

(wee )

last (monh) P

(etc. )

yesterday P

the day befsre yesterday P

recently R

lately R

formerly P

just P

3.2.8 referem, %/1.-hout simple present P

time-focus Edinburgh is in Scotland

3.2.9 delay later P

The train will come later

delay R

There will ye a delay of 2 hours

to be delayed R

The train has been delayed

3.2.10 earliness early P

You are early
There is an early flight on Sundays
You came too early

3.2.11 lateness

3.3 Action/event relations

late P

We'll have to hurry, we are late
We came late for the show

too late P

We were too late, the train had left

3.3.1 agency agent as subject P

agent in by - adjunct (passive) R

agent in emphatic "It was X who ..." R

3.3.2 objective (incl.
factitive)
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objective as object P
John opened the door

objective as subject P

The door is open

objective as subject of passive R

The door was opened by John

(Note: in phrases like "he is called
John" and similar ones listed else-
where, the passive need not be learned
for productive use as a grammatie'1
category but as an idiom)



3.3.3 chtive

factitive as object P
They're building a house here

factitive as subject of passive R

This cathedral was built in the
thirteenth century

dative as indirect object P
I'll give you your own ticket

dative in to - adjunct P
I'll give the ticket to your brother

dative as subject P
I am ill

dative as subject of passive R
He was given a book

3.3.4 instrumental instrumental as object P
He used the key to open the door

instrumental in wit/2 - adjunct P

You can open the door with this key

3.3.5 benefactive benefactiva as subject P
Joan received a nice present

benefactive in for - adjunct P
I 'want to buy a present for my wife

3.3.6 place see Division. II, 3.1

3.3.7 time see Division II, 3.2

3.3.8 manner, means adverbials of manner:

1. adverbial phrases:
in this way P
You do it in this way

like this R

You do it like this

3.4 Contrastive relations

3.4.1 equality/inequality
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2. adverbs:

derivatives in P

You do it slowly

adverbs without -lu listed elsewhere

e.g. fast P
You walk too fast

How? P

How can I do it

by means of + NP R

as + noun (-group) R
fie Lurks as u driver

(not) the same (thing) P

different (from ...) P

Le differ R

difference R



1

other (as in: Give me the other
book) P

another (as in: Give me another
/- different] book) P

else (as in: Anything else?) P

3.4.2 correspondence/contrast (not) the same (thing) P

(quite) different P

to differ R

difference R

like (as in: It's like an orange;
it's like tea) P

as ... as R
He is as big as his brother

not so ... as R

He is not so big as his brother

comparative degree of adjective
than ... P

John is bigger than his brother

3.5 Possessive relations

3.5.1 Ownership/possession possessive adjectives (my, your, etc.)P
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possessive pronouns (mine, yours, etc.)
as complement P
This is mine

possessive pronouns as subject R
Mint. 's better

genitive singular of personal nouns P

of-adjuncts P

with-adjuncts P

Did you see a man with a big
suitcase?

without-adjuncts P
You cannot travel here without
a passport

to have (got) P

I have (got),a small caravan

to own R

to belong to ... R

This book beLongs to me

to get (= receive) P
I. got a nice present from him

to give P

I gave him a nice present

own P

This is my own book

to keep P

Ma:: I keep this



3.6 Logical relations

3.6.1 conjunction and P

but P
I want a new car, but I have no money

as well as R

I have bought a car as well as a
motor-cycle

also 'P

John will also come

too P
John is coming too

not ... either P
I cannot swim either

3.6.2 disjunction or P

3.6.3 inclusion/exclusion with + NP P

We'll take John with us

without + NP P w
We'll,go-wittibia John

except + NP
We all went, except John

also; too : see II 3.6.1

3.6.4 cause Why ... ? P

because + sub-clause P

as + sub-clause R

3.6.5 effect then ... P

the result is ... R

so ... P
He ate too much so he didn't feel
well
so ... that R

He ate so much that he fell ill

3.6.6 reason Why ...? P

because + sub-clause P

the reason is ... R

3.6.7 purpose to + V . P

He came to help me

in order to + V
inf

R

He came in order to help me

the purpose is ...

3.6.8 condition if + sub-clause P

3.6.9 focussini, about P

I don't want to talk about the our
What about meY (R)
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on R
cannot give you any information

on train-services

only P
I only wanted to help you
He came only once

Content - specification: Division III

Notions derived from topics

and their T-level exponents for English

1 Personal identification

1.1 name

name name P

What's your name?

forename first name P

Christian name R

forename R

His first name is Charles

surname surname P

family name R

His surname is Robinson

initials initials R
Are you initials G B S?

Mr (+ proper name) Mr P

This is Mr Jones

Mrs (+ proper name) Mrs P
This is Mrs Jones

Miss (+ proper name) Miss P
This is Miss Jones

terms of address
if no proper name
is used (French:
monsieur, madame,
mademoiselle, as
in merci beaucoup,
monsieur)

to spell

names of letters of
the alphabet

to call (. to refer
to by the name of ...)

to be called (= be
referred to by the
name of ...)
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No English exponents at T-level

to spell P
Can you spell your name, please:

a, b, c, etc. P
z: /zed? or /zi:7 P , the other
pronounciation R

My name is spelled b-l-a-c-k

to call P
We call him Petc

to be called P
He is called Pete



to sign (= to write one's
signature)

signature

letter (Ge. Buch:
stabe)

1.2 address

address (= place
of residence)

to sign R
Have you signed your cheque'

signature R
Before we can pay this cheque we
must have your signature

letter P
What is the lust letter of your
name:

address P
What is your address?
My address is 15 Church Ruad, Crickle-

wood
to live (= to be to live P

domiciled) Where do you live?
I live in France

street street 'f)

road road P

square square P

I live in Portman Square

park park P

My house is near Hyde Park

house-number number P
I live at number 15

cardinal numerals up to 4 digits P

countries country P

names of own country, country (major
countries) of foreign language,
neighbouring countries of own country P

neighbouring countries of foreign
language country R

1.3 telephone number
(see also 11.2)

telephone telephone P

phone R

Have you got a telephon3:'

to telephone to telephone P N

to call Ft'

to ring up R

to make a (phone-)call R

I'll call you at b o'clock

telephone number telephone number P

cardinal numerals of 1

including 0 P

x This exponent is chosen for productive use because it constitutes the smallest
additional learning-load if the noun t.J:.Tr:onc has been learned, moreover it
is the most "international" of the exponents.
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1.4 date and place of birth

to be born to be born P
I was born in 192b

place (Ge. Ort, place P x

Fr. lieu)

birth birth R

date (= indication date P
day, month, year)

names of the months P

cardinal or ordinal numerals u2 to 31P

cardinal numerals used to indicate
years, e.g. 1974 P

birthday birthday R
When is your birthday?

1.5 age

1.6

age (= length of time age R

a person has lived) What's her age?

I am ... (years old) P

How old are you (is he, she, etc.)?

old old P

I am too old for this

young young P
This is a party for young people

year year P

I am ... years old

month month P

Our baby is six months old

sex

sex (= being male or sex R

female)

male man P

boy P

gentlemen (as on lavatory doors) R

male R

m P (writing only)

x In language communication situations the combination of the notions "birth"
and "place" will have several exponents, such as "What is your
"here were you ti.N.:11 "I was tr,7-: in haribui or even "He or.1,.)

W-Ix's It is clearly out of the question to draw up more or less complete
lists of such exponents for all the notions listed in this study. Nor is it
our aim to compose a phrase-book. Using language creatively is part of every-
day speech, even at low levels of proficiency. At T-level a learner who has
"where" at his disposal (deixis: place), the verbal phrase "to be born", the
pronoun "you" (deixis). and some basic grammatical rules, has the ability to
inquire after a person's birthplace, even without having Learnt the exponent
"where were you horn ?" by heart.
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female woman P

girl P

ladies (as on lavatory doors) R

female R

f P (writing only)

1.7 marital status

married married P

single (- not single' R
married)

not married P

1.8

family (= children) family R

children P

husband husband P

wife wife P

child child P

nationality

nationality nationality R

names of one's own nationality= of
nationality of native speakers of the
Foreign Laval/el of inhabitants of
countries neighbouring one's own country P

names of nationality of inhabitants
or countries neighbouring the
foreign-language country Tcountries) R

foreign foreign P

foreigner foreigner P

1.9 origin

place of origin place of origin R

country of origin country of origin R

Where are you (is he, she, etc.)
from? P

I am from ... P

port of embarkation port of embarkation R

1.10 profession, occupation

occupation (a, what.done

does for a living)
profession R

occupation R

job P

what do you do (for a living)? R

name of one's own occupation P

factory factory P

I work in a factory

labourer labourer R
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office office P
I work in an office

office-worker office-worker R

clerk R

typist R

farm farm P

I work at a farm

farmer farmer R

business business P
I am in business

business-man/woman business-man/woman R

shop shop P

I work in a shop

shop-assistant shop-assistant R

baker baker P

butcher butcher P

grocer grocer P

greengrocer greengrocer P

to sell to sell P

to buy to buy P

hospital hospital P

I work in a hospital

doctor doctor P

physician R

nurse nurse

school school P

I work in a school

teacher teacher R

to work to work P

soldier soldier P

army army P

I am in the army

employer

firm, company

employer

to work

1.12 family

family (= parents

and children)

child

father'
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firm R

company R

employer R

name of one's own employer, firm,
company,_etc. P

to work P

Where clu yuu work:'

family P

child P

father P



mother mother P

son son P

daughter daughter P

brother brother P

sister sister P

parents parents R

father and mother P

husbanc husband P

wife wife P

baby baby P

grandfather grandfather R

grandmother grandmother R

grandchild grandchild R

1.13 religion

religion religion R

name of one's own relision2 if anx P

to believe in to believe in P

Do you believe in God?

God God P

church church P

cathedral cathedral R

service service R

1.14 likes and dislikes 91

to like

to dislike

to do

to like P

to be fond of R

to dislike R

to hate R

I don't like ... P

to do P

What do you like to do in the evenings?

1.15 character, temperament, disposition

character What sort of man (woman, boy, etc.)
is he (she) ? P

kind (adj.) kind P

nice nice P

He is a 1A2ry nice man

bad bad P

Objects of likes and dislikes are derived from other topics.
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unpleasant

quiet (adj.)

unpleasant P

quiet R

He is a very quiet boy

active active R

He is a very active person

lazy lazy R

2 House and home

2.1 types of accommodation

to live to be to live P

domiciled)

house house P

flat flat P

apartment apartment R

building (Fr.

batiment)

furnished

to buy

building P

I have an apartment in a big building

furnished R
We have rented a furnished apartment

to buy P

to rent to rent P

2.2 accommodation, rooms

room (Ge. Zimmer,
Fr. piece)

room P

We have two rooms on the ground-floor

room (= space) room P

You have much room here

.kitchen kitchen P

bathroom bathroom P

bedroom bedroom P

living-room living-room P

lavatory lavatory R

toilet P

w.c. R

garden garden P

floor (Fr. etage) floor P
The bedrooms are on the first floor

ground-floor ground-floor P

basement basement R

cellar cellar P

downstairs (= on a downstairs R
lower floor) The kitchen is downstairs

downstairs (= to a downstairs R

lower floor) Lot's go downstairs and watch telqicion

upstairs (= on a upstairs R

higher floor) The bathroom is upstairs
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upstairs (= to a upstairs R
higher floor) Let's go upstairs and go to bed

stairs stairs P

lift lift P

wall wall R

window window P

door door P

cupboard cupboard R

2.3 furniture, bedclothes.

furniture furniture R

table table P

bed bed P

chair chair P

lamp lamp P

sheet sheet P

blanket blanket P

pillow pillow P

2.4 rent

to cost to cost R

(the room) is (E10 per week) P

price price P

rent rent P
In La.don you pay a very high rent

to rent to rent P

to buy to buy P

day day P

week week P

month month P

year year P

included included R

Water is included in the rent

excluded not included R
Electricity is not included in the rent

(rooms)to let (rooms) to let P

2.5 services

water water P

gas gas P

electricity electricity P

heating heating P
We have no heating in this room

central heating central heating P
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2,6

telephone telephone P
We have no telephone in our apartment

to clean to clean P
The apartments are cleaned twice a week

to turn on (: gas, etc.) to turn on P
How do you turn on the gas?

to turn off (: gas, etc.) to turn off P
How do you turn off the gas?

on (= turned/switched on) on P
The heating is on

off turned/switched off) off P
The heating cs off

amenities

bath bath P
The bath is upstairs

shower show r P

refrigerator fri ge R

television t evision P

V R

garage (- place in garage P

which to keep a car) / There's a garage behind the house

garden / garden P

to clean

to wash (: clothes)

washing-machine

to clean P

My rooms are cleaned twice a week

to wash P

You can wash your clothes downstairs

washing machine R

2.7 region

region part of the country P

In our part of the country there are
many f

agriculture fa and R

farms P

industry (= industry R
manufacturing)

lake

hill hill P

mountain mountain P

mountains (Fr. montagne) mountains P

factories P

In our part of the country there are
many factories

lake P

top

bottom

7 3 -
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top P

We could see th.' tops of the mountains

bottom P

We could see the 1),:,ttom of the Lake



,Ve

I like t apen1 my holijays ln the
mouhrains

forest forest P

wood R

seaside seaside R

near the sea P

We Zive near the sea

coast coast R

beach P

We walked on the beach

near the sea P

island island P

water water P

land land P

canal canal R

valley valley P

countryside country P
I'd Zike to live in t country, but
I have not got t_ money for a second

flat QrciThl.1y) flat
house

beautiful

river

field

high

deep

Our par,t/af the country is quite flat

)eatitiful
The mountains are very beautiful

river P

field P

He is working in the f elds

high P

deep P

This is a very deep ri er

2.8 flora and fauna

plant plant P

There are many beautiful plants in the
wood

flower flower P

tree tree P

grass grass P

animal animal P

bird bird P

insect insect P

fly fly P

dog dog

cat cat P

cow cow R

pig pig R

horse horse P

14
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3 Trade, profession, occupation

3.1

3.2

3.3

trades, professions, occupations

see 1.10

place of work

see 1.10

conditions of work
(see also 3.4)

hours hours P
We work 41 hours a week

to begin to begin R

to start P

We begin the day at 8 am
We start at 6 o'clock

to finish to stop P

to finish R
We stop at 5 pm

week week P

month month P

holidays, vacaticn holidays P

vacacion R

canteen canteen R

free gratis) free P

We get a free meal every day

free (= not working) free P

We are free on Saturdays

colleague colleague P

boss boss ,"

unemployment unemployment, R

weekdays weekdays R

weekend weekend R

We sometimes work during weekends

(to work) hard (to work) hard P

We have to work very hard in December

(to be) busy (to be)busy P

We are very busy in our office

3.4 income

income income R

salary P

wages R

to earn to earn P
1 earn i 75 a Work

tax(es)

per week

4111111111111Milag,
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tax(es) P

per (week) R

a (week) F.
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3.5 training

training trai-ing R

to learn to learn P

3.6

course course P
(:instruction) Ihad to follow a course in book-keeping

school school P

to study to study P

prospects

to become

to learn

to study

to apply (for a job)

old-age pension

4 Free time, entertainment

to become P
I may become a doctor

to learn P

to study P

td apply P

Ilam going to apply for a job next year

old-age 1.ension R

4.1 hobbies (see also 4.2 - 4.8)

hobby hobby P

to walk to walk P

to go for a walk R

to fish to fish R

to collect to collect P
I collect stamps

4.2 interests (see also 4.1 and 4.3 - 4.8)

interests

to be interested
(in s.t.)

interests R

to be interested (in s.t.) P

to like P

4.3 radio, TV, etc.

% television television P

TV R

to watch television * to watch television P

radio radio P

news-programme news P

news-bulletin R

music music P

light (: music) light P

listened to lijht mwic the whol,
.oening

classical (: music) classical P

C/(wnic.,a muoi MOW 1:,,pulzr N(m
than 10
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popular popular R

interview (n.) interview R

programme (. list of programme P
items for broadcast)

gramophone record- player P

(gramophone-) record record P

We listened 3 a record of Lionel, hampton

tape-recorder tape-recorder P

tape (n.) tape P

to play (:music) to play P

The orchestra played Beethoven

loud loud P

The music is too loud

soft (opp. loud) soft P

_-.I like soft music early in the morning

colour colour P

I'd like to see the programme in colour

sound sound P

I don't like the sound of this m7, .1:c

4.4 cinema, theatre, opera, concert, etc.

to go out to go out P

When we were in Paris we went out every
evening

afternoon afternoon P

matinee R

We went to the afternoon performance

evening evening P

night night P

performance performance R

cinema cinema P

movies R

film film P

(film-) star star R

Greta Garbo was a great star

actor actor P

actress actress P

singer singer P

to sing to sing P

song song P

musician musician P

is music P

theatre theatre P

(theatre-) play play P

stage (:theatre) stage R

1";10 rc 4' P '



entrance (= way in)

exit (= way out)

emergency

entrance R'
There were hundreds of people before
the entrance of the theatre

exit R
The exit is next to the stage

emergency R
There are fine emergency exits in

he theatrc

row (.= seats in a line) row R
Our seats are in 5

seat seat P
I want 5 seats for Thursday evening

front (= the fore- front P
most part) Can I have 2 Seats in the front.

Can I have a front seat*:

back (= the rear- back P
most part) I'd like 2 seats at the back.

Have you any back seats left?

centre centre P

middle R
I'd like to sit somewhere in the centre

ticket (. theatre- ticket P
ticket)

ticket-office ticket-office R

cloakroom cloakroom42

lavatory lavatory R

toilet P

w.c. R

to book (. to

reserve: seats) to book P

booking-off

interval pause
between two parts of
a performance)

to reserve R

Where can I book seats for tonight:

booking-office R

interval R

opera opera P
I don't ilk,: operas by Wagner.
Lct's gu to the ,,pera to%ight

opera-house opera-house R

concert concert P

concert-hall concert-hall R'

modern (:music, opera, modern P

etc.) 'ike

ballet ballet R

to dance to dance P

dancer dancer P

dance (- social dance P

gathering fot dancing)



4.5

night-club night-club P

cabaret cabaret P

floor-show floor-show R

musical (- musical musical R
comedy) There's a nice musical at the Adelphi

Theatre

revue (: theatrical revue R
entertainment) She sings in a revue

programme (= what is
performed)

programme (- descriptive
leaflet)

programme P

There is a very good programme at the
concert -hail toniglt

programme, P

Let's buy a programme and see what the
play is about

silence silence R
Silence, please!

sports

sport(s)

team

to play (: games)

_game form of play)

race (. contest in speed)

match (. contest, game)

to swim

stadium

field (- sports-ground)

ball (- spherical object
used in games)

player

to win

to lose

sport(s) P
Horse-racing is a popular sport in England'"

name(s) of one's own favourite
sportTs), if any 15

names of 2 or 3 national sports:
football P

rugby ,R

team P

The English team have won by 5 to 3

to play P

Do you play any games!

grme P

Do you play any games?

name(s) of one's own favourite tame(s),
if any.P

race P

will be a boat-race tomorrow

match P

I like watching football-matches on TV

ootball P

to swim P
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'stadium R

field P

ground R

There's a football-ground near the village

ball P

If we had o ball wo (!(,,ald p'ay ,jrzmc

player P

to win P

to lose P
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draw (= result of a game
in which neither side has
won)

to watch

draw R
The game has ended in a draw

to watch p

to look at p

to do to do p
What du yeu like' to do in the week-

ends

4.6 intellectual pursuits

to read

to study

to read P

to study P

to learn P

library library R

book book P
I want to buy an English book

bookshop bookshop R

subjects of study name(s) of one's own subjects) of
study. if any l'

4.7 artistic pursuits (see also 4.4 and 4.8)

art art P

to write to write P

to paint to Faint P

to make -(= to produce) to nake'P
Van Gogh made a beautiful picture of
an old chair

art-forms name(s) of one's own favourite art-
forms,if any P

4.8 museums, galleries, exhibitions

museum museum P

gallery (I- display room

or building)

gallery R

exhibition exhibition R

interesting interestingP

painting (= picture) painting R

picture P

sculpture sculpture R
ti th 1'0 2'2 th.:,ircjI: if.)14 ,' VI .'. f 1. ' 114 ' ..1t4.

ec'Zi 1p tUrt

old old P

antique (adj.)

open (adj.)
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antique R

Thie e :J. :, !I I . ! I il' :.

open P
fit, °II; ,4". .. r, :



closed

opening-hours

to close (- to stop
being open)

to open (= t be

opened for visiting)

4.9 press

closed P

The museum i8 olosed on [:undays

opening-hours R

to close P
The exhibition closes at six

to open P
The museum opens at nine

newspaper newspaper P

paper R

Have you seen today's paper:

magazine (- magazine P

periodical) I'd like to buy some magazines

article (. piece article P

of writing) There's an article about Wales in the
Daily Telegraph

picture( picture P
photograph) I like a magazine with many pictures

page ptge P

There's .2. article about Wales on page 6

to read to read P

advertisement advertisement P

5 Travel

5.1 travel to work, evening-class, etc. (see also 5.2 - 5.5)

to travel to travel P
I have to travel one hour to my
office every day

early early P
I have to leave very early in the morning

late (opp.: early) late P

I always come home late at night

home (= place of home P

residence) I leave home at 6 in the morning.
I come home at 9 in the evening

work (= place where one work P

works) I gc to my work by c''iP

course (= series of course P

lessons) . t 14.Per r,

evening- class,

school P

cheap cheap P

expensive expensive P

to cost to coLA P

to he P
p 0,1 r7:4



fare (= price of
journey)

fare R

The fare is 15p. by underground

ticket ticket P

A ticket tc London costs £2.50

to arrive to arrive P

to leave (= to go to leave P

away from) I leave home at 6 every morning

5.2 holidays (see also 5.1, 5.3 - 5.6)

holiday holiday R

holidays holidays P

vacation R

summer summer P

winter winter P

spring spring P

We always take a short holiday in

autumn autumn P
spring

season (summer, etc.) season R

Autumn is a good season for a
quiet holiday

day day P

week oek P

month month P

Christmas Christmas P

Easter Easter P

tour tour R

We made a tour in the Welsh mountains

tourist tourist P

tourist-office

journey

group

together

people (= persons)

abroad (= in or to a
foreign country)

to enjoy

to visit

guide (:pOrson)

H.'
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tourist-office P

We'll ask for information at the
tourist-office

journey P

trip R

We made a journey to Spain last year

group P

We went to Scotland with a gmup
of .friends

together P

We all went together

people P

Many peopl,: go to Spain fOr the aun

abroad

in/to a fore/i,n country F'

/Iry you g,,ing airid thil7 g,aP.

to enjoy R

Of,1 yoN .14P

to visit f

t .1.71

guide R
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plan (= intention)

sights

plan* R

Have you any plans for your summer
holidays:'

sights P
T)morrow we are going to see_ the sights

5.3 countr,s and places (see also 2.7)

country (= state) country P

France is a big country

town town P

town-centre

city R

Coventry is an industrial city

centre P x

village village P

place (- town, place P

village) Cricklewood Is a nice little place

small small P

big big P

large R

capital town capital R

Europe Europe P

Africa Africa P

Asia Asia P

America America P

Australia Australia P

ocean ocean R

castle castle R

world world P

I would like to see the whole 7,,,,,rld

5.4 public transport

to travel to travel P

traveller traveller R

to travel y to travel by air P

to travel by train P

to travel by car P

ill to travel by bus P

etc. etc.

aeroplane aeroplane R
*0

plane P

bus butt P

A The compounds town -cent r, and ett:1-centre are not li.-,ted ,-,epatatelv

because their meaning can be easily derived from the (muponent,..

(1f)
%/ .
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train

tram

underground (n.)

coach R

We'll take the coach to the airport

train P

tram P

underground P
If you want to get there fast you must
take the underground

boat boat P

ferry R

ship R

taxi taxi P

airport airport P

railway-station railway-station P

bus-stop bus-I:top P

terminal terminal R

railways railways R

airline airline R

travel bureau travel bureau R

information office information office R

information information P

information desk information desk R

enquiries enquiries R

lost property office lost property office R

gate (access to plane
at airport) gate R

Flight KL 735 to Amsterdam is
boarding now through gate 23

connection ( train, plane, connection R

etc. to which travellers We shall miss our connection at
change) Liverpool

to buy to buy P

to pay to pay P

to pay for ... to pay for ... P

(e.g. a ticket) Have you paid for fur ticket

to ask to ask P

Why don't you ask him:
May 1 ask a question
Ask him if there is a plane to London

to request R

to ask for ... to ask for ... P

1 f2r q single tiok,'t

to smoke to smoke P

no smoking no smoking R

stewardesc, stewardess R

hosteco, P

waiting-room waiting -room P
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refreshments

restaurant

bar place where
drinks are served)

boarding-pass

to change (- to leave
one means of transport
and get into another
during a journey)

to check in

to board (= to go on
board)

delay

delayed

to cancel

platform

direction
(- course)

to arrive

arrival

to leave (- to
depart)

departure

to go to

(: direction)

to come from
(: origin)

passenger

time-table

carriage

fast quick,

rapid)

a_fast train (-
express)

slow (opp. fast)

lounge R
Passengers are requested to wait in the
lounge

refreshments R

restaurant P

bar P

Whisky is served at the bar

boarding-pass R

to change P

For Leeds you change at Sheffield

to check in R

All passengers must check in at least
30 minutes before departure

to board R

The passengers will board the ship
between 4 and 4.30

delay R

There will be a delay of 2 hours

delayed R

The train is delayed

to cancel R

All services to Southend have been
cancelled for today

platform R

direction P

This train goes into the right direction

to arrive P

arrival R

to leave P

At what time does the train leave:

departure R

to go to P

Where does this train go to

to come from P

This boc* comes from Ostend

passenger R

time-table P

carriage R

Where is the first class carriage

fast "

This train goes very fast

a fast train P

slow P

This is a very sl('W journcy

a slow train (- a slow train P
stopping train)

-85-
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( flight (= airline

( service)

flight (= journey
by air)

charter-flight

to fly

to reach

harbour

to hurry

to wait

to wait for

to take (: duration)

flight R

Flight KL173 has just arrived

flight R

I hope you have enjoyed your flight

charter-flight R

to fly P

to reach k

We shall reach Amsterdam at 5'19m

harbour R

The ship came into the harbour

to hurry P

Hurry, or you will miss your train

to wait P

We had to wait only five minutes

to wait for P

Wait for me on the platform

to take P

The journey takes two hours

5.5 private transport (see also 11.7 - 11.9)

motor-car

petrol

oil

to drive (: a car)

driver

petrol-station

car-park

to park

speed

speed-limit

fine sum of money
to be paid as a penalty)

blue zone

insurance

drivirg-licence

traffic-lights

bicycle

motorcycle

car P

motor-car R

I always travel by car in my holidays

petrol P

oil P

to drive P

I never drink beer when I have to
drive a car

driver R

petrol-station R

car-park R

to park P

Where car I park my car?

speed P

speed-limit F

fine R

You will have to pay a fine of E.10

blue zone R

In the blue zone jou can park for
Jne hour only

insurance P

driving-licence R

traffic -Lghts P

bicycle P

hike R

P
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motor-scooter scooter R

to hire to hire P

crossing place
where roads or road
and railway cross)

We shalt hire a car when we come tc Britain

to rent R

crossing P

Look out for trains when you come to
the crossing

to cross to cross P

Look out when you cross the street

pedestrian pedestrian R

motorway motorway P

danger danger R

dangerous dangerous P

safe secure) safe R

This is a very safe car

safety I safety R

road-sign texts
\

the commonest texts on road-signs, e.g.

dual carriageway (ahead); keep in lane;

lorry

busy (- full of
traffic)

5.6 entering and leaving a country

immigration

customs (: where dty
is paid)

to import

to declare (:goods to
be imported)

no entry; no parking; one-way street;
turn left/right; , slow down;
give way; etc.

all for reading only

lorry R

This street is not for lorries

busy R

Drive carefully, this is a very busy
street

mmigraticAL R

ustoms P

had to pay duty at the customs

to import R

tc) declare R

Have you anything to declare:

duty (: sum of money to duty R
be paid when importing Yo '11 hay,' to pay duty on your new
goods) wa4ch

frontier frcio\ ntic P

foreign foreign P

to change (: money from to change P
one country for that of I want to change 500 French francs
another)

currency currency R

money money P

to visit (: a country) to visit P

passport passport P

to stay (: in a
country)

to stay P

;)- ''"'A
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visa

form (to be filled
in)

to open

5.7 nationalities, see 1.8

5.8 languages (see also 13)

language (= form of
language used by a
nation or race)

native language

languages

5.9 hotel; camping-sites etc.

hotel

reception (= counter
where guests are received)

reservation (= booking
for accommodation)

to book
(sc. accommodation)

lift

to press (: a
button)

button push-

button)

( porter (= door-keeper)

( .

porter (= person
who carries luggage)

hall (- space into
which the main entrance

opens)

tloUnge (- sitting-room
for guests)

balcony

view (Ge. Aussicht)

visa R

form R
All foreign visitors must fill in this form

to open P

Will you open your bag, please'?

language P

English is a very useful language

native language R

names of one's native language, of
the language of the foreign country
?English)",

names of languages of countries
neighbouring one's own country P
-r
/hames of languages of countries
neighbouring the foreign-language
country R

hotel P

reception R

Leave your key at the reception, please

reservation R

Have you a reservation, sir?

to book P

I have booked two rooms for tonight

lift P
Take the lift to the 3rd floor
to press R

Press the button for the 3rd floor

button R

Press the button for the 3rd floor

porter R

The porter will call a taxi fb- you

porter R

The porter will take your luggage to
your room

hall R

We shall wait for the coach in the hall

lounge R

The guests can watch te:evision in
the lounge

balcony P

I want a room alto a bal,,ny

view R

Y,'4 ha v«? a ni 47 tni ro, m
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qu (Ap.,,noisy) quiet P
C,,zn you r,..e a Per"

to cisturb to disturb R

::ca4.;c, Ylt c218

noise noise P

aiVe MC another POOM, pLeac, thcre
is too much ie from the street h,'n

stairs stairs P

'7? h ot. ire, t;'n
is ni) !ift hi

inn inn R

camping-site camping-site

tent tent P

caravan mobile

home pulled behind a
motor-car)

caravan P

YL'i/tr Z1 t 1 gti
this cararan in thc mount_tins.

youth-hostel youth-hostel P

regulations (=

rules to be ovserved)

charge price)

bill (= note
stating amount
of money due)

receipt

account (- statement
of money (to be) paid
or received)

regulations R

Jr is against the regA:atLns to L'a
the grass

charge R

price P

Th r L',ZP(2;',V2.:! i Ll

bill P

C.:71 y,)u 77i 7:C .

receipt P

May I h.zt)c a re..cipt,

account P

Tit(' ?*, ht- r7 t-

your LiCk?,) t

cheque cheque P

1 '11 gicc yc, a A,,o, f t

boarding-house boarding-house

guest guest P

to call (- to wake) to call P

t trP PP ' PN

key key P

desk counter) desk P.

Pictzm', j,"ip f,h, Et

MCSS.1ge message R

to register (: in i hotel,

At a camping-site, et(.)

single room

double room

n r
to register R

qingle room R

room tor one per,-on P

double room P.

room for two per,,on-, p



to push

to pull

to push R
Push t3 ,p,n L

to pull R
Pull to open th,: our

5.10 travel documents

document document R
Where are your insurun,ye documents.

passport passport P

insurance insurance P

driving-licence driving-licence R

visa visa R

5.11 fares (see also 5.4 and 5.12)

fare (price of transport) fare R

price P

The fare to Ostend is £ lo

5.12 tickets

ticket (: for journey) ticket P

Have you got the bus tickets?

single (: journey) single P

Two singles to Brighton, please

return (: journey) return P

A return ticket is cheaper than
two singles

cheap cheap P

adult (grown-up
person)

adult P

We are two alulta and three children

child child P

group group P

class (: railway
carriages, airline
cabins)

class P

Travelling first 'Lass is ocry
-,27p,-n.31?,, in 'AO' .,->untry

5.13 luggage

Luggage luggage P

bag (= travelling-bag,
handbag)

t_arry (= to take trom
one plat' to in,thet)

!):

baggage R

bag P

z"o too 1 zli.;

4u1tc-vie P

box p

0( '1

to ( P
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camera camera P

porter (= person
who carries luggage)

weight

heavy

light (opp. heavy)

5.14 traffic, see 5.5

6 Relations with other people

6.1 friendship/aversion

friend

porter R
yfJu want a p.'vtcr u

luggage:

weight R

heavy P

light P
don eci p, rtt ,7t

arc ocry light

friend P

to like (: a person) to like P

ike your hr,'th,p ,'erg

to dislike (: a person) to dislike R

to like + negation P
don't like your iavaher

6.2 invitations

to invite (= to ask to invite R
a person to come some- :hey have invi to Li it:"

where) t)night

invitation invitation R

to make an appoint-
ment (= to arrange to
meet a person)

to join (= to come into
the company of ...)

to expect (= to be ready
to receive a person)

to Lome to (-( . a

place)

to have dinner

to have lurtt_h

to have tea

t have toffee

H, have breakf t,t

to have a drink

to (= LAI

ttitt h,

1 0O

to make an appointment R
Can we makes an ipp,intm,nt
?ter t t k.

to join P
klaj I j_,/

h:.!! : ',A, r
t movrc:d

to expect R

/
to come to P

t2't .

to Lave dinner

to d P

t ittwit P

t hive t rti t'

t hAv( «tttttt.
ttt li.tyt breakta-t

11,1ve 1 drin

t. visit P

,(me ((,



present (m gilt) present P
;

party (= social party P

gather tai;) J7: 'IN;;

to talk to talk P

z n,

to promise to promise R

PPL,7/1 '

6.3 correspondence

b

P fP;C?1,1,.:

to correspond (_ to to correspond with ... R

exchange letters)
to wtite P

I hav, zn An3lish
friend pr two y,-, art n W,

JY'Z to tJ caz42 thcr ,?:ont1

pen-friend pen-friend

letter letter P

envelope envelope P

postcara postcard P

postage-stamp stamp P

pen pen P

pencil pencil P

note-paper note-paper

paper P

I m,.tnt t(, VP1!, f [ ;LW,'
pap-r

to send (: a letter) to send P

/

to receive (: mall) to receLve P

r, ,t'1:14'J z 1,4

to get P

lt; ( :1'74 i''t : i it .t 113

t- an,,wer (: a letter) to answer P

t. i letter) answer P

og f orrmil (writing only)

(letter) ft. My .

nay, torrmilt

(letter)

IA!) member,:rlip

t (- ,,ot

t-ton.)
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meeting (- gathering) meeting P
have ..lub

meet (= to to meet P
gather) Wt.' PI 'e I in I pal)

o.5 pulitical and social views

politics politics P

political political P

party (- political party P
party) /11,t a ;,_zrg--m,m7b,,r,

government government P

;

to govern
rule)

to govern R
This king governr-d yeaml

conservative conservative P
(= party, politics) have , cons,ITatirc jL)verniment now

socialist (n. and socialist P
adj.) We have j rnment

1 am not a seciaList

communist (n. and communist P

adj.) i am a member communist t' 'J

ther.- many ,)mmunists in y,_,v
country.'

king king P

queen queen P

president president P

minister minister P

prime minister prime minis r P

right-wing (: party,
politics)

left-wing (: party,

politics)

social security

old-age pension

state (= political
community)

opinion

right-wing R

W have a right-wing government n,),

left-wing R
.4,j arc -'-wing .'t2LLn-ta

social security R

old-age pension P

state P

opinion P

war war P

peace peace P

health and welfare

parts of the body

head (part ot body)

nc,'K

ki(k (= ,urt,i(e ot

the hod,, from nerk

buttock ;)

ncad

nut', P

hJLk P



7.2

arm arm P

-111 arr

hand hand P

leg leg P

foot (: part of body) foot P

My f'c't

heart heart P

tooth tooth P

hair hair P

stomach stomach P

positions of the body

to stand ( . to be upright)

to sit down

to lie (= to be
recumbent)

to stand P
I cannot etand any _ ng, P,

too tired

to sit down P
11',, you want tc ,Lwn.

to lie P
He has Mn :ying here ;za:f

an hour now

to lie down to lie down P
I wu,u:a Like

to get up to get up P
17',n't try tc up,

the aur!tor

to move (: motion) to move P

I c!aYsnt moot: my leg

to walk

7.3 ailments/accidents

iLl (in bad health)

pain

to walk P

Try t, wa.7-k 1,, Isis, Ir

iLl P

L1 tC

pain P

-ache R

1 L.'1' .7 ;if- '70

fever fever P

temperature k

"it 41',

health health P

wound wound P

tnlury P

operation (: operation

treatment by
Luirgeon)

bandage nanda4e P

t, be opeiated upon to he operated upon P

f have an operation P
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accident

(e.g. in traffic)

accident P

had u bud

disease disease R

to fall ill

dead

alive

to live (- to be
alive)

cold (: illness of
nose or throat)

to hurt (tr. & intr.)

to fall

to break
(: fracture)

to feel (Fr. se to feel P

sentir) I don't feel quite wei:

to burn (tr.) to burn P

I have burnt my hanj

to happen to happen P

Wriczt liutpunr2.1.

illness R

to fall ill R

dead P

killed R

alive P

to live R

to be alive P

The patient, is

cold P

I (V77 afraid I have a ?

to hurt P

My leg hurts
This w-it: hurt

to fall P

Be carefuiur you L'ti:1

to break P

He has bruken his

to cut to cut P
ha dt! 274. t r7j Itj L' I'

7.4 personal comfort

comfortable comfortable P

um quite 2omfortabIe nuL,
?hair is nut very /

thirst thirst R

thirsty thirsty P

hunger hunger P

hungry hungry P

tired tired P

well (= in good well P

health) je: oery

to look (- nave a to look P

certain appearance t !

to rest (- t to rest F'

ropose

to -Jeep

to wake up

rt: ,t t ropo-o,

10.1

to sloep P

to wakc- hp

rt-,t L'

r I t he



sleepy sleepy P

to laugh to laugh P

7.5 sensory perception

to look (Fr. regarder)

to see

to listen

to hear

to smell (tr. &

intr.)

to taste (tr. &
intr.)

sme 11

taste

to look P

av2'r look now, this is not v,rj new
Look at his new L.arr

to see P

I cannot sexy well, it's too dark_

Can you sec scmething.

to listen P

Listen to me, p /ease

Listen, the train is 2:,m,tnj

to hear P

I an: afraid I ,.an, t hear ocry weI:

Can you near r _W.

to smell P

This foow smells very gooa
I smell gas

to taste P

How doeJ your soup taste.
Would you like to tast_thhees,::

L-
smell P
Ifrza.t 1.; a Al-y nioG smell

taste P
I do'- like thin taste'

7.6 hygiene

to wash (tr. & to wash P

Intr.) I would Like to wash before dinner
Can you wash these .lothes for me:

soap soap P

towel towel P

clean (opp. dirty) clean P
This

dirty dirty P

toothbrush toothbrus-

toothpaste toothpaste P

scissors scissors P

comb comb P

brush brush P

to cut (: hair) to cut P

to shave (intr.) to shave P

razor r.isor P
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laundry (= laundering
business)

laundry (= clothes
(to be) launderec,

7.7 Insurance

laundry R

t z t ;it

laundry R
t;tc Lizelczry

to insure to insure P

insurance insurance P

third-party

(= insurance)

7.8 medical services

doctor k. physicimo

third-party P
you /La h t

doctor P

if y, 'U :Lon t

tc the dootcr
physician P

surgeon R

ambulance ambulance R

surgery-hours surgery-hours R
:iurgery hc-trs 3 v-1 1,)

health health R

patient (= person
undergoing medical
treatment)

patient R

Thc pa tir'nt Met

chemist chemist P

medicine (- remedy)

tablet (medical)

hospital

ward (= division
or room in a hospital)

specialist special-

ised physician)

medicine P

tja Tni r f:

tablet P

pill R

must t-zAt'

hospital P

ward R

ciattc711 I .2 t ;:t 1. 0,22'

specialist P

I think yc:4 <-

dentist dentist P

to fill (sc. a tooth)

appointment arrange-
ment to meet doctor or
(lentist)

pre,,ctiptic,n

glass,, (= -,pectacle,,)

to fill P

t,

appointment P

prescription P

glasse-,



.)

8.

8.1

emerliencv servi,es

tire lir, P

tire-service tire-Thervi,e P

ambulance ambulance

police iolice P

policeman policeman P

police-station police-station t

consul

.onsulate consulate P.

embassv emb e;sy P

EduLat ion

school

primary school

secondary school

school P

primary school P

secondary school P

university university P

college (= school college P

for higher or :1:: j ttt

professional tsil
education)

institute

education

adult (= for grown-
up people)

course (series of

lessons)

institute P.

education P

adult P

zotini

course P
''it" tilt '

lesson lesson P

to train (= to give to trala P
instruction)

to teach

to learn

take lesson,,
,_curse, etc.

-11,ter

r Ident,

8 2 i t

to teach P

tio learn P

t, take les,on,., a trout Se, ott . P

ma,,ter P

to niter

,ttideni

1,11,11

t 11,E l

C t

IUi



Ft clin, read lne

writing

liathematit-,

arithmetic

1;graphv

hi.t,t, histor% P

subject: names of the subject(s) the leaine-
is particularly interested in P

8.3 civalitiLatton

diploma

examination (- testing
of knowledge or
ability)

to pass to be
successful in
examination)

to fail (= to be
unsuccessful in
examination)

test

diploma P

certificate P

examination P
pzest

to pass P

to fail P

te,t P

final examination final examination R

entrance examina- entrance examination P
tion

4. Shorping

9.1 shopping facilities

shop shop P

supermarket supermarket

department store department store
market (= public place aarket P

for buying and A

goods)

opening hoars opt n trig 114r

;racer
Co_lt hr

ba'ecr ',al. or r'

,treun,irot . r ettilitrot

C.,`h,1 c.tl, I ',I ,(11

')tr,

II



ti ifli .2 (

)1,o twti,,,,Itt_

sale (m of ter ins;

dowd, at low pi ,

IF a ,,ttodl

,IiVc1111,

(t p )

I Intl

It 1 mv (et,.)

turn

self-,ervire

to wrap up

tto pav)

111 w I'

t

to lind

tt is my (ct, .) cur1

selt-scrvi c

to wrap up

to show to show

). toodstut fs, see 10.1

lothe,,/tashton

clothe-; P

dress dr,s t

suit suit

undur wed t underwual

trousers trousers F'

jacket 1.aLket

shirt ,hirt P

blouse blouse

shoes

sucks socks P

stockings trigs r

o,rt t oat F'

r it moat raim_oar p

hat hat F'

,kirt '.kart

F'

woo I I en I'

nylon 'II

t

ithrr hr.r

pA-,r_

real I'

hut P

10



wallet wallet P

size (= standard size P
measurement) What size shoes do you take:'

blue blue P

black black P

brown brown P

green

grey

orange

red

white

yellow

light (: colour)

dark (: colour)

pair

pocket

watch (- timepiece)

to wear (: clothes)

(dressed)

to try on (: clothes)

to put on (: clothes)

to take off (: clothes)

9.4 smoking

green P

grey P

orange P

red P

white P

yellow I

light P
I want a tight 2o lour

dark P
I want a dark blue skirt

pair P

I want to buy a pair of shoes

pocket P

I wart a coat with big pockets

watch P
I want to buy a new watch

to wear P

I am not going to wear this

in R

Did you see the girl in the white dress?

to try on P

to put on P

to take off P

tobacco tobacco P

pipe pipe P

cigar cigar P

cigarette cigarette P

ashtray ashtray P

9.5 household-articles

pan pan P

spoon spoon P

fork fork P

knife, knife P

dish dish R

plate (: from which plate P
food is eaten) I want a plate f ha,_on and :3d14,3aj,'
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cup cup P

saucer saucer P

bottle bottle P

pot pot P
9ring us a pot of tea, ple.4se

glass (= drinking glass P
vessel) I want to buy wine glasses

glass (mater .al) glass P
Is this made of glass or of plastic:

matches (Fr. matches P
allumettes) I'd like a box of matches

string cord) string P
I need a piece of string

9.6 medicine, see 7.8

9.7 prices

price price P

expensive expensive P

cheap cheap P

high (: price) high P

Prices are very high in this country

low (: price) low P

Prices are rather low in this shop

how much? how much? P

How much are these shoes%

to cost to cost R
These shoes cost E 23

to be P

These shoes are 23

too (: degree) too P

£ 23 is too much for these shoes

discount discount R

to spend (: money) to spend P

I cannot spend s, much money

money money P

bank-notes bank-notes P.

coins coins P

monetary system P

penny-pence P

to pay to pay P

Bow much did you pay for that

9.8 weights and measurements

weight (= heaviness)

to weigh

weight P

This is not the right weight

to weigh R

This will weigh 5 lbs.
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heavy

light (opp. heavy)

enough ( sufficiently)

weights

measures

10. Food and drink

10.1 types of food and drink

heavy P

light P

This coat is not light enough

enough P

This coat is not light enough

lbs. P

ozs. P

kilo P

mile P

yard P

foot P

The road is 20 ft. vide

inch P

kilometre P

metre P

centimetre P

gallon P

pint P

meal meal P

food food P

-o eat to eat P

to drink to drink P

soup soup P

meat meat P

bacon bacon R

sausage sausage R

steak steak R

beef beef R

pork pork R

veal veal R

Lamb lamb R

to fry to fry R

to grill to grill R

to roast to roast R

to boil to boil R

fish fish P

chicken chicken P

omelette omelette P

ham ham R

mushrooms mushrooms R
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vegetables vegetables P

some common national veEetables:

cabbage, peas, beans R

potatoes potatoes P

pommes frites chips R

pommes frites R

salad salad P

tomato tomato R

egg egg P

spaghetti, macaroni spaghetti P

rice rice P

salt salt P

pepper pepper P

mustard mustard P

bread bread P

butter butter P

slice slice P

A olice of bread, pLcaoc

cheese cheese P

dessert dessert P

sweet R

Have yc2u crdered a aweet-

fruit fruit P

apple apple P

pear pear P

strawberry strawberry R

nut nut R

orange (: fruit) orange P

11:1 have an orange, pleacc

ice-cream ice-cream P

vanilla vanilla R

chocolate chocolate P

I'll han- chocoluti:'

Cah 1 havr a cf chcczt,:

cake Pcake

pastry

to bake

jam

cotfc,f

tea

cream

milk

sugar

wine

104

pastry R

to bake R

jam P

coffee P

tea P

cream P

milk P

sugar P

wine P



beer beer P

mineral water mineral water H

fruit-juice fruit-juice P

water water P

sandwich sandwich P

not hot P

cold cold P

nice (= of pleasant nice P
taste)

sweet sweet P

The coffe, is no crLuh

bitter bitter P

warm warm P

thick thick P

thin thin P

d-ink (= alcoholic drink P
liquor) What about a

piece piece P

(bread-) roll roll P
Would yuu Like oomo roll

10.2 eating and drinking out

restaurant restaurant P

snackbar snackbar P

cafe cafe R

pub pub P

bar (- counter for bar P

drinking) Let's go to the bzr Jr o a zriKk

canteen canteen R

self-service self-service R

help-yourself help-yourself R

service (= serving service R

of food and drink) Eli-) se rat: ot: in tits gclr, rt

L;ervice is inoLu, a :J4t, LL _

table table P

rt 1..k) , J C.e.a,

waiter waiter P

.-12e2 7.12 i i t P 2:
waltres-; waitress P

t's tt ^k the

to serve (= to provide to serve P

guests with toad and 4 .7f r",

drink)

t' order (= to give to order f'

an order to be served)

menu menu P

0))

t



11

1 1 .

to ,110,,,t.

to decide

(= select)

bill (= statement of
money (to he) paid)

tip (Fr. pourboire)

to (house P

to decide F

:4. a

bill P

tip R

,ervice-charge service-charge R
r,t Y4 /J :g tn,

to take away (= to to take away R
reSove)

Services

post-office

to post (: letter)

collection (= empty-
ing of letter boxes
by postman)

post office P

to post P

0 t this. f, t tccv Lefc,vi /

collection R

n, xt

letter-box letter-box P

the Y,_Lndt

letter (7 written
communication)

parcel

postage -tamp

postage (= payment
for the carrying of
letters)

mail (= letters,
parcels, etc. sent
or delivered by post)

letter P

T hoc,'

parcel P

stamp P

postage P

711,. p I /,f,

mail R

.1'1"

poste-rost-inte pco,te-re,,tantu P

nostman P

telephont

t el eph,rn

t tel

1,1,phont numtwr

toIophono

phone I'

1' _Crum prj 7 Potne'r.

t, t+Auphone P

to ,all P

ring

m ike t ( ph( ,ne- ) t .111

1 4

telephone re ,r

I

not, L



tc_lephone 1p,oth telephone booth R

phone booth R

call-box R

operator R

to dial R

operator

to dial

coin

out of order

11.i telegraph

telegroph

telegram

to send

to arrive

word

senuer

11.4 bank

bank (= establishment
for the keeping and
transfer of money)

to change (: money from
one country for that of
mother)

currency currency R

money money P

cheque cheque P

traveller's cheque traveller's cheque R

cheque P

to (ash (: a cheque) to cash P

I want tJ ,,aoh !nc,.

coin P

I haoc no t.:icphonc

out of order R

ticphont: io ut u f ,)rat--

telegraph R

telegram P

to send P

to arrive P

word P

sender R

What i E.; the hare' cif the scn.icr.

bank P

each your traocler'o a

at any bank

to change P
1 want to (!hang,, ,i)e)0 F'i'cnah frn 'a

bank account

to twrrow

to lend

account P
it,/or

to borrow 1'

tc lend P

ihdice

poli,,man p1 1 1, or.1,111

p,,1 1( 4. I' ',Lit 1.(11

t hict hlc f

I t ;



Lo steal

Lo lose

tine (= sum of
money to be paid
as a penalty)

to steal P

to lose P

t mile R

t, /

law Law R

11.6 hospital, surgery etc., see 7.8

11.7 repairs

to repair to repair P

to mend k

to fasten to fasten P

button (for fastening button P

clothes) I've lost !Dutton

11.8 garage

11.9

garage garage P

breakdown mechanical engine-trouble R
failure)

trouble P

_I- have trouble with tr7;y ,,tr

to help to help P

to work (- to function) to work P
A173 brukce _bn't work

brake brake P
,t/y bakers u'rk

engine engine P

petrol station

petrol petrol P

otl oil P

tyres tyres P

t. cneck (= to examine) to check P
W. I, ;z4 tho

standard quantity gallon P

of petrol

Tull tull P

empty empty P

12. Places

map map P

Co lose one's way CO lose one's way

north lm region) north P
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north (= direction) north P
From thi-; gOzt gO Narth

south (. region) south P
Bournemouth is n the

south (= direction) south P
Turn south when you come tc the ri'),r

east (= region) east P
The snow came from the ,'.trt,

east (. direction) east P
We are going to trcv'el,

west (- region) west P
There ere beautiful beaches in the wGot

west (= direction) west P
If you drive west yeu cannot miss it

point (- indication point P
of place) Turn left at tho point dn the map

straight on straight on P

to turn (= change to turn P

direction) Turn left at the river

lef: (= position) left P

The town is on your left

left (= direction) left P

Turn left at the crossing

right (= position) right P

The tour-, is on your right

right (= direction) right P

Turn right for Liverpool

to cross to cross P

Cross the river at this point

opposite (= facing) opposite P

There is a pub

next to next to P

There is a pub next to the town ;Lill

to pass (= to go to pass P

past) You pass a big building on your right

crossing (- place where
roads or road and
railway cross)

roundabout (= circular
road at road junction)

bridge

crossing P

Drive 5 miles till y04 COME to
railway crossing

crossroads P

Turn left at the crossroads

roundabout R

Drive on till you eJme to a roune,At -

bridge P

corner corner P

end end P

11C2n left ,t the 'nj of .3tvL,t

side side P

road road P

street street P

1.09
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13

13.1

square

path

direction (. lou:se
(to be) taken)

square P
Tc,rtraol ZqUt2

path P

dieectlon P
In whih direotT7-5-,dough

way P

Is this the way to the clyra,

far far P

near (opp. far) near P

The villag, is ,Iuite near

distance distance P

to follow

town-hall

Foreign language

ability

to follow P

Just follow me till we g,?t to the station

town-hall R

The post office is opposite the town-
all

to read to read P

to write to write P

to speak ro speak P

to understand to understand P

well (adv.) well P
I cannot write English very well

a little A little P

not at all not at all P

easy easy P

simple simple P

difficult difficult P

hard hard R

His English is hard to understand

difficulty difficulty R

to say to say P

to know to know P

I don't know that word

13.2 understanding

co call (- to use as
a name)

to be called

to repeat

to call P

do you call this in English:'

to be called R

4;tat is this called in English:

to say again P

to repeat R

slowly slowly P

y,u speak slowly, please:'

110
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clear (= understood) clear P
Tha's not clear to me

to understand to understand P
I don't uAderetand this word

I beg your pardon
(= Will you say that
again)

to explain

to mean (Fr.

signifier)

to mean (= to have
in mind)

to see R
r see what you mean

I beg your pardon? P

to explain P

to mean P

What does this word mean:'

to mean P
What do you mean?

meaning (Fr. signi- meaning R
fication) What's the meaning of this word?

to translate to translate P

translation translation P

dictionary dictionary P

13.3 correctness

correct correct R

right P

mistake mistake P

incorrect wrong P

to correct to correct P

Will you correct me if I make mistakes?

to pronounce to pronounce P

pronunciation pronunciation R

to spell to spell P

Will you spell that word, please?

spelling spelling R

That's not the correct spelling

question question P

May I ask a question:

14 Weather

14.1 climate

cold cold P

hot hot P

pleasant pleasant P

dry dry P

rainy rainy P

climate climate P



14.2 weather conditions

weather weather P

fine (= sunny) fine P

f;:c PPL:

bad bad P

mild mild R

6, tta.,J

hot hot P

warm

cool

cold (opp. hot)

warm P

cool P

cold P

sun sun P

moon moon P

star star P

sunshine sunshine P

rain rain P

snow snow P

ice ice P

wind wind P

storm storm R

gale

thunderstorm thunderstorm f'

lightning lightning

heat heat R

frost frost P

fog fog P

mist P

shade (area without shade P

direct sunlight)

to rain to rain P

to snow to snow F'

to freeze to freeze

to shine to shine C

dark dark P

light (opp. dark)

degree
{: temperature)

zero (zero point an

thermometer)

temperature (degree
of heat and cold)

light P

t z _

deyree P

ZLLO W

temperature P

1
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(HAPIIR is

DEGREE OF SKI!.!

What we have specified so tar is what the learners will he able to do at T-level.
.4e have not yet specified how well, how correctly, how easily, etc., they will
e able to do it. Untortunatel, this component cannot be specified with anthing
like the degree of exactness, of explicitness, with which we have dealt with
the other components, unless we were to specify it in terms of a minimum score
on a particular objective test. However, the provision of a test is not part
of the definition of an objective. A test is simply an instrument for measuring
in how far an objective has been reached. Moreover, even if we did include a
sample test, it would be no more than what it is called here: a sample. Other
tests constructed in the same way might require an adjustment of the minimum score;
consequently we would not have defined the required degree of skill with sufficient
4enerality. In addition, although it Is possible to construct objective tests of
high validity for receptive skills, oral understanding and reading, there is no
such possibility for the skills of speaking and writing. For productive skills-
we still have to be satisfied with either global tests of reduced reliability or
tests of high reliabilit and somewhat doubtful validity. These limitations must
he borne in mind, even Cho gh -ample-tests for T-level will become available as part
of the implementation of t e unit/credit system.

In the present stud , of which the aim is primarily to define the threshold-
level in non-language-s lecific terms, and where consequently it is impossible to
have recourse to a partPcular/test, which wo Id necessarily be language-specific,
we shall have to content -Cinneelves with an attempt to characterise, rather than
detine, the degree of skill required in fairly general terms. This characterisa-
tion can serve as a guideline to those who will construct tests and to those who
will evaluate the scores.

In whatever way we evaluate a learner's ability the main criterion will have
he whether communication takes place. If a speaker does not succeed in making

himself understood, he has not reached the objective, nor has a Listener who cannot
make sense of what is said to him.

A second requirement must be that communication takes place with some degree
of cffiieniy. A speaker who, when giving information about something, has to
pause after every second word in order to find a way to continue, who makes numerow,
4rammatical and/or lexical mistakes even in short uiterances, whose pronunciation
does not conform to any standard his partner in the conversation may be familiar
with, etc., cannot be said to communicate efficiently because he puts a great
strain on those 11-,tening to him and runs the risk ): losing his audience altogeth.A.
lhert is a similar lack of efficiency when a listener, in order to understand what
i s said t o o im, needs constant repetition or obliges a speaker to speak with

unnatural slowmess or tit rephrase his sentences all the time so as to expros,,
him-,elf within in inadequately narrow range of vocal ulary and ti rammit,

Our criteria t,,r ettitlency of communication wIl hi:

that A, A ,Tuaktr tut- learner ,,in niki himselt easily understot

A Ii.ttnur with hati,.e or near-native ,immiand (U the lanu,w,

thit is A 11_,Ltnr rive h arnr t in undotstana the n c t wt, it

is -tia t, him a speaker wit. t, native or neat-nativ ,ommind t

the 1 ingalive with,alt el,iieit thi spciker t, \uit undul.

r/1,t.t1 11-1t l i .1i/p1V, 01 1. our -se , e40 111-, IVe .1 t t LI ,t

inl 01I. en t. til.ectt It. It 10.1 t t 1, Id- I .



At re,,t t..do ke\-words in tb_' formulation of the ah,ve .ritct la tie ,utte

and vague: "easily" in criterion 1, and "unduly" in iriterion 2
them full% explicit, hut we can at least attempt to . har t, et 1,,

closely.

A speaker may be aJnsidered t t make n 1 -se I I a tinte t

himself.

a. at a reasonable -Teed,

D. with sufficient precision,

c. .,ith reasonable correctness t gramma lc ill, , 1. x Phone tt, .

A listener may be considered to save a speaker %min. '' c,c rt

stands the essence of the speaker's utterances

a without frequent repetition,

b. at a speech-rate which is not below _ha lower ran.,c t if is

"normal"

c. with an accent wh ch is e I r Ce `,t t andard i en t of "vat int
close to the standard accent.

These characterisations are still tar from e,piiit, c ont c.ing su.h tetr-
as "reasonable", "sufficient", "frequent", "close to", etc. Nevertheless. the-,

will serve to indicate which aspects of a learner's behaviour when tr,ring
foreign language should be given special attention to in an evaluation tf his

degree of skill. They can be made more explicit only with reference to partit_.
tests.

A general ability to rend and to write the foreign 1 engitage part if the

T-level objective. What has been specified is a strictly l_mItid ahilitv. Within
these strict limitations the degree of skill which will be needit i si-lia ,

that in speaking and oral understanding:

1. what the learners are expected to he ible ?'b it t ba

to read;

of what the learners are expectril to he thle t. re tt

understand the essence.

There ate various technique, which mi, he used tor deter:It:In, lu .

-earners have redihed the .Tjective. We ma% rodghl'. dividi tip , fchallti
categorie;.

those which t equi I ht r

the "itlt.tiye

these- 1...ht.h require the learners re .ert tin ,pet

which arc not specified In the but WbLth, n

1 ;t,tiva1,-, can he shown to prod tit the lett-Tirs' ii ilif.

what has been specified in the ,hIc. Liv,

lechniqi.cs m type a. are used in rail to ter,

batteries of tet.ts of sub -,4111, (,-Lh a, %,,,ahnlary, gtamrair,
whi, it iequ 1 te t he lea; pact to pert ,rr Tot it et'
to the overall skill.

Overall, 116e have ittgt, Sit id i Hit r
they are designed ci te.t. Obje, t t ,t 1 the b
receptive ng and r, id in.', When Te ik ne iii,l .t

I

t 1

,r 111 t,



tested in this way reliable scoring presents a problem. It is true that an
acceptable degree of reliability can be achieved by a team of highly competent and
well- trained judges, but, unfortunately, judges of such a high standard are no.
always available. Consequently, evaluation usually relies heavily on techniques
of the second category. Unfortunately, these techniques, too, have more or less
serious disadvantages. If exclusively batteries of tests of sub-skills are used
the validity of the resulting measurements is open to doubt since neither the
nature of the various components of an overall language skill non their relative
importance (weighting) is sufficiently well-known to us. If tests of less
obviously related abilities are used some of which, e.g. clozing-tets in which
testees are required to complete blanks in a test, may correlate very highly with
overall language-ability the most obvious risk is that language-teaching
practice may be adversely affected. If learners wish to take a test at t1-.0 end
of a course the techniques used in the test will almost certainly influence the
nature of the instruction they get. It is therefore very important that testing-
procedures should be selected which correspond very closely to what are considered
to be the most useful teaching techniques. Consequently, tests of abilities which
are less directly related to the objective should be avoided or at least used very
sparingly. Test-batteries exclusively consisting of tests of sub-skills should
be avoided as well. Ideally, only lifelike, overall tests should be used.
However, practical circumstances may, and usually do, preclude this. In such
cases a combination of an overall test with a battery of sub-skill tests may be
an acceptable compromise.



APPENDIX 1

Lexicon for T-Level English

In the following list the items are arranged alphabetically. For those items
which may belong to more than one grammatical category or which may have more than
one meaning a context is provided in order to indicate the category or the meaning
which falls within the T-level objective. See Appendix 2 for a more detailed
accouni of the structural range of grammatically complex items. Each item is
marked P (prodUttive and receptive) or R (receptive) and provided with a code
referring to the content-specification of chapter 11. Roman numerals re_er to
the divisions, Arabic numerals to the sections within each division.

a(n) P 111.3.4
I earn £75 a week now

a(n) P 11.1.2
I'd like to buy a new suit
I'll give you a pound

able P 1.2.12
I won't be able to come

about P 11.2.3.1
I have about £20

about P 1.5.1

1.5.3
11.3.6.9

I don't want to talk about the war
What about (having) a drink?
How about (having) a drink! (R)

What about me: (R)

above R 11.3.1.1
We were flying above' the cloud.;

He's in ,;he room above

abroad R 111.5.2
Are you going abroad this year:

accept P 11.2.4.3.4
I cannot adJept (this)

accident P 111.7.3
I had a bad lyst/rala

account P 111.5.9
111.11.4

;z(.20,' 2" .01: thc Wi!an'
he pri-c p'zt on

y.Jur unt

111.7.3-ache

zz

acros,,

"1, 7 *r.

active

ac for

Fl 11.3.1.3

111.1.15

111.4.4

actres,, III .4.'+
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address P 111.1.2
My address is 15 Aurch Road, Crickiewo,d

adult 111.8.1

111.5.12
I am learningEnglish at an institute Jr.,

adult education
We ar two adults and three cnildren

advertisement

aeroplane

afraid

P

R

P

111.4.9

111.5.4

1.3.10
1.2.5

I 'm afraid

I'm afraid L.,:cnn,,t help you

Africa P I I I . 5.3

after P 11.3.2.2
John came ha! left

after P 11.3.1.5
11.3.2.2

John came after Peter
John cam, after t o'clock

afternoon P 1.6.1

11.2.2.4
111.4.4

Good afternoon !
This afternoon ....
iv4- went to the afternoon performance

afterwards R 11.3.2.2
11.3.2.3

I'll do it afterwards

again P 11.2.2.12
?Lu say that again: 111.13.2

again and again R 11.2.2.12

against
11.3.1.1

W stood against the
he's against me (R)

age R TTI.1.5

What's yc,ir

ago P 11.2.2.4
ba:,.2

agree P 1.2.1

I agree

airline R 111.5.4

airport 111.5.4

alive P 111.7.3

all P 111.1.2

:n,-v a::

Junt

all 11.2.3.-

: _ "1.4 n,

AL'
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allow P 1.2.23
Are you aLowea to stay here.

a nost P 11.2.3.3

along R 11.3.1.3
Wall( along this street, then turn left

along R 11.2.2.2
Why don't you come along

already P 11.3.2.1
I have already done it

also P 11.3.6.1

11.3.6.3
John will also come

11.2.2.7

11.2.2.10

a.m. R 11.2.2.4
It's 3 a.m.
The train leaves It 3 a.m.

ambulance R 111.7.8
111.7.9

America P 111.5.3

among R 11.3.1.1
We found a ring am mg the' Thwers

and P 1113.6.1
animal P 111.2.8

another P 11.2.3.1
11.3.4.1

Give m: another cup of tea; I always have two
Give me another hook; I iJn'r like this one

answer P 111.6.3
rave you rcei;)-',1 an _ins'.)cr to your letter'

answer R 111.6.3
Has he 21,wwer,rd +

antique R 111.4.8
Thi3 lo ,tn 2n!loc

any P 11.2.3.2
Zry

"

anybody P 11.1

anyone II .l

is 1'

anything 11.1

anywhere

1partment 111.2.1

apologLze 1.4.1

Ipple
i I I f . 0 . 1

Ar)1:



appointment k 111.6.2

What timc is yc,ur app-intment. 111.7.8

7an an app ,tntment r

arithmetic R 111.8.2

arm P 111.7.1

I. znrb)t rriE,I,. , r,:.,, ;Jr.

army 111-1.10

tnt

April P 11.2.2.4
111.1.4

arrival 111.5.4

arrive P 11.2.2.2

111.5.1
111.5.4
111.11.3

The tPifY7 dt 1:

art P 111.4.7

article P 111.4.9

ihere's an art i.-:c abcut Wales in

Pai:y le1E:graph

as R 11.3.6.4

you wc': ha%_ tc

as R 11.3.3.8

hc z

as .... as P 11.3.4.2

He is as big as :z's brother

as well as .... P 11.3.6.1

. nave bought a new !ar as 17 a
4:)t crcycle

ashtray P 111.9.4

Asia P 111.5.3

ask P 111.5.4

W;.,f

May 1 ask 2 -Jucet%_)n:

: asked fci a rfu;),

at P 11.3.1.1

..)ait at '.hE.

-ught zt

at

2;t 4

at least P 11.2.3.2

it present P 11.1.2.6

Au.r,ust P 11.2.2.4

111.1.4

Australia P 111.5.3

autumn 111.5.2
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away

baby

back

back

- L

back

'12

bacon

had

P 11.2.1.2
11.3.1.3

P 111.1.12

P 11.3.1.3

111.4.4

111.10.1

P 11.2.4 1.9
11.2.4.1.10
11.2.4.3.2

111.1.15
111.14.1

This mc2t hao a Lad sr.-4_:?

rhe weather z:e L'cry

bag p 111.5.13

;z,2vE, t?,A: iags and su:t_.asc

baggage R 111.5.13

bake R 111.10.1

baker P 111.1.10
111.9.1

balcony P 111.5.9

want a r_, a ba:cJny

pall P 111.4.5

If ac had a 1,21' p7ay ,

ballet p 111.4.4

bandage P 111.7.3

t,an7ad,: fJr to a

bank P 111.11.4

Yiu y,

2t ao,1

bank-notes p 111.9.7

bar 111.5.4

1y1:: r, % r 111.10.2

!-;)- ; r r Lr.rr.,1

basement

bath

bathroom

he

12 1

2!$

111.2.2

111.2,e



he

be

11.2.1.1

[1.2.1.3

[II .2.4

De

UC
f'

111 .9.7

7.1.1

IC

he 11.3.3.1

11.3.3.2
11.3.3.3

2 I, k ,1' 17? 1 r )'t 1,4 I11

be born 111.1.4

b called P III.1.1

be going to (future; intention) 1.3.16
11.3.2.5

1'2:11

beach 111.2.7

beans 111.10.]

be,ultiful

because

zr,

111.2.7

11.3.6.4
11.1.6.6

'

2r

he ore f' 11.2.2.17
111.3.6

1A,(1

hid r

opt

Iii.2./

[11.10.1

11.1.1.

1 ;SO

11. 1.2.1



begin

i:H 2K

1t 27,.

h 1 r th,

behind

Acr, t

believe
T .;_

I ) tt'.)Zt ,k,11

believe in

belong
t

below

beside

jiME: and sit b,side me

best

Ais is the b,st I i t have cpr read

better

bc,'; is muoh better than tat
)n_ur Ert,7:77sil is mush better now

between

nal'e a ilL bet:Jcen Christmas

and Eastv
he L'ulkea polir.cr,n

R, 11.2.2.14
111.3.3

11.3.1.1

R 1.2.16

111.1.13

R 11.3.5.1

R 11.3.1.1

R 11.3.1.1

11.:.4.3.2

11.2.4.3.2
11.2.4.3.7

P 11.3.1.1

11.3.1.5

bicycle P 111.5.5

big P 11.2.2.3

111.5.3

bike R 111.5.5

bill P 111.5.9

111.10.2

""tt , .

bird p 111.2.8

birth P 111.1.4

birthday p 111.1.4

a bit P 11.2.3.3

hitter p 11,2.4.1.9
111.10.1

.'.

blanket

blouse 111.9

blue 111.9.i

1 ;3 I



blue zone P 111 . 5.)
In tqt, Li.' z_ nc d ..':( -' 2): i_' Z 1 't_ : r' Y

:tr ,),1: ,t

board

t.,20 28,9,2:1CPC JZ :

t=72t '1 4 ,zn_i 4.,'

boarding-house

L'

P

P

11 I . 5.4

111.J.9

boarding-pass P 1 1 1 .5.

boat Iii.

boil p 11 I .10.1

book P 111.4.6
1:Zr.t r At

book p 111.4.4
111.5.9

:Thr

booking-of f ice 111.4.4

bookshop 111.4.6

borrow 111.11.4

boss 111.3.3

both 11.1.2

%-z.._'22'

both 11.2.3.2
`,:

bottle 1' I II .9.5

: z t %.

bottom

t

P 111.2.7

box p 111.5.13
zn .

boy P 111 .1.6

brake . 11. 8

Z: '

bread P 111.10.1

break P 111.1.3
;22Z,3 2; V ,2t 0

breakfast p I I I .6.2

bridge p I 1 .12.1

bring 11.3.1.1

brother 111.1.12

brown 111.0.i

brush III.1.6

I.



(0)iUM 01 .) 111?,) 

(>11 

idit 

' ir12,7 

l'fIl 

l'fI'III 

a->tuD 

`2Jrp 

i_luqceD 

af,q-aki 

v).,/ x.77 

Aq 

r'f'f 'II 

I'6'ill 

7'Z'III 

I'Z'III 

Of'T'III 

6'S'III 

T'OT'III 

T'6'111 

l'9'C'II 

S'c'III 

C't'III 

00 

OFT'111 

7'5'111 

f'L'II1 

I'Z'III 

Anq 

r0,7; ra? 1 ao1 uc4;rg A/4 seivd 
uollnq 

ue:i7nq r fisoi aa,i 

uollnq 

rur proaq aWOP aH i pinorl 

lallnq 

laqpinq 

I v2,1 `.Zr.-) CLIF.0 r ;um 
snq 

-;,aaa4s gsnq 
gaao r °g-uni,laro aaraG 

Asnq 

arc 7,i /7rna o,41 

Asnq 

dots snq 
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ssou:20nq u i wr, I 

ssauTsnq 

p7,7 i! 7.(4117(1 00,7111 I 

ulnq 
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t2 1 cpti.r.1...

it 1-b

ame r

amp ang R LC!'

can (abilit cap,It.)1).
of fering tie1p )

i LL.1 .
111.11 2

111,1.3
111.11

11.2. '1.

(tbi it 1.2.10
1.2.11

t. an (pennts,,..01

11.2. 1.4

Canal 111.2.7

cancel III.-.

aiitiii 111. 3.1
111.10.2

capital 11 C. J

car I 1 .")

a r avan

caret at

if.

D.

.

carr lage I I

arr:

,

1



I . . i

1 .5. t

c.tlt Alf .

t2 I-L.1.111

e'rr .11111_ . .1
.2.1(t

..tr t I 1 ._,its 111.3. I
11.t1r 111.2.1
Il III- _ II.2.2.1-;

11,111t1e 111.'5.6
111.11.4

.11,111-1C II L.5.4

t 11.11114C 1 II.q.1

. :tat .te III..).9

tirtct 11 t 't--

litt tt

,It_tt,

:t1 t.. c I 1

..t_ t._ 1 -.

:11.J. 1

1 1 1 . 5 . 1
II1.5. U
111-.9.;

II I 11 .'1

111 . -t. {

I. 1, . 1 ,



chocolate 111.10.1

t : .Z.r"

J'v I 1.2,1:

choose 111.10.2

tiaW Lf,!4 :)"

Christian name LII.1.1

Christmas P 111.5.2

church P 111.1.13

cigar P 111.9.4

cigarette 111.9.4

cinema 111.4.4
a

city 111.5.3

ovoltr:, is zn 1 n-h_a3t,"-22

class
firs

in our ,,,)untry

classical
aSSiOa: 17481,.: "2CP,- T.: TULIP

than lu jcare ,2gs

clean

is shirt is t

clean

LITL'r2F:24
P

P

P

P 111.2.5
111.2.6

P15 21V 5

clear P 111.13.2

clerk P 111.1.10

climate P 111.14.1

cloakroom P 111.4.4

close P 111.4.8

2;z,:

closed 111.4.8

clothes 111.9.3

club P 111.6.4

coach

cOaSt

111.5.4

111.2.7

(oat 111.9.3

cot tve 111.10.1

_,1n 111.9.1

111.11.:

1



cold 111

colleague P 111 ;

collect 0 111 .-..

collection 111.1! .

coKege K 111.8.1

z Pl L"it± Y:G

,_..t .t

colou

It,/ 2 op t nt_ Pt. Jtkl.."1"

comb
2ant

I I I . _t

come P 11.2.2.2

111.5.4

111.6.2

111.6.2

comfortable P 111.;.'4

I am qUtC ec,ru'e t 2

The cha 1.r it t

communist P 111.o.5

g.M a r:cm.bcv cf

APe tnere many n

111.1.11

concert 111.4.4

concert-hall p 111.4 4

connection

edme or'j Zate

He came Co OUP nedoc
Mie boat ..)mcs from stend

come and see ....
Why don't y'Jd iome and
tomorrow.

company

Lot 'r + r"

conservative

consul

consulate

co..)1

corner

t

na ri " t

s

2 4

ia7



correspond R 111.6.3

haA:

i'fl2 )V :-u),"fe

:ost

Thse shccs -)st
A t iket

R 111.2.4
111.5.1

cotton
111.9.3

Lun!,- .z 2, drcos

:his .zress maje Jf

could (suggestion; see also: can) P 1.5.1

-4,4!

country P 111.1.2
111.5.3

Frdnoc :s _t Lig

country p 111.2.7

1 ..Kt: th,'

g_P; !-h,2 r'i12 ;f 3,2.2,nj

;20:2dt:

course P 111.3.5

111.5.1
111.8.1

t:zi

cow R 111.2.8

cream R 111.10.1

cross p 111.5.5

111.12.1

:r)SS

crossing P 111.5.5
111.12.1

k f.P N' ::d _1%2,21 .?

?rciesiNg

crossroads P 111.12.1

t1,'

cup P 111.9.5

cupboard P 111,2.2

c,rrency P 111.5.6

111.11.4

customs P 111.5.6

;"! j

cut 111.7.3

111.7.6

daijj

Y1J._

11.2.2.7

"

dance 111.4.4

dance 111.4.'4

1 -



:11. +.4

dange: III.).)

danwir,,u , 111.5.5

Dar 11.2.4.1.h

111.14.2

Jarl,

date

111.q.3

111.1.4
1.-

langht e. 111.1.12

11.2.2.5
111.2.4

111.5.2

dead 111.7.3

dear 111.6.3

December 11.2.2.4

111.1.4

decide 111.10.2
4

declare 111.5.()

deep 111.2.;

degree 11.2.2.3

dela\

delay ecl

111.14,2

11.3.7.1

1 f 1.5.-4

1. i.

lentISt

departneut

departur.

.1c-,k

t .h.ir

t



different

difficult

difficulty

dine

dinner
z

!

P

P

P

1.3.4.1

11.3.4.2

111.13.1

111.13.1

111.6.2

11 6.2

diploma 111.8.3

direction P 111.5.4

111.12.1

dirty P 111.7.6

discount P 111.9.7

disease p 111.7.3

dish P 111.9.5

dislike 111.1.14

111.6.1

distance P 111.12.1

disturb 1-1 111.5.9

'

do 1.1.3

p "

1.1.3

do 11.1

110 111.1.14

111.4.5

Wr_z:

do 11.2.3. 1.5

(1.)( for II1.1.10

111.7.3

document 111.3.10

dov,

door

111.21-1

111.2-1

11.1.1. 1

down i 1 1 1

downstair,,

draw

11 i . '

1.1u



'ire,`,

drink

drink

drive

driver

drivin-licon.e

dry

dry

durink:

duty

t'

each

4 % :

each

earl\

earn

el, tr 1, if .

111.5.5

P 111.5.5

111.5.10

D 11.2.4.1.5
111.14.1

11.2.4.1.5

1-
11.2.2.4

P 111.5.6

P

II!

11.1 . 4.1

emh.5-,-,5. 111.,

f'71c' r ;_r_.1 .

'111111MIIMININI



employer

eMpr%

end

enj

end

engine

angant trouHe

UnWilrieb

entrance

cntraneL

envelope

een

evenini:

r

C

11.1.2.1

11.2.2.15

111.11.8

t11.11.8

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

111.5.2

11.2.3.2

11.2.3.3

11.2.4.3.3
111.'1.3



u\,LlicAt:

1

e:.cuse .

I . z.

ecit

e\pe,_t

ev_pensive

explain

f. (. female: writinA only)

fa,tory

fail

P

II1.1.10

111.2.7

11.2.4.3.8

111.8.1

fall 111.7.3

fall P 111.7.3

false

family (- thildren; parents and children)

family name

fancy

far

tart

f Ira

firmer

fatDdand

ti,;t

1 . I

[If .1 . 10

111.2,7

111 .1. II)

1 1 . 2 ;



Listen

fit her

Fuhriary

tee!
t.

female

terry

fever

te,,,

a few

t i 1

film

tinal e<amanation

Lind

t ane

tine

1," I Pe

t int

111.11.7

111.1.12

11.2.2.4
111.1.4

P 111.7.3

R 111.1.6

R 111.5.4

P 111.7.3

P 11.2.3.2

P 11.2.3.2

1' 111.2.7

111.4.5

P 111.7.8

111.4,4

111.8 i

11.3.2.3

1711.9.1

ILI.Cr.2

1,.

i11.),)

111.1).

. I ,



ti.r.it name

fish

fish

flat

flat

flight

floor

floor-show

flower

fly
,v, '

fly

fog,

follow
..." .:

fond

food

100t

P

R

P 111.2.2

R 111.4.4

111.2.8



tor.tel

for4,,e

fork

form

formerly

free

free

freeze

Friday

frldit,e

frrend

from

from

front

in front of

frontier

trust

.'111

4)

I .2 o

)

III.).o

11. 1.2.7

111.3.3

111.3.1

111.14.2

11.2.2.4

111.2.6

111.6.1

11.2.2.14

11.3.1.3

11.3.1.4

111.4.4

11.3.1.1

111.3.6

111.14.2

111.10.1

111.10.1

111.10.1

111.11.9

111.2.1

4.:

111.2.1

111.M.2

111.11.
111 11.9

111



111.2.t)

irden P 111.2.2

111.2.6

gas 111.2.5

gate 111.5.4

!_

gentlemen (as on lavatory doors) 111.1.6

geography 111.8.2

get 11.2.2.17

get (see also: have got) R 11.3.5.1
111.6.3

get up P 111.7.2
-t i,r

girl P 111.1.6

give

glad 1.2.4

glass 111.9.5

111.9.5

111.7.8

11.2.2.2

iT



I I ,

1

3

11

g51,1u-1)yt h 4

Jo, ern I I .i,. )

.6".-erririent. 111.6.5

grdn(15,1111d ii i.1.1'
gr,ind135.11e r 111.1.1_

gr indmot her f 111.1.12

grass 5' 111.2.8

4rat.t-f ul

green 11 I .`4.

4ree -,zrocer 111.1.15)
111.9.1

gr us, 111.9. i

gri.11 r 111.10.1

r.), er 111.1.10
111.9.1

ground 111. "5.5

)66,1-01. or III .,



hand

happen

harbour

hard

hard

hard

hard1y

hardly any

hardly ever

hat

hate

have

nivu

I

rabt t )

119

1.3.2

111.1.14

11.2.1.3

11.2.2.8
11.3.2.1

2."4.3,6

'11 . i,



head

health

hest

heart

heat

heating

6'

heavy

help

nelp yourse1t

her

Ile' r

here
11.2_ ,

':ore's t 1.h.h

tiers It.1

ti

nersel f

'II. ' 7



histor'y

N.

hobby

holiday

holidays

home

hope

horse

hospital

hostess

_Z2

hot

hotel

hour

house

how

how .1:1 ;ou

hunAer

1"114./,

.1r r%,

J

P

P

P

P

P

P

;I.
1 1 . t.

111.3. -)

111.5.2

11.2.2..

III 5.1

T I I

I I .1.1ti

IT I . 7 Q

11.2.2.5
111.3.3



1..Le 111.14.2

ice-cream 111.10.1

if
rt,

11.3.6.8

if 1.1.2

1.2.16

ASK him-1
Wonder

111.7.3

illness '11.7.3

immigration ,11.5.o

impor '11.5.6

If yo"
pal.; dute

important 11.2.4.3.11

impossible 1.2.10

11.2.1.4

11.2.2.4in
11.3.2.5

1'7 ,e2,2',.'1N1,- in ,4

in

2 LZ:b:' Lonac

ThC !etter LA2:3

in

5ha:l
inch

included
;y12ter

income

incorrect

I'at ry.

indeed

Thank y

industry I

Tizerc's

:,ake

information 11.5."

information desk

information of f i( e 1,5. 4

initials IILI '

injury

I .5.1 . 3

111.3.4

1.2.1

i1.2.4.3.7

f`

,nve(t ,11.2.s



inside

instil itt
InsUran,

insur(

intend

interested

1

11.o.

1e

.

"

interestirw

i.-.terests

interval
w,

inter'iew

'11

111-4.3

into

introduce

11. 1.1

,nvit,Aion

invite

f.

i51 1nt:

111.6_

i I 1

Lt 1.1.

11.1

J_

i 111.1

nILt

1 rk

. _ .



[--,\..
r

,i[w firer



later '1

laugh

launary

laundr\ 11 I.

lavatat\ II I.2..:

law 111.11.D

lazy

1b4 11.2.2.3

111.9.8
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A, AN
indefinite article:

distributive:

after HALF /SUCH /WHAT:

Ability

ABLE TO
'interchangeable with CAN:

\

future:

past MANAGED TO):

ABOUT
(- APPROXIMATELY):

( CONCERNING):

after WHAT:
focussing:

after HOW:

ABOVE
as adverb:

as preposition:

She's a nurse
He's an office worker

I see him once a week
I earn £75 a week now

Half a slice please
He's such a nice boy (R)
What a surprise (R)
See under: SUCH: WHAT

See: ABLE TO; CAN; COULD; UNABLE TO

He's ab to speak English (R)
See under: ective + TO

I'll be able to see you tomorrow

I was able to get some tickets (R)

It costs about £2

I don't want to think about the war

What about (having) a drink?
What about me: (R)

How about (having) a drink: (R)

He's in the room above (R)

We were flying above the clouds (R)

ACROSS
indicating motion: We walked across the street (R)

Addresses 15 Church Road, (Street, Avenue) etc;
See under: AT

Adjectives
after CET/BECOME

attributive/predicative:

He's getting old (R)

Oil has become very expensive
See under: Inchoative verbs

It's a nice book
It's nice

comparison: See under: Comparative forms; Comparison

'14

In (glad) to (see you)
Also: ABLE (R), AFRAID, ALLOWED.
DELIGHTED (R), SORRY, SUPPOSED (R)

It's (nice) of you to (help rit!)

Also: GOOD, KIND

it's a big black car
It'E a big Amerion

,1nere-- Saa: Pronouns



+ THAT- clause

with TOO/ENOUGH + TO-infinitive:

Adverbial

clause:

comparison:

form: + -ly:
-y/ily:

particle:

same form as adj:

I'm sorry (that) this _ws happened
Also: AFRAID, CERTAIN (R), DELIGHTED (R),

GLAD, SURE

It's possible (that) he is here

Also: BAD, CERTAIN (R), GOOD,
INTERESTING

I'm too tired to go out
I'm old enough to see that film
Also: LAZY, SHORT, TALL, STRONG, WEAK,
YOUNG, etc.

Its too cold to go out
It's not cheap enough o bus

Also: DANGEROUS, bIFFICULT, EASY,
EXPENSIVE, HARD, HOT, NEAR, etc.

See: Clauses

See: Comparative forms

He drives badly
It rained heavily

Come in. Sit down. Stand up

He drove fast
It rained hard

of degree: It's very/quite hot

of matter: He drove carefully/fast
He travelled by air

of place: It's liqe/ther n the garden

of time: He arri oday/yesterday
on Sunday
at four o'clock
in winter
two hours ago

He will arrive tomorrow, etc.

TOO and ALSO; I went to Paris, too
I also went to Paris

transposable particle: Put on your coat
Put your coat on
Put it on

AFRAID
to express fear:

+ OF:

4- TO-infinitive:

4- THAT (introductory polite

Formula):

AFTER
as preposition:

Is subordinating conj:

AFTERWARDS

I'm afraid

I'm afraid of troabte

I'm afraid to go there
See under: Adjective TO- infinitive

I'm afraid (that) r 'an't nett' do.

See under: Adjective THAT-clause

.:cnn .fter

rz.rter I nua left

t) him af,r qr

P17! 10 it of torwar4s

!Si
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AGAINST
as preposition (place):

We stood against the wall

(opposition): He's against me (R)

Age

AGO
exact time reference with past
tense:

ALL

ALLOWED TO
permission:

Q

How old (What age) is she:
She's three (years old)
See under: HOW

How long ago were you in Parie:
I was in Paris three days ago
See: FOR, SINCE, Past-tense

They all went home
I want all of it
All the shops are closed
I've lost all my money
See: BOTH

Are we allowed to go inside:.
See under: Adjective + TO

prohibition: You're not allowed to smoke in the theatre

ALMOST

ALONG
as adv. particle:
as prepositioh:

It's almost full
I'm almost ready
See: QUITE

Why don't you come (R)

Walk along this street, then turn left (R)

ALREADY I've already done it
See: STILL; YET; Present perfect tense

ALSO See under: Adverbial, TOO and ALSO

ALWAYS He's always lute
See under: Adverbial, of frequency

AMONG ile' umonj thooe pecyie

(i.e. among several. See: BETWEEN)

ANL

in double impe,ittv,

w',1C.3 ,0T

j,dolng

1

WI;



ANOTHER
(. ONE MORE):

( A DIFFERENT):

ANYBODY, ANYONE

ANYTHING

ANYWHERE

Apostrophe 's'

Articles

AS

manner:
as conj:

AS SOON AS
as subordinating conj:

AS WELL AS

ASK

Aspect

AT
referring to place:

referring to time.

AT ALL

polite formulh

AT LEAS;

Aftrihtitj",

Mit Give me another cup of tea

I don't like this book. I'd like

another (one).

O

See: SOME, HARDLY

See under: SOME-compounds

See under: SOME compounds

See under: SOME compounds

See Contraction, Genitive

See A; THE; Zero

He works as a driver
As you can't come, we'll have to go with-

out you
See also: Comparison

We had dinner
I'll ring you

I've bought a
motor cycle

as soonras he had left
as soon as he arriveP

new car as well as a

Why don't you ask him:
I asked for a single ticket
See under: Indirect speech, Verb +
object + TO; Verb + IF

See under: Present progressive tense
Past progressive tense
Past perfect tense

Somebody's at the door
She stayed at home
We stayed at the Metropotk

see you (-It 4 nitock

I haven'i, goy anp

at all.

oeed 2t le(mi.



Auxiliaries See: BE, DO, HAVE

AWAY
as particle:

+ FROM:

BACK
as particle:

He walked away
Put it away
It's far away
Go away from that car!

We went back (home)
Put/give it back
It is a long way back

BAD Irregular comparison. See under:

Comparative forms

BE
as a full verb:

auxilAry:

Contrasted with GO:

+ GOING TO:

He 's a nice boy

He was ill

See: Passive; Past progressive;
Present perfect; Present progressive

I was at the station
I went to the station

See Future

Imperative: Be 'Ireful! Be quiet!

BECAUSE
as subordinating conj.: He didn't come because he was ill

WHY? BECAUSE: Why did you leave/ Because I was late

See under: Clauses, cause

BECOME See: Inchoative

BEEN See: Present perfect tense

BEFORE
as adverb:

as preposition:

as subordinating conj:'

BEHIND
as adv. particle:

is preposition:

I've never done it before

John came before b o'clock

John came before I had left
I'll speak to him before he Leaves

e's far behind

There's 1 tree behind the house

1 9



BELIEVE

+ SO:

+ (THAT):

BELONG TO

BELOW
as adverb:

as preposition:

BETWEEN

I believe so

I believe (that) you're right
See: Verb + THAT

Who(m) does this book belong to
It belongs to me

He's in the room below

We were flying below the clouds

I was standing between two trees
(i.e. between two. See: AMONG)

A BIT
as intensifier: he's a bit tired

BOTH They both went home
They're both ready
I want both of them
Both the shops are closed

See: ALL

BRING Briny me it /Bring it to me

See under: Direct Object; Indirect

BUT

BY

an author:

as agent in passive:

in adv. phrases of manner:

+ time reference:

CAN

ability:

in offers of help:

giving and seeking permission:

referring to possibility/
impossibility/deduction

He's not very tall, but he's very strong
I'm tired but John isn't
He reads English but doesn't speak it

It's by Shakespeare (R)

This letter was written by Churchill (R)

We'll travel by air

He'll be here by 6 o'clock (R)
(i.e. at some time before)

compare: TILL/UNTIL

I can drive a car

Can I open the do3r for you

Can I smoke please:' (R)

You can smoke if you like (R)

She cart be Danish; she must P,
Swe,lish

with future time reference: I can see you tomorrow
See: COULD, MAY, MIGHT, ABLE IU. UNABLV

1_91
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Cardinal numbers Up to four digits
Over four digits and up to nine (R)
Pronounced jou/ when making telephone

calls
The use of 'zero' to refer to degrees

Causative form
in requests: Can I have my shirt washed pleaqe.'

CERTAIN
to express certainty/

uncertainty:

+ OF:

+ THAT:

CLAUSES
cause/reason: BECAUSE:

AS:

condition

I'm certain/not certain (R)

I'm certain of that (R)

I'm certain (that) he'll come (R)
See under: Adjective + THAT-clause

He hasn't come because he's ill
Why isn't he hom Because he's ill
As you can't come, we'll have to go

without you

I'll help you if I can
If he's here, see him
If he comes tomorrow, I'll speak to him
See under: Verb + IF

place: Put it back where it came from (R)

purpose: TO/IN ORDER TO:, He came to help me
He came here in order to help me (R)
See under: Verb + TO

relative: See: Relative clauses

result: SO He ate too much so he didn't feel well

THAT

time:

,OML

from a source/origin

+ FOR A WALK/DRIVE,:

+ HOME:

+ TO + NP:

+-ING form:

°article.

He thought (that) I was ill
I'm certain (that) he's ill
It's a pity (that) you can't come
See under: Adjective; Verb

I'll go out when it's dark
I'll write a letter while you go to

the dentist
Other temporal conjunctions: AFTER, AS
SOON AS, BEFORE, TILL, UNTIL (R)

These tomatoes came from doL4ana

Where do you come from,;-,

I come from England

jome fur a walk

I'll come home latc.

He came to the cinema with lr

:CAC swimming with as (R)

,)77' (7omp 7 r2 i c;om); )ut'
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Comparative forms
Adj with: -er (than)

- y/ier (than)

- est:

y/-iest:

with more/most

irregular forms:

Adverb:
with more/most: /

with er-est:

Comparison
as + adj. + as:

not so/as + adj. + as:

as + adv. + as:

not so/ as + adv. .+ as:

Complex sentences:

Compourids of SOME, ANY,

NO, EVERY

Compound nouns

Compound sentences

Concord, e.g.

Conditionals

Conjunctions

Continuous tense,

Contractions e.g.

He's taller than John

He arrived earlier than John

He's the tallest in the class

It's the heaviest in the (world)

It's more expensive than mine
It's the most expensive in the (shop)

better/best; worse/worst; less/least;
more/most; farther/further/ farthest/
furthest

He drove more carefully than I did

He drove faster than I did

He's as tall as I am (R)

He's not so/as tall as I am (R)

He drove as carefully as I did (R)

He didn't drive so/as carefully as
I did (R)

See also: DIFFERENT, LIKE, SAME

See under: Clauses

See under SOME-compounds

e.g. POST-OFFICE; AUS-STOP; LETTER-BOX;
POLICE-STATION

Compare: TEAPOT/POT OF TEA
See under: Nouns, partitive

See under: AND, BUT, OR

Jane is a nurse. Mary is a nuref

Jane and Mary are nurses

I want a cup of coffee
He wants a cup of coffee

I dcn't smoke
He doesn't cmok:

See under: Clauses, condition,

See: AND; AS WEIL AS; BUT; OR; SO

See: Present Progressive; Past
Progressive

I'm late

You're early
1k' r'an't o'me

doesn't

193
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Copula

Cost/price

COULD
past ability:

in offers of help:

in requests for help'

in requests for permission:

in suggestions:

referring to possibility/

impossibility/deduction:

with future time reference:

Countable nouns

Countries e.g.

Dates
spoken convention e.g.:

written convention e.g.:

abbreviations:

41.

Days of the week
Including abbreviations:

Deduction

Definite article

Demonstratives
adjectives

prortouns:

Determiner.;

He's i
He went to the party after he'd

finished work
I'd like some

See: BE; Inchoative; semi-copula

How much is it
It's E2.00/$4.00
It costs £2.00, $4.00
It's 10p/10 cents

I could swim very well when I was a boy

Could I open the door for you

Could you open the door (for me) please:

Could I smoke please.

We could no to the seaside tomorrow

She couldn't be Danish; she must be

Swedish

I could see you tomorrow
See: CAN; MAY; MIGHT; ABLE TO; UNABLE TO

See under: Nouns, unit

He comes from France
France is a big country
See under: Zero article

January the first
The first of January

January 1st; January 1; 1st January;
1 January

Jan., Feb., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec. (R)

Mon., Tue., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.,

Sun. (R)

See under: CAN, COULD, MUST

See: THE: Zero article

This/that car is new
This that one is new
These/those curs are new
These/ those are new

vice me thin, that )ne
WI:at are these, those.

See also: Pronouns

See under A; Demonstratives;
Possessives; SOME, THE, Zero.
See also: Quantifiers

194
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DID/DIDN'T See under: DO

DIFFERENT This one is different
it's different from that
See: SAME
I want a different one

Direct object Sho gave the money to me
Other verbs from Lexicon:
BRING, LEND, READ, SEND, SHOW, WRITE

She bought a present for me
Other verbs from Lexicon:
ANSWER, CORRECT, FILL, KEEP, SIGN,
TRANSLATE

9- object t TO: He explained it to me
See under: Verb t object *-TO for list

Distance

DO/DID
as auxiliary: interroga ive
present and past (yes/n
questions):

as auxiliary: negative
present and past:

as full verb:

contrasted with MAKE:

in imperatives (negative):

in place of verb:

DOWN
as adverb particle:

as preposition:

Duration

DURING
%hide the event was in progress:

during a period of time:

EACH

How far is it?
It's two miles, two kilometres away

See under: HOW

Do you like ice-cream:
Does he like ice-cream:
Did you wri.;e a letter
Did he write a letter:

I don't like ice-cream
He doesn't like ice-cream
He didn't enjoy the meat

What are you doing.
What did you do:
That will do (R)

What is she doing: (- performing)
What is she making: (= creating)

Don't smoke

Who does/did: I do, did

john doesn't like ice-cream, but 1 do
John didn't enjoy the meal but I aid

Sit down

We walked down the hill (R)

See under: DURING, FOR, SINCE, WHILE
and HOW (LONG)

hryaght t;i.

rtt't ;z,'? ;_train= r 1,14 ( R

0

CZ''t
Et_22,1 r,cm tiy.
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ELhoed questions e.g.

EITHER

They gave us one each
Eaoh of us get one

See EVERY

I'm tired
Are you:

I'm not tired
Aren't you?

I went out bast night
Did you?

See under: Question tags; short answers

I can't swim either

See: TOO

ELSE _
used after SOME, ANY, NO, EVERY compounds

(See under: SOME), and WHO, WHAT

ENJOY
+ reflexive:

+ noun:

+ gerund:

ENOUGH
predicatively

after adj. or adv.:

+ TO - infinitive:

Enjoy yourself! (R)
Did you enjoy your holiday? (R)

Do you enjoy listening to music. (R)

See under: Verb + -THU

That's enough thank you

That's not good enough
He doesn't swim well enough

I dont feel well enough to go out
Select other suitable example's from the

list given under Adjective + TO

as determiner/quantifier: I haven't got enough money

EVEN
used to Invice ccmparisons: I've even paid E.5

I can't even lift it
I paid even more

CVEh
after HARDLY

with the presenr:

with the past:

Pith present

V ER

4

1 hardly ever see him

you ever play football:

D-id you ever meet John.

drive you over been to Rom:

Have you 'ever met John.
See: Adverbial of frequency: NFVEE;
Present perfect tense

'4! s(2e hem .,verg

Every by will get a r-.;z,n.
Every house hqs
cee FACH

"04



EVERYBODY, EVERYONE
as singular subject:

as singular object:

EVERYTHING '

as singular subject:

as singular object:

Everybody/Everyone believes that

I can't 'tell everybo,4Y/every,ne
See under: SOME - Compounds

Everything is ready

----- I've seen everything
See under: SOME - Compounds

EVERYWHERE I've looked everywhere
See under: SOME - CompoOds

EXCEPT Everyone came except John (R)

EXclamations
after WHAT; What a (- beautiful) day!

after HOW: Hotinice!

'Existence: See under: THERE

/ EXPLAIN Please. explain!
;Please explain it to me
See under Direct object and Verb4-
Object + TO for list

FALL See: Inchoative verbs

FAR
basic use:

+ AWAY:

+ FROM:

in comparisons:

,+ TO:

FAST

as adj.:

as adv.:'

The museum isn't far

It's far away

We live far from the town
Compare: NEAR

See under: Comparative form,

See under: Adjective + TO

It's a fast train

We went very fast

FEEL

as semi-copula: He feels CU
See under: Semi-copulz-

rEw

with plural unit nouns:

r:omparisons:
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A FEW (s, A NUMBER OF):

FIRST
as adj.:

as adv.:

as ordinal:

FOND OF
+ gerund

FOR
after adj. +- gerund:

destination/purpose:

duration:

FORGET
+ to-infinitive:

1
4- THAT

Frequency

FROM
a source/origin:

direction (movement):

duration:

Future, ways of expressing
be going to:

will ('11):-

with present progressive:

with simple present:

Genitive
of personal pronouns:

with apostrophe ('s or s'):

with of-phrase

I know a few good restaurants here

See: LITTLE; Quantifiers

The first guest arrived at 10

Peter came fi2st

' v him on January 1st

I'm fond of sweets
I'm fond of reading

I'm sorry for troubling you

He's leaving nor Rome (R)
This present is for my wife

I've waited here for two hours )

See: Present perfect tense, -')

I've forgotten your name
I forgot so send you a card
See: Verb + TO

I forgot that it's Tuesday

See under: Adverbial

I bought this from Selfridges
Where do you come fr-)m?

The wind is from the east

We flew from London

We lived here from 1940 till 1945
The bank is open from 9.30 to 3.00

71

We're go;. to fly 4-) Rome tomorrow

I'll see yo tomorrow

He's leavi g tomorrow

He Leaves tomorrow (R)

My name's Tom

rt's John's book
James'ig}--beok

They're the chilalien!ak$
The girls' clothes --
They're my brother's
I bought it at the butcher's

It's at the back uf the tation

198-
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Gerund
as subjecE/objec

aver prepositions:

after certain verbs:

after FANCY, MIND:

GET.
referring to possession:

referring to physical action:

- BECOME:

= RECEIVE

+ particle:

GIVE

GLAD
to express pleasure:

GO

+ TO- infinitive:

+ THAT;

(= DEPART):

( FUNCTION):

+ FOR A WALK/DRIVE

+ HOME:

+ TO + NP:

+ -ING form:
I

+ particle:

GOING TO

GOLD

Reading is taught early (R)
I like rqading

I'm afraid of losing my way

I don't like swimming
See under: Verb + -'ING

Fancy meeting yole
I don't mind waitIng (R)

I've got a new car

I got up at six

He's getting old (R)
See: Inchoatives

I got a letter from my brother

I got
;

up/aown/out/over, etc.

See: Direct object; Indirect object

I'm glad

I'm glad to see you
See under:,,Adjective +

I'm glad (that) you're
See under: Adjective +

TO infinitive

here
THAT clause

Where did he go (to)?
He went to London
Why did he go:

The car would not go

I went for a walk (R)

I went home

I went to bed/the cinema

We went shopping (R)

I went out
We went on
Why did you go away?

See: Future, Intention

This ring is made of gold
It's a gold ring
Compare: WOOD/WOODEN (R);

WOOL/WOOLLEN (R)
Words from Lexicon which act as nouns
and adjectives: GLASS, LEATHER, METAL /
NYLON, PLASTIC

. 207
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GOOD Irregular comparison. See under:

Comparative forms. See also:

Adjective + TO

GOT See under: HAVE

Habit

HALF'

HARD
as'adj.:

as'adv.:

HARDLY

HARDLY ANY

HARDLY EVER

HATE
expressing emotion, strong feeling

etc.:

+ gerund:

+ TOinfinitive:

See under: Present Tense

It's half past three
Give me half of it
I want half a bottle

It's hard work

We worked hard
See also: Adjective + TO

I can hardly keep awake
I

I've got hardly any money

He's hardly ever late
Compare: Adverbial, of frequency

I hate him
I hate ice-cream

I hate watching TV

I'd hate to go there

HAVE
as full verb
(- POSSESS): I have some money

Have you any money:
Do you have any money:'

(- EAT, DRINK, etc.): Let's have breakfast
Have a drink

(with ailments): I have a headache
I have toothache

as auxiliary: I've been there
He's wrilitten to me

causative: Can I have this shirt washed plec;se:

GOT: I've got a small caravan

+ TO (necessity):

th CAN'T

Ln present perfect'

;n past perfect

Do you have to leave:
I have to/don't have to see him
I had to/ didn't have to see him

We can't have that (R)

I've been to Paris
I've bought a dress

T saw him after I had finished WU;

'CO
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HEAR
after CAN

as stative verb:

Height
with reference to people:

with reference to things:

HERE
adv. place (stress)ed:

to indicate:

to wish well:

I-can hear you

I hear very well
See: Present simple tense, stative verbs

How tall are your
I'm 5 feet 6/1 metre 80

How tall/high is it?
It's 50 feet (tall/high)
It's 20 metres (tall/high)
See under: HOW

It's here
Here he is

Here it is
Here's the bus

Here's to ...

HIGH
with reference to things only: That's a high building,mountain

See: LOW, TALL

HOME

HOPE
+ SO:

+ (THAT):

I gc2 home at 6

I leave home at 6 in the morning
I come home at 6 in the evening

I hope so, not

I hope (that) you're right
See: Verb + THAT

+ TO - infinitive: I hope to see you soon
See: Verb + TO

HOW
asking for adv. manner:

in exclamations:

How does he drive:

How nice! i

Compare:

\:
+ adj. with reference to

age: How old is!he?

cost /price: How much i6

distance: How far/ntar is it:,

height: How high/ all is it:

How tall is he?

length: How long is it?

quantity: How much/Many do you want.

site: How bigl/small/wide (R) is it

temperature: How hot/cold is it

weight How heavy/light is it.

width How wide (R) is it?

adv.: flow soon- often cto.

:'.01
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duration/time:

repeated actions:

If

How long were you in il'ome:

How long ago were sou in Rome.

How many times ...
See under: MANY; Present perfect tense

in indirect Yes/No question I wonder if you could help me
See under: Indirect speech

in conditional clauses: See under: Clauses, conditional

verb t-IF: See under: Verb - IF

Imperatives Zit down!
Don't say that!
Be careful!
Have a cigarette!
Put your coat on!

Impersonal construction See: IT

IN

as adv, particle:

referring to things worn:

referring to place:

referring to time:

Come in!

Which boy. The one in tne white shirt (R)

He's in bed
He's in the garden
He's in Sweden

I'll see you in July/in 19-
It often rains in (the) winter
I'll see you in two weeks' (time)

IN FRONT OF There's a tree in front of the house'

IN ORDER TO Ho came here in order to help me (R)

See under: Clauses: purpose

Inchoative verbs
BECOME: Oil has become very expensive

GET: He's getting old (R)

FALL: He fell ill (R)

Indefinite article

Indefinite pronoun

Indirect object

Indirect speech
statements:

tense changes:

See: A/An, Zero

See: SOME compounds

She gave the money to me
For other verbs, see: Direct object

She brought me a present
For other verbs, see: Direct object

He says ) he is ill
tells me ) Likes ice-eredm

can/may, will come

He 3uid ) he ,.)as ill

told me ) likod ict:-areqm

couL4would cow



questions:

no tense change:

tense changes

(+ question word):

imperatives:

Infinitive
after LET:

as object: e.g.

-complemmmtation of adj.: e.g.:

expressing purpose: e.g.

TO:

or - ING:

-ING form

INSIDE
as particle:

as preposition:

Instrument

Intensifiers

Intention
with GOING TO:

with WILL:

Interrogative form
of auxiliaries/modals:

negative questions:

with DO/DOES/DID:

negative questions:

with Question Words (WHO and
WHICH) as subject (no inversion):

WHO(M)? WHAT? WHICH? WHOSE? HOW?
WHEN? WHERE? WHY? (with inversion):

He asks if he can/may go
He asks if you like it
See under: Verb for Verbs + IF

He asked if he could go
He asked if you were enjoying it
He asked me when I would.arrive

He told me to go
r told him to go

Please let me help you

I want to go
See under: Verb + TO _

I'm afraid to go
See under: Adjective + TO; Clauses

/I've come here to help you

It's hard to say

I like to lie/lying in the sun
See under: Verb + TO, Verb + -ING

See under: Gerund; Infinitive

He's inside

He's inside the museum

See under: WITH, WITHOUT

It's a lot, a bit/ a little, much better
See also under: QUITE, RATHER, TOO, VERY

I'm going to write him a letter

I will write him a letter

Is he here:

Has he (got) a car.
Can you speak English. etc.

Isn't he here:
Hasn't he (got) a car:
CanIt.he speak English. etc;

Do you like ice-cream.
Does he like ice-cream.
Did he write to you.

Don't you like ice-cream:
Doesn't he like ice-cream:
Didn't he write to you:

Who told you that.
Whi4z bus goes to Oxford Circue.

Who(m) did you see.
What is she doing.
Which one have you bought etc!,
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prepositional ending: What are you looking at:

INTO Let's go into the house

Intonatipn
especially with reference to:
WH-questions and Yes/No-questions
echoed questions
a question in statement form
requests and commands

Intr4sitive verb

Invitations

Irregular adjectives

Irregular plurals,

Irregular verbs
The following occur in the Lexicon:

be
become
begin
break
bring

burn
buy
choose
come
cost

cut

do
drink
drive
fall
feel

find

fly

forbid
forget

freeze

get
give

go

have
hear
hurt
keep
know
learn
leave

lend

let

lie

lose

make
mean
meet
pay

See under: Verb

See under: CAN, COULD, WILL, WOULD

See under:\Comparative forms

See under: Plural nouns

\

was been

became become

began begun (R)

broke broken
brought brought

burnt burnt

bought bought

chose chosen
came come
cost

cut

cost (R)

cut

did done

drank drunk
drove driven
fell fallen

felt felt

found found

flew flown

forbade forbidden (R)

forgot forgotten
froze frozen

got got (gotten R)
gave given

went gone

had had

heard heard

hurt hurt

kept kept

knew known
learnt learnt

left left

lent lent

let let

lay lain

lost lost

made made

meant meant

met met

paid paid
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put put

read read

say said

see saw

sell sold

send sent

show showed

sing sang

sit sat

smell smelt

speak spoke

spend spent

stand stood

swim swam

take took

teach taught

tell told

think thought

understand understood

wear wore

write wrote

IT as subject

pug

read

said

_seen

sold

sent

shown
sung
sat

smelt
spoken
spent

stood
swum
taken
taught
told
thought
understood

worn
written

It's fine
It's raining
It tastes good
It hurts
What's it like:'

+ adj. + TO-inf.: It's nice to see you
See under: Adjective + TO; Pronouns

JUST
in present perfect: I've just seen him

See: Adverbial, of frequency

LAST
as adj.:

as adv.:

in time references:

LATE
as adj.:

as adv.:

LATELY

The last guest arrived at 10

Peter came last

I saw him last night. etc.
Compare: NEXT

We are late

7e arrived late

Have you seen John lately.

LEAST
comparisons This one is the leas,. expensiv

Length How long is it.
It's two yards/two metres iono

See under: HOW

LESS

with mass nouns: / want lest (stela_v 2teac:



comparisons: I have less time than you have
It's less expensive than yours

LET
(= ALLOW) Let me help you

Rooms to let.
See under: Infinitive

LET'S

in suggestions: Let's go to a show tonight
See: SHALL

LIKE
after WOULD:

as an adv.:

as a verb:

in comparisons:

+ TO-infinitive:

LITTLE
with mass nouns:

Would you like ...

You do it like this

I like your brother very much
I like ice-cream

What's it like:
It's like an orange/like tea

I'd like to see a film

There's very little time

comparisons: I have less money than you have

A LITTLE (= A QUANTITY OF): May I have a little sugar please;

as intensifier It's a little better

LONG
distance: It's a long Way

duration: I haven't seen him for a long tlr:e

LOOK
as semi-copula:

as verb:

+ particle:

A LOT

You look ill
yt looks nice

Look at this!

Look out!

as intensifier He's a lot better nuw

A LOT OF/LOTS OF
in affirmative statements with
mass and unit nouns:

LOVE
expressing emotion/strong
feeling etc.:

I've got a lot ofilots of time,buH(o

I love yuu
I love ice-creari
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+ gerund

+ TO-infinitive:

after WOULD:

I love watching IV (R)

I love to watch TV (R)

I'd love to see that film (R)

LOW
with reference to things only: That's a low building/mountain

See: HIGH

MAKE
basic meaning:

contrasted with DO:

MANY
as quantifier:

in negative statements with
unit nouns:

+ TIMES

I made it myself
This dress is im..de of wool

What is she making: (= creating)

What is she doing: (= performing)

I've got tco many

There aren't many taxis in this town

How many times have you been to Paris=
Four times
See under: HOW; Present perfect tense

Mass nouns See under: Nouns

MATTER What's the matter.
It doesn't matter

MAY
permission:

requests:

May I leave now

May I have some please;

uncertainty/possibility: Perhaps I may see you again

with'future time reference: I may see you tomorrow

Meals
no article before meals: I'm going to have breakfast/lunch etc.

See: Zero article

Measures/volume: PINT, GALLON, as' given in the Lexicon

MIGHT
possibility:
suggestion:

MIND
basic meaning

+ IF:

polite request...

mrning
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I might go there tomorrow.
We might go to a show tonight
See: MAY

I don't mind (R)

I don't mind if he joins us (R)

Would you mind opening the window. (R)
See: Gerund
Mind the gap! (R)



Modal See under: CAN, COULD, MAY, MIGHT, MUST,
NEED, OUGHT TO, SHALL, SHOULD, WILL,

WOULD

Months of the yea, See under: Dates

40RE
with mass and unit nouns: 1 need more stamps, time

comparisons: I have more than you have
It's more expensive than your:,

MOST
with mass/unit nouns- Most people don't know this

in comparisons: This one is the mOst'expensive

Motion See under: Prepositions

MUCH
as adverb:

as quantifier:

as intensifier:

You smoke too much
I shouldn't smoke so much
I don't like it very much

I've got too much (Compare: MANY)

This is much better

in negative statements with
mass nouns: There isn't much sugar

See under: HOW

MUST
deduction

necessity/obligation:

prohibition:

with future reference:

with past reference:

Names

Nationalities

She must be Danish; she can't be Swedish

I must leave immediately (R)

See under: HAVE + TO

We mustn't smoke in the theatre
NEEDN'T: See under: NEED

must see you tomorrow

HAD TO: See under: HAVE + TO

See under: Nouns; Zero article

As required

NIEAR

as adverb: ptite nEar

as preposition: We lZve ne,,r the c,xthca.,,:

Compare: FAR FROM

Necessit\ See under: RAVE, MUST, NEED (absence
of necessity)

'IEEE

is full verb:

1C,
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as modal (absence of necessity): n8e,in't do it (R)

MUSTN'T: See under: MUST

Negative form
of BE/auxiliaries/modals:

negative questions:

with DO/DOES/DID:

,negative questions:

Negative interrogative

NEVER
with the present:

with the present perfect:

He isn't here
He hasn't got a car.
He can't speak hngl.ish, etc;

Isn't he here?
Hasn't he got a oar:
Can't he speak English: etc;

I don't like ice-cream
He doesn't lbw ice-cream
He didn't write to me

Don't you like ics-c:van.
Doesn't he like ice-cream.
Didn't he write to you.

See under: Interrogative forms,
Negative form

I never play football

I've never been to Rome
I've never met John
See! Adverbial of frequency, EVER,
Present perfect tense

NEW
with reference to things: his car is new

See also: CLD; YOUNG

NEXT
as adj.:

as adv.:

NO

in the f:ext ruon

What's next. (R)

in time references: see you next week, etc.
Compare: LAST

+ TO (preposition) : T at next t: J( ;In

in negative ,Iqswers: triank you

(= NOT ANY): See under: SOME

NO-Compounds: See under: SOME-compoun,1s

NOBODY, NO ONE Sec under: SOME compounds

Nominalization

NONF

NOT

See under: IT

See undet: SOME

See under: interr(vdtivc torIA,

Negative form; HOPI., RATHER dud

SUPPOSE

MOT ... ANN Sec under: SOML
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NOT ... MUCH/MANY See under: MUCH; MANY

NOTHING See under: SOME-compounds

NOUNS

common: A CAMERA, AN ORANGE etc.: as specified
in Lexicon

compound: POST-OFFICE, LETTER-BOX etc.: as
specified in Lexicon

count/countable: A CAMERA, AN ORANGE etc.: as specified
in Lexicon

mass: SUGAR, COFFEE etc.: as specified in
Lexicon

mass or unit: BEER/A BEER, COFFEE/A COFFEE etc.:
as specified in Lexicon

partitive: A PIECE/SLICE etc.: OF: as specified
in Lexicon

plural: See under: Plural nouns

proper: Names of people and places as required

unit: See: Count/Countable above

See also: A/AN; plural nouns; SOME;
THE; Zero article 4

NOWHERE Sete under: SOME-compounds

Number See: Plural nouns

Numbers Cardinal and ordinal

OF See under: Genitive; Prepositions

A CUP OF COFFEE: See under: Nouns:
partitive

OFF
as particle:

Offers

OFTEN

OLD
as opposite of NEW:

and YOUNG:

comparisons: people and things:

Keep off!
Take it off

See under: CAN, COULD, LET, SHALL

He's often late
See: Adverbial, of frequency

His car is old
He L; c!d

He's older/the ola,:st

It's uIder/the olGteat
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ON

in adv. manner:

as adv. particle:
(= FORWARDS):

focussing:

referring to place:

referring to time:

ONCE

ONE

as pronoun/propword:

distinguishing from A/AN:

in place of A/AN:r Unit

ONES
as pronoun/propword:

in place of plural unit:

ONLY
positions:

OR
joining words or phrases:

joining clauses:

Ordinal numbers

OTHER
(= ALTERNATIVE):

OUGHT TO
advisability/desirability/duty:

inadvisability/disapproval:

OUT as particle

(le

On foot

Come on!
We went on

I cannot give you any information on
train services (R)

It's on the table

1'11 see you on Monday
I vo there' on Mondays

I went there on July 17th
I went there on Monday, July 17th

He came (only) once
He comes here once a week

- See also: A/AN 0

Which one' The red one
I like the red one better

I want one book and not two

I've got one

Which ones: The red ones
I :ike the red cnes better

I've got some big ones

I only wanted to help you
He came only once,

It's black or white

We can go to the bevch or stay at home

Up to two digits: e.g. 20th, 21st,
22nd, 23rd, 24th, etc.

C;ive me the other book
Give me the other one/ones
See: ANOTHER

You ought to se,: a do2tur

Y,-)u oughtn't to do that (R)

Set: SHOULD

We walked uut
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OUT OF

OUTSIDE
as particle:

as preposition:

OVER

OWN
(MY OWN = MINE, etc.):

as stative verb:

Particle

. Participle

Partitive

Passiye
simple present:

simple past:

present perfect:

future and modals:

with BY-phrase:

direct/indirect 4

PAST
as preposition:

Past continuous tense

a*

Past participle
after HAVE/HAD in Present/
Past perfect:

in passive construction:

used adjectivally:

Past perfect tense
with AFTER:

with BEFORE:

with WHEN:

Past progressive tense
with e.g. WHEN (progressive
and past: interrupted actions)."

He came out of the house

He's outside

He's outside the museum

We flew over the city

This is my own (book)

He owns a house in the country

See: Adverbial particle; Adverbial:
transposable particle

See: Past participle; Present participle

See under: Nouns, partitive

The train is delayed (R)

The train was delayed (R)

The train has been delayed (R)

The train will be delayed (R)

This book was written by Churchill (R)

John was killed (R)

I was given a book (R)

It's half past 3.0
He walked past the house

See: Past progressive tense

I've broken my watch

He was killed in an wiident (R)

My watch is broken
The shops are closed
T found a broken watch

After I had finished I left

I left before I had finished

When I had finished I left

When I was leading the I

met Harry
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with e.g. WHILE (parallel actions):

/

I was working in the garden whi,W,

my wife was booking the din,ter/

Past tense
with Irregular verbs: See: Irregular verbs

with regular verbs: See: Regular verbs

with exact time reference: He left t week ago etc.

Period of time See under: BY, DURING, FOR, SINCE,

WHILE

Permission See under: ALLOWED TO; CAN; COULD

MAY

Personal pronouns See under: Pronouns

Phrasal verbs -

intransitive: e.g. Come in

transitive: e.g. Put on your coat
Put your coat on
Put it on

PIECE OF See under: Nouns, partitive

Place See under: Adverbial, Preposition.

Plural nouns
Form and selling:

T -S: CARS, SOCKS, CUPS, etc.

-es: POTATOES, GLASSES, WATCHES, BRUSHES,
BOXES, etc.

consonant -y to -ies: BABIES, LAVATORIES, (R) etc.

-fe to -ves: KNIVES, WIVES, THIEVES, LIVES, etc.

irregular: CHILDREN, FEET, MEN, PENCE, TEETH,
WOMEN

used only as plural: GLASSES, PEOPLE, POLICE, SCISSORS,
TROUSERS

used only as singular:

Pronunciation:
/s/ after 'k',

/z/:

/iz/:

Poirt

in space:

of time:

' t '
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HAIR, INFORMATION, BAGGAGE (R), LUGGAGE,
FURNITURE, NEWS, SPAGHETTI and mass
nouns (SUGAR, COFFEE, etc.)

SOCKS, POTS, CUPS, etc.

CARS, DOGS, LETTERS, etc.

HOUSES, WATCHES, etc.

See under: Adverbial, place, Preposition...

See under: Adverbial time; Prepositions;
AI; BY; IN; ON; SINCE



Possession See under: HAVE, OWN

Possessive See under: Pronouns; Genitive

Possibility See under: CAN, MAY, MIGHT, COULD

Predicative See under: Adjectives

Preference See under: Rather

PrE.positions See: ABOUT, ABOVE, ACROSS (R), AGAINST,
ALONG (R), AMONG (R), AT, BEHIND,

(

BETWEEN, BY, DOWN, DURING (R), FOR,
FROM, IN, INSIDE, INTO, NEXT TO, OF,
ON, OUT OF, OUTSIDE, ROUND, SINCE,
THROUGH, TO, UP, WITH

after adjective/verb: See under: Adjectives; Verbs

at the end of a question: What are you looking at;

before a gerund: See: Gerund

of motion: 1 TO, FROM, etc.

of position: IN, AT, etc.

of time: IN, AT, etc.

Present continuous tense See: Present progressive tense

Present participle
as adj.

in progressive aspect:

Present perfect tense
BEEN and GONE:

no time reference:

repeated actions:

with EVER, NEVER

with (NOT) ... YET/ALREADY

with SINCE + exact time
reference:

It's surprising

He's writing
He was writing

Have you ever been to Paris:
I went there last year

He has left

I've been there again and again
I've met him several times

Have you ever met John?
No, I've never met him

Has your friend come yet:
No, he hasn't come yet
He's alreudy left

I've, been here since Thursday
I haven't seen him since Monday

with FOR + a period ortime: I've been here for a month

Present progressive tense
current action: What are you doing (now):

I'm reading

with future reference: 're's lea)7'ng tomorrow

Present simple tense
habitual: He washes his hands before a meal

He usually arrivcs at 8

'-- 214 -
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with future reference: The train leaves at 6.27

with stative verbs: He wants some coffee
cp. BELIEVE, BELONG TO (R), FORGET,
HEAR, KNOW, LIKE, LIVE, LOVE, MEAN,
NEED, OWN, REMEMBER, SEE, SMELL,

UNDERSTAND

Progressive aspect See under: Present progressive tense;
Past Progressive tense

Prohibition See under: ALLOWED TO, MUST

Pronouns

indefinite: See under: SOME, SOME-compounds

personal
subject: I, we, he, she, it, they, you

object: me, us, him, her, it, them, you

possessive adjectives and pronouns: my, mine; our, ours; his, his; her, hers;
its; your, yours; their, theirs

reflexive: myself, himself, herself, itself,
ourselves, yourselves, themselves

Proper nouns

Purpose

PUT ON

Quantifiers/Determiners

Quantity
of mass:

of units:

Questions

See under: Nouns

See under: Clauses, purpose

Put on your hat
Put your hat on
Put it on
See under: Adverbial, transposable
particle

See under: ALL; A LOT OF; SOME; MANY;
MUCH; HARDLY ANY; ENOUGH; LITTLE;
FEW; SEVERAL; HALF; NOUNS partitive

How much do you want?
I want a slice

a pound (lb) a kilo (kg)
a little etc.

How many do you want?'
I want five

two pounds (lbs) two kilos (kgs)
a few etc.

See under: HOW; MANY; MUCH, Quantifiers;
SOME

See: Echoed questions; Indirect speech:
Interrogative form; Prepositions

Question tags He's here isn't he
He isn't here, is he etc.

QUITE
as intensifier: He's quite old

See: RATHER: TOO: VER

'lc
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KARELT

RATHER
as intensifier:

preference:

Reason

Reflexive pronouns

Regular verbs
,+ -d, + -ed /d/
+ -ed /t/

+ -ed /id/ after /t /, /d/

+ -ied /aid/ or /i:d/ in place
of consonant + -y:

Relative clauses
included subject:

included or deleted object:

prepositional ending:

REMEMBER
+ object

+ to - purpose

+ -ing (recollection):

THAT:

Reported speech

Requests

RIGHT
after BE:

He's rarely late
See: Adverbial, of frequency

He's rather old
See: QUITE: T03: VERY

I'd rather go for o walk than stay

at home
I'd rather not

See under: Clauses, cause/reason

See under: Pronouns

Verbs as given in Lexicon
e.g. SERVED, ANSWERED, etc.
e.g. WASHED, etc.
e.g. POSTED, etc.

e.g. TRIED, CARRIED, etc.

She's the girl who works in the office
They're the girls who work in the office
She's the girl that works in the office (R)
They're the girls that work in the

office (R)
That's the train which/that (R) leaves
at 6

That's the girl (whom) I met yesterday
They're the girls (whom) I met yesterday
That's the book (which/that) I bought

yesterday
They're the books (which/that) I

bought yesterday

That's the man (whom) I told you about
That's the hotel (which/ that) I stayed

at

I remember my first visit to your country

Please remember to post my letter

I remember seeing him last year

I remember (that) he went there last year

See: IndiVect speech

See under: CAN, COULD, MAY, WILL, WOULD,
Causative and Suggestions

The ansz2er is right

You're right
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ROUND
as adj.: It's round

as prep.: There's a wall round the garden

SAME This one is the same
It's the same as that
They came home at the same time

See: DIFFERENT

SAY See under: Indirect speech; Verb
+ Obj. + TO; Verb + THAT

SEE
after CAN:

as stative verb:

I can see you

I see quite well
See: Present simple tense, stative

verbs

(= UNDERSTAND): Oh - I see! (R)

(= MEET; also progressive aspect): I'll see you tomorrow
I'm seeing him tomorrow

SELDOM He's seldom late (R)
See: Adverbial, of frequency

Semi-copula
FEEL:

LOOK:

SMELL:

TASTE:

SEND

SEVERAL
as adj.:

He feels ill

He looks ill
It looks nice

It smells good
(it has a nice smell)

It tastes good
(it has a nice taste)

Send me it/Send it to me
See under: Direct object; Indirect
object

:here were several pcupic (R)

repeated actions: ',her c(.:,eral times ('

See under: Present perfect tenst.

Sequence of tenses See under: Clauses, condition/time

Indirect speech; SINCE

SHALL
in offers and suggestions: ,-;;,a! help you.

Shall we go home is

See: LET; LET'S
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Shape

SHORT
as adj. opposite of LONG and
TALL:

duration:

Short answers, e.g.

adj. complement:

Adv. place/Prep. phrase:

Adv. time:

NP object:

NP subject/Subject + BE/
auxiliary/modal:

Yes/No tag answers:

SHOULD
advisability/desirability/duty:

inadvisability/disapproval:

SHOW

Simple past tense

Simple present tense

Simple sentences
not more than two complements:

SINCE
4. exact time reference.

It's round/squure, etc.
See under: HOW, WHAT

It's s; rt
He's short

For a short time

What colour is it.

Black

Where is he.'

In the garden

When will he be here.'

On Monday

What's he reading.
A book

Who's waiting:
Bob. is

Who likes icecream/
I do

Who broke the window:
I did

Who can help me.
I can, etc.

Is he here:
Yes,.he is/No, he isn't, etc.

You should see a doctor

You shouldn't do that
See: OUGHT TO

Show me it, Show it to me

See under: Direct object; Indirect
object

See: Past tense

See: Present simple tense

I'll see you on Monday
tette go :n to the garden now

I've be.-n here ainns_ Thursday
I haven't seen him since Monday
See: Present perfect tense
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Size How big is it.

It's very big

What size do you want.
Size 8, Size 42, etc.
See under: HOW, WHAT

SMELL
as semi-copula: It smells good

SO

as verb of perception:

(a, THEREFORE):

+ adj.:

after BELIEVE, HOPE, SUPPOSE
and THINK:

I can smell gas
I smell gas
Smell it!
See: HEAR; SEE; Present simple
tens; stative verbs

So I was right
He didn't arrive so I left

I'm so glad

I believe/hope/suppose/think so

NOT SO/AS ... AS He's not so/as big as his brother

SOME, ANY, NO + mass /plural

units

SOME
affirmative: I've got some sugar /magazines

questions, expecting 'yes': Would ycu like some sugar /magazines;

ANY
negatives:

NO

I haven't got any sugar/magazines

questions: Have you got any sugar/magazines:

+ noun (= NOT ANY):

SOME-/ANY-/N06-/EVERY.-/compounds

I've got no sugar/magazines

SOMEONE ANYONE NO ONE EVERYONE

SOMEBODY ANYBODY NOBODY EVERYBODY

SOMETHING ANYTHING NOTHING EVERYTHING

SOMEWHERE ANYWHERE NOWHERE EVERYWHERE

SOME-/ANY-/NO- Compounds follow basic SOME/ANY/NO pattern

See under: EVERYBODY, EVERYONE, EVERYTHING, EVERYWHERE

SOMETIMES
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Sometimes he's late

Re's sometimes late;

He's late sometimes
See: Adverbial, of frequency
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SOON
(- EARLY):

We're too soon

with future reference: I'll see you soon
See also: AS SOON AS

SORRY
to apologize: I'm sorry

+ TO -infinitive: I'm sorry to hear that

+ THAT: I'm sorry (that) you can't come
See under: Adjective + TO/THAT

+ IF: I'm sorry if I have hurt you

SPEAK
a language: Do you speak English:

Compare: SAY and TELL

SPELLING See under: Plural nouns; Regular verbs

Stative verbs See under: Present simple tense:
stative verbs

STILL 1

affirmative He is still here

to emphasise continuity:

STOP
+ geru:d:

Subordinating conjunctions

SUCH (A/AN)
(+ adj) + noun:

Suggestions

/1

He's been here since yesterday
and he's still here,
He's still working on it
Is he still here:

We stopped at 9
He stopped talking

AFTER, BECAUSE, BEFORE, IF, IN ORDER TO,
SINCE, THAT, TILL, TO + inf., UNTIL (R),
WHEN, WHERE (R), WHILE (R)

Passim. See under: Clauses

He's such a nice boy! (R)
He's such an interesting mun! (R)
It was such fun (R)

Why don't you (R)

Shall we ...?
Let's ..
Will you ....
Would you ...:
We might ... (R)
What about ....
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SUPPOSE
+ SO:

+ (THAT):

obligation:

Tags

I suppose so/not (R)

I suppose (that) you're right (R)
See under: Verb * THAT

Are you supposed to do that? (R)
See under: Adjective -k TO

See under: Question tag2; Short answers

TAKE How long does it take?
It takes two hours

TALL
with reference to people and things: He's tall

It's a ta/t building
See: HIGH, SHORT

TASTE
as semi-copula: It tastes,good

(It has a good taste)

as verb:

TELL

+ ABOUT

Temperature

Temporal clauses

Temporal conjunctions

Tenses

THAN

THAT

Taste it!

See under: Indirect speech; Verb
+ object + TO; Verb + THAT

Telt me about it

How hRt/cold is it?
It's 70° (Fahrenheit)
It's 20° (Centigrade/Celsius)
See under: HOW

See under: Clauses, time

See under: Clauses, time

See under: Future; Present; Past

See under: Comparisons; RATHER

See under: Adjectives; Clauses,
Demonstrative; Relative clauses

THE
definite article: Which one? The red one

Which ones; The red ones

singular unit: The car in the garage is new

plural units: The cars in the garage are new

mass noun: The tea in that pot is cold

topographical: We went down the Thames
We went to the Alps
See under: Zero Article

referring to one only: The sun is hot
Close the door
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referring to place: I'm going to the butcher's the
cinema, the seaside

THEN

(- AT TM: TIME):

(- AFTER
I

THAT):

THERE

adv. place (stressed):

existential (unstressed):

I'll see you then

I was at the corner. Then he saw me

It's there
There he is!

There's a man at the door
There was no one there
There's been an accident

is. TAKE PLACE) There will be a concert tomorrow

THESE See under: Demonstratives

THINK
+ SO;

+ (THAT) :

+ OF:

THIS

THOSE

think so./ I don't think so

I think that you're right
See under: Verb + THAT

I'm thinking of going home tomorrow

See under: Demonstratives

See under: Demonstratives

THROUGH We drove through the centre of the town

TILL/UNTIL be here till/until (R) 6 o'clock

NOT... TILL/UNTIL I won't be here till/until 6 o' _ck (R)

Compare: BY

Time
telling the time including
reference to the 24 hour clock

of day/greetings, etc. THIS MORNING, etc.
GOOD MORNING, etc.

Point of time See under: Adverbial, of time; AT: IN: ON

Titles
as in: Nr (Tom) Jones, Mrs (Mary) Smith,

Viss (Jane) Brown; Ms (Jane)
1,v (Frank) Wright

Then addressing a physician Lctor



TO

after adjectives:

after TOO + adj.:

after Adj. + ENOUGH

I'm sorry to hear this

It's too heavy to lift

It's cheap enough to buy
See under: Adjectives

as preposition: He went to the cinema
He went to bed

in infinitive constructions: I want to see him
See under: Verbs

purpose: I went there to meet, him

See under: Clauses, purpose

TOO
(= ALSO):

as intensifier (= EXCESSLVELY):

I'll cone to the party, too

See: EITUER

It's too heavy
It's too heavy to lift
See: QUITE, RATHER, VERY; Adj. with
TOO/ENOUGH + TO/infinitive

Transitive verb See under: Verb

UNABLE TO
interchangeable with CAN'T: He's unable to speak English (R)

future: He'll be unable to see you tomorrow (R)

past (. DIDN'T MANAGE TO): I was unable to get any tickets (R)

Uncountable noun See under: Nouns

UNTIL

UP

See: TILL

as particle: Wake up!

as preposition: We walked up the hill

Verb See under: BE, DO, HA,E (auxiliaries)
Inchoative
Irregular
Phrasal
Regular
Stative (see Present simple)
Tense (under Present; Past)

+ IF:

+ -ING:

Some verbs from the Lexicon that will
combine with IF: ASK, FORGET, KNOW,
MIND (R),REMEMBER, WONDER (R)

Some verbs Aram the Lexicon `that will
combine with Verb-ING: BEGIN (R),
ENJOY (R), FINISH (R), HATE (R), LIKE,
LOVE, MIND (R), REMEMBER (R), START;
TRY (. EXPERIMENT)
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TO:

+ Object + TO:

THAT:

.4- Preposition:

Verb used intransitively:

Verb used transitively:

VERY
as intensifier:

WANT

WANT TO

WEATHER

WELL
as predicative adj.:

as adverbial of manner

WHAT
in WH- questions:

Some verbs from the Lexicon that will
combine with TO: AGREE, ALLOW, BEGIN (R),
DECIDE, DISLIKE (R), EXPECT (R), FAIL,
FORGET, HATE (R), HOPE, INTEND, LEARN,
LIKE, LOVE, NEED (R), PROMISE (R),
REMEMBER, SAY, SPEAK, TRY (. ATTEMPT TO)

Some verbs from the Lexicon which will
combine with object* TO: ASK, EXPLA..N,
HELP, INTRODUCE 02), ORDER (R),
PROMISE (R), REQUEST (R), SAY, TELL

Some verbs from the Lexico1 that will
combine with THAT: AGREE, BELIEVE (R),
DECIDE, EXPECT (R), FEEL, FORGET, KNOW,
MEAN, PROMISE (R), REMEMBER, SEE,
SUPPOSE (R), TELL SOMEONE, UNDERSTAND

Prepositions that will combine with
some of the verbs in the Lexicon:
APOLOGIZE FOR (R), ARRIVE AT, ASK FOR
BORROW FROM, CORRESPOND WITH (R),
DIFFER FROM (R), EXCUSE FOR, LEAVE FOR,
LOOK AT, SMELL OF, WAIT FOR

I'm waiting
I'm reading etc.
Look! Listen! etc.

I'm reading a book
I'm putting on my coat
Look at this picture

He's very old
See: QUITE, RATHER, TOO

I want a new suit
See under: Present simple tense,)
stative verbs

I want to go home
See under: Verbs: + TO infinitive

What's the weather like (today):
What's it like (today):

I feel well

I can't write English very wet'

See under: Interrogative form

in exclamations: What a surprise! (R)
Compare: HOW

( THE THING WHICH): What you say is wrong
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with reference to size: What size is it:

See under: HOW

WHEN
in WH- questions: Sce under: Interrogative form

as temporal conjunction
(r THE TIME WHEN): I'll go out when it is dark

WHERE
in WH- question: See under: 7 terrogative form

as\ conjunction
(\= THE PLACE WHERE):

\

WHICH \

in WH- question:

as relative:

WHILE
(= DURING THE TIME WHEN):

WHO
in WH- questions:

as relative pronoun:

WHO(M)
in WH- questions:

as relative pronoun:

Put it back where it came from (R)

See under: Interrogative form

1

See under: Relative Clauses

I'll write a letter 'phile you go to

the dentist (R)
See under: Clauses, of time; Past
Progressive tense

See under: Interrogative form

See under: Relative clauses

See under: Interrogative form

See under: Relative clauses

WHOSE
in WH- questions: Whose case is this (R)

Whose is this case: (R)

as relative: I don't know whose .it is (R)

Width :kw wide is it: (R)

It's two yards/metres Mic) (R)
See under: HOW

WILL 'LL

plain future: I won't sec you tomorrt,w

promise: I'll help you as soon as I can

in invitations, requests: Will come:

instructions: Will y(4 1. ip me.

Will you open the window.

in predictions: Ale, medicine will,wen't help Jou
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WITH
(= ACCOMPANYING; IN THE COMPANY OF):

instrumental:

possession, personal
characteristics:

We'll take John with us
I'll be with you in 5 minutes

You can ope.n. the door with this key

The man with the black bag
The girl with the blue eyes
See: IN

WITHOUT
(= NOT ACCOMPANYING): We'll go without John

instrumental: You can't open the door without the key

not possessing: I've come without my bag

+ gerund: We sat there without talking

WONDER
+ IF: I wonder (R)

I wonder if you could help me?(R)

WOOD/WOODEN This box is made of wood
It's a wooden box
Compare: GOLD; WOOL

WOOL/WOOLLEN This dress is made of wool
It's a wo,..71en dress

Compare: GOLD/WOOD

WOULD
in offers, invitations: Would you Like come ice-cream?

Would you like to go out tonight?

requests:__ Would you open the window please.
Would you mind opening the window? (R)

Word, order

Basic statement pattern: (Time)/Subject/Verb/Object/Manner/Place/
(Time)

For changes from this pattern see:
Adverbial, of frequency; Interrogative
form"

WRONG
aft::r BE:

+ TO infinitive:

Years
spoken convention:

written convention

The answer is wrong
You're wrong

It's wrong to ask
See under: Adjective + TO - inf.
for list

e.g. nineteen hundred, nineteen
nineteen two, etc.
1900, 1901, 1902, etc.
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Yes/No
questions:

tags:

YET
in questions:

in negatives:

YOU (= ONE)

YOUNG
with reference to peopl

Zero article
No article before

abstract nouns:

a place or means of transport

as defined by its purpose:

meals:

mass nouns:

personal pronouns:

plural units:

topographical names;
names of people; titles;
languages; proper nouns:

See under: Interrogative form

See under: Short answers

Has he come yet:,

He ha n't come yet

See: READY; STILL; Present perfect

tense

It's a Dice record if you like modern
music

He's young
See: OLD

Information/news is hard to get

in/to prison, hospital, school, church,
bed, by train, bus, car, plane

N.B. also: go/come home

We're going to have breakfast/lunch/
tea/dinner

Ice-cream is nice
I like ice-cream

That's my book It's mine

Cars c:;e expensive

I live in Bridge Street,
London/Eng land

N.B. the USA, USSR etc.

John rang me yesterday
Mr Jones has arrived
I speak English

::27
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APPENDIX 3

Grammatical summary

I

Types

SENTENCE TYPES

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

affirmative

and

negative

P

1.

2.

3.

Declarative sentences

Interrogative sentences:

2.1 Yes/no questions

2.2 Question-word sentences

Imperative sentences:

3.1 Commands

3.2 Polite requests

"Short" sentences:

1. Short answers (type: (Yes,) I am; (No,) I cannot) P

2. Short questions (type: Are you? Cannot you?) P

3. Question-tags (type: You aren't afraid, are you?) R

Complexity:

1. Simple sentences, up to those containing two complements P

2. Compound sentences:

Co-ordination with and (P), but (P), or (P), 0 (R)

3. Complex sentences:

Sentences containing object-clauses (P), subject-clauses
(type: It is A pity that you cannot come) (P), adverbial
clauses of time (P), place (R), condition (P), cause/reason
(P), relative clauses (P)

II VERBS

Types

1. Main verbs (see lexicon)

2. Copula: BE P

Semi-copulas: B.c.COME (I may become a doctor) P

GET (He's getting old) P

FALL (He's fallen ill) P

FEEL (I don't feel quite well) P

LOOK (You look very well) P

REMAIN (Will it remain dry today?) C:

STAY (It won't stay dry for long) '



3. Auxiliaries and semi-auxiliaries:

tense/aspect: HAVE: perfect and pluperfect P

BE: present continuous and past continuous

BE GOING TO: future P

WILL: future P

voice f BE R

periphrasis : DO P

modality/ : CAN: ability, capability, capacity P;
possibility P; permission R

COULD: see CAN; also: suggestion P

BE ABLE TO: ability, capability P

BE GOING TO: intention P; future P

MAY: uncertainty P; permission P

MIGHT: .2e MAY

BE ALLOWED TO: permission P

BE SUPPOSED TO: permission R

MUST: logical conclusion P; obligation R

HAVE TO: obligation P

NEED (+ not): absence of obligation R

OUGHT TO: advisability R; right/wrong R

SHALL (in questions): offer P; suggestions P

SHOULD: right/wrong P; disapproval P

WILL: intention P; request P; capacity P; future P

WOULD: see WILL; also: enquiry P, request P

Forms:

1. Finite forms P

2. Infinitive:

2.1 plain infinitive (Vinf): with auxiliaries P; with let's P, let me R,

I'd rather P.

2.2 infinitive with to (Vt0): with semi-auxiliaries (have to, ought to,
be going to, etc.) P; with main verbs (hate, like, try, want) P;
with predicative adjectives (how nice, be sorry, be glad, be delighted) P

3. Imperative P

4. Past participle (Ved): in perfect and pluperfect P; in passive R; after

causative HAVE P

5. Present participle/gerund (V,n ): in continuous tenses P; after come R,

enjoy R, go R, hate'R, Prig remember R; after prepositions R.

Voice:

1. Active P

2. Passive R
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Aspect:

1. Simple P

2. Perfect/pluperfect

3. Continuous P

Tense:

1. Present P

2. Past P (including "modal past" of auxiliaries: COULD (P), MIGHT (P),
OUGHT TO (R), SHOULD (P), WOULD (P))

3. Future P (with will, be going to, and continuous tenses of verbs of motion).

III NOUNS

Number

1. Singular P

2. Plural P

Case:

1. Common case P

2. Genitive singular (-'s) of personal nouns P

For other (functional) distinction of cases, see division II of content-specification
(3.3.1 - 3.3.5).

Function:

1. Nouns of NP P

2. Attribu ice nouns, esp. material nouns P

IV ADJECTIVES \\

Function: .

1. Attributive F

2. Predicative P

Form:

1. Positive degree P

2. Comparative degree (-er, more) P; irregular forms of those "irregulars" which
occur in the lexicon

3. Superlative degree (-est, most) P; irregular forms of those "irregulars" which
occur in the lexicon.

Comparison:

1. equality: as .... as R

2. inequality: not so .... as R; compriative + than P; superlative P

V ADVERBS

Form:

1. derivation with -Ly P

2. non-derived adverbs, e.g. soon, fast, R/P. see lexicor.
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Comparison:

See under ADJECTIVES

VI ARTICLES

Definite article: the P

indefinite article : a(n) P

Absence of definite article in cases such as to go to school, in summer, to have

dinner P

VII PRONOUNS (including pronominal adjectives)

1. personal : subject forms and object forms P

2. possessive

2.1 adjectives : my, your, their, etc. P

2.2 pronouns :
mine, yours, theirs, etc; used as complement P, used as

subject R

3. demonstrative

3.1 adjectives this, that, these, those, such P

3.2 pronouns this, that, these, those P

4. interrogative

4.1 adjectives : whose R, what P, which P

4.2 pronouns : who P, whom R, whose R, what P, which P

5. relative : who P, whose R, whom R, which P, that R, 0 R

6. indefilite : someone P, somebody P, no one P, not ... 'anyone P, nobody P,

everybody P, something P, nothing P, everything P
all (as in: They all went home; and in: I want all of it) P

some (as in: Some of them went home) P, any (as in: Have

you got any money? I haven't any money) R, it (as in: It

rains) P

myself, &ourself; etc. (type: I've done it myself) R7. emphatic

8. propword

VIII NUMERALS

one (type: I like the red one better) P

1. Cardinal: up to 4 digits P, up to 9 digits R

2. Ordinal : up to 2 digits P

Also: half, quarter

IX WORD ORDER

Basic pattern: subject-predicate-complement(s) P

Derived patterns: Yes/no question pattern P

Wh-question pattern P
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Negative sentence pattern with >Lt P

Passive voice pattern P

Imperative pattern P

Indirect object replacement by to-adjunct F

Position of adverbials: the normal positions of the adverbials listed in the

content-specification, excluding M2 P

X WORD FORMATION

Adverb derivation with -ly P

Comiyunds and derivatives as listed in the content specification R,P

Compounds and derivatives not listed in the content specification as far as their

meaning is fully Ndictable from component parts occurring in the content-

specification K
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